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PREFACE 

World ~-lar Second has witnessed a number of chanc;Jes 

in the international politics, but the dawn of the nuclear 

era is the JOOst important one. This era gave birth to the 

two superpowers, polarization of the ~rld into military 

groups and a sense of insecurity to the wrole mankind. 

The idea of development of mankind has been snatched away 

by an ever haunting idea of • Nuclear Winter• • 

The nuclearization process has not only chan~ed the 

international diplomacy in its operational but also in 

theoretical sense. As we see that the o::>ncept of security 

has been changin~ and its meaning to different oountries 

also differ. Since the process of nuclearization and 

skyrocketing developments in science and technology has 

shrunk the world into a •Global-Village•; the concept of 

security can not be viewed in national terms as was done 

before the nuclear era. Rather a nation's security policy 

is formulated after giving a dle oonsideration to national, 

re~ional and extra- regional factors. There is always a 

linkage between these. 

In the present study an endeavour has been made to 

present a woolistic view of the o:mcept of security, in 

the first Chapter. Till today Western concept of security 

has been cX>minatingly and being widely used in the inter

national arena due to the fact that these imperial powers 
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have tried to justify their nee-imperialistic machinations 

at the behest of these distorted concepts. The Western 

interpretation of the o::mcept is inapplicable to the 

politically instable and economically fragile Third 

World States. ( TWS). An attempt has been made to explore 

regional, extra-regional and economic factors threatening 

the security of TWS with special reference to India. 

The nuclearlzation has changed the concept of 

conventional deterrence. The conventional style of 

frontier wars w1 th guns and tanks has been superseded by 

the star war with the laser beams. Consequently, a change 

in the concept has been marked. This type of deterrence 

is either a total one or otherwise. The nuclear war will 

not start or it will bring the flora and fauna cbwn to 

the unproductive dl.lst. This paradoxical decline and 

persistence of Nuclear Deterrence in the 1990s has been 

explained in detail in the first chapter (b). The concept 

has been explored historically as well as conceptually. 

India's nuclear policy w1 tnesses the impact of 

regional and extra-regional considerations. Since the 

beginning, India had has been a vehement supporter of 

peaceful uses of NUclear Energy. I£ the misuse of nuclear 

energy can destroy the wh::>le ,prld within few seconds, 

the use of this energy can convert the sad face of this 

earth into a smiling one. Nehru had never expected a 
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breach of peace from any neighbour which was broken away 

with the Chinese attack on India on October 20, 1962. 

It was because of this fact, that Nehru had guaranteed 

to the whole world that India would never misuse this 

energy by making bombs. On the same line India signed 

Partial Test Ban Treaty in 1963 but denied tD sign .. 

Non Proliferation Treaty in 1968. India proposed a total 

disannament against the regional one. 1\11 these fac'b:>rs 

have been explained in detail in the seoond chapter. 

Since the death of Nehn1, India preferred tD keep 

its nuclear option open, with a slight change during 

Janata period which was also altered to the earlier line. 

The same policy was followed by Raji-.1 administr~tion 

and the same is being followed by the present government. 

This change and amtinuity in the policy, thereby resulting 

into a strategy of amb,;(ivalence is due to various factors. 

These have been elaborated in the Third chapter. 

What constitutes a nuclear capability? What 

causes a country to go nuclear'? The triggers pressurizing 

the TWS to go nuclear, the resultant proliferation of 

weapons and the regional anns cx:>mpetition - chains has 

been discussed in Chapter four. Still the issue whether 

India should ~ nuclear demands a debate. Them are tw:> 

CJIOups - one supporting India to keep its nuclear option 
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.open - the other pressurizing India to c.J:> for nuclear 

arsenals and still there is a group on Gandhian line 

who prefers India· to be a torchbearer of the disax:mament 

process. Their a~ments have been explained in the last 

Chapter. 

All these arguments have been synthesized in the 

fonn of conclusion. why the present study supports to 

keep the nuclear option open thereby aoopting the strate!Y 

of ambivalence has been substantiated with various 

arguments. 

In the end I hereby acknowledge my earnest 

gratitude to Dr. Rakesh Gupta under whose inspiring 

guidance, I am in a position to finish this ~rk. I am 

also thankful to the Chai:cnan, Professor Balveer Arora 

for his kind help given from time to time. 

~aa&a ~z·ug4d~. 
VI DI SHA SING Hom:> 
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CHAPTER - 1 

FRAME\'PRK OF ANALYSIS 



The security question first arose in a historical 

stage of social development When the different classes, 

strata and their product, the state as the oppressive 

organization of the ruling classes with its internal 

and external functions, was born. Even before the 

emergence of the state, people had security problems -

exposure to the forces of nature, fear etc. - but they 

had never assumed a political character at that time.~ 

A simple definition of security is the relative freedom 

from harmful threats. In studies of international 

relations, the term is usually employed to denote the 

physical safety of a nation, its territorial inviolabi-

1 lity, and its national sovereignty. 

Before the atomic age, that is upto the simul

taneous existence of the w:>rld capitalist and rocialist 

systems, the essence of security for all social 

economic formation had been the defence of the frontiers 

of the given country against foreign dangers, attacks 

and conquests. It was under capitalism and imperialism 

that security as an internationally acting factor first 

appeared in history. The breaking out of the First and 

Second ~rld war was also the consequence of this 

development. In that stage of historical development, 

1. Mroz, Edwin John, Beyond Security - Private 
perceptions l\m::mg .1\rab and I sraels. (Pergamon 
Press, New York, 1980), pp. 80-82. 
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the traditional security questions such as the 

frontier, the territorial and the problems of conquer

ing or keeping the sphere of influence, preCbminated. 

But, the issues c;ping f.:\r beyond the territorial 

problems, such as strengthening and weakening of the 

economy, the expansion or loss of ~rld political 

and military influence, etc. as the social and economic 

determinants of security clearly manifested themselves. 

The essence of military security was also made to 

serve capitalist interests, although not a single 

capitalist state declared it openly - not even the 

fascist states - they always wrapped it up in the 

misleading slogan of national interest. Hence, 

security - in ·the broadest sense - was already there 

at the ~ime of the emergence of imperialism. 

National security is a Western, and particularly 

an ?\merican, post-1945 concept. It has therefore 

developed in response to the needs and conditions 

of a distinct group of states. The Western us~ge of 

the term national security was aominated hy their 

priority to maintain the nc:\tural st~tus-quo and 

the military paralysing effect of mutual nuclear 

deterrence on their collective rivalry with the Soviet 

Union. It reflects their response to the fundamental 

ideological challenge from the Soviet Union. 
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The western ooncept is termed a:flrnutual 

security" which the Soviets claim to be discriminatory. 

They have given a broader connotation of t:.he concept 

terming it as "Equal Security". 

The tw::> concepts are usually handled as synonyms 

in the literature, although this is justified only in 

part. The 'tlest spe~ks almost exclusively of "mutual 

security". Its essence is that all people, nations 

and oountries have the right to security. So far 

all is correct. In ~~e East-West relationship, 

however it is always the u.S. adninistration in 

power, or NAID, that determines,\ t.'1e measure of 

security that the socialist countries are entitled 

to. The ~cialist community could not accept such 

mutuality. This may be then the reason, or the 

pretext, for a new confrontation policy. The military 

security cnncept of the Soviet Union sets out from 

the princinle of equal security. The Soviet concept 

of security is based on the exclusion of the possibi-

lity of one side protecting its interests to the 

detriment of the other side. If one considers the 

relations between u.S.\. and USSR, then the security 

of both can be mutual only after taking into account 

the interest of each side, defining the areas of 

2 
common interest and measures to bring them closer. 

2. Prirnakov, E. "Philosophy of Security" in Subr"hman
yam, K. and Singh, Jasjit ed. Security without 
Nuclear Weapons: Incb- Soviet D~alogue (Lancer 
lnternation~l, New Delhi, 1986) ,pp. 74-80. 
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The Soviet concept of security is not limited 

to relations between USA and USSR, however important 

they may be. Rather it believes in forming a 

universal international system of peace. 3 

'n"le term national· security has a meaning, and 

that meaning is related to threats to core national 

values. The nature of threats varies from country 

to country, aero ss issue areas, and over time. The 

western concept has focussed chiefly on the military 

dimension, especially the threat perceptions of 

contending elites, doctrinal resoonses, security 

resources and capabilities to meet external threats 

to the state. The western approach underestimate the 

salience and impact of domestic fr?.gility, economic 

and technological underdevelopment, ethnic, religious 

and social cleavages in the ever expanding populations 

and the severe eco-political pressures affecting the 

Third ~rld. Security in the context of the Third 

Wo rl.C'/;states <Des not simply refer to the military 
·~) 

dimension, as is often assumed ir, western discussions 

of the cxmcept, but to the whole range of dimensions 

of a state's existence Which are already taken care 

of in the more developed states, especially those 
4 

of the west. 

3. Ibid., p.8 3. 

4. Thomas, Caroline, In search_ of Secu_;-ity - The Third 
~-lorld ir. International Relations, (Rienner Pub., 
Colorado, 1987) , pp: 2-5. -
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There are rome fundamental difficulties in applyir.g 

the \-lest-Centred and originated concent of nationnl 

security. 

The security of western nnd Third world states 

differ on two grounds - their degree of political 
a; 

cohesion and the nature of their security environments.-· 

Many Third world states are fragile political entities, 

and this fact introduces serious problems in identifying 

the referent object for a concept like national 

security. One danger in using national security for 

politically weak states is thnt it easily legitimates 

the use of force in Cbmestic politics. I-io st Third 

world states aloo face a much more turbulent and unstable 

security environment thnn do most western states. This 

endemic instability is of course linked to the political 

weakness of many Third \\Orld states, creating a 

vicious circle of insecurity. 
6 . 

Buzan argues that these 

m=~jor differences may invalidate the use of the 

concept of national security for Third w::>rld cxmdi tions,. 

or at the very least constitute an argument for 

considerable circul'l1spectiooin applying the concept. 

Bobrow and Chnn7 make some salient distinctions 

between the Tliird world, on the one hand, and the First 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Bt,zan, & Barry People, States and Fear - The National ~..ec-
urit¥ Problem in International Relation s,(_Wh~JM-~bcq· 6~ol<Lid ·' 
6ivt.4 Bvthirn , ag..s:J l"='P. s- 1-s 
Ibid. 

Bobrow, Davis B and Chan, Steve, Simple lal:>els and 
complex realities: National Security for the Third 
World in Azar and Moon, "National secyrity in the 
Third ~'10rld: The Management of Internal and External 
Threats,(Great Reelain, Cambridge university Press, 
1988), P• 65. 
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and Second worlds on the other in terms of respective 

national security problems and coping capabilities. 

Departing from the previous undifferentiated view of 

the Third world, they further disaggregate the Third 

world, into four sub categories - Achievers, Goliats, 

Davids and Weak - by using such indicator's as size, 

economic development, and military capability. Within 

this differentiation, the variety of national security 

problems, options, accomplishments, capabilities and 

management procliVities of each of these sub-categories 

is raised and discussed. 

8 
Azar and Moon delineate three dirnensions of 

national security policies: security environment, hardware 

and software.· While security environment is an essen-

tial indicator of external threat and alliance p~ttern, 

the hardware side of security management involves 

physical capabilities, strategic doctrines, force 

structure and weapon choice. By contrast, the software 

side refers to political ligitimacy, integration, and 

overall policy capacity. Moreover, the software side 

of security management is the crucial intervening 

variable linking security environment to hardware in 

Third world countries. 

a. Azar, Edward E. and Moon, Omng In.ed. National 
Security in The Third World: The Management of 
Internal and External Threats, (Great Britain 1 Cambridge 
University Press, 1988) ,pp. 38-40. 
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9 
Han-.Sik Park and Kyung A. Park elaborate the 

importance of non-tangible domestic political factors 

in the non-western world. Through a comparative 

study of China and North Korea, they elucidate the 

crucial :role of ideology in influencing overall 

security m<Yl agement and performance. Although China 

and North Korea may represent deviant cases by Third 

world standards, their practice and performance 

derronstrate clearly that ideology can be an integral 

part of national security. 

IX>mestic insecurity on various :e:ronts· is again 

a grave prblem for Third ~rld countries which makes the 

task for Third world states qualitatively different 

from other developed countries. The factors are: 

Third world st-1tes are post-colonial states. 

Even the nature of the modern nation state 

is an imported value for much of the Third 

world. Hence nation-building is a crucial 

concern for them. -~s such, these youthful 

states must undert~ke the process of natio~

building.10 Nation-building problems exist 

9. PARK, HAN-SIK and PARK, KYUNGA, Ideology and 
Security in AZAA, ED\'lA..qDE and MOON, a-IlJNG ~, 
n. 8, pp. 14-65.._ '' 

10. Smith, A.D.,States and Notions in The Third WOrld. 
(Harvester Press, Brighton, 1983), pp. 77. 102. 
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in the Middle East, with Lebanon being a 

tragic contemporary example of coincidence 

of nation and state. 11 Sri Lanka also has 

nation-bUilding problems which arise out of 

ethnicity and which pose problems for the 

south Asia region. 12 Central and South 

America and the Caribbean <D not suffer from 

territorial disputes in quite the same waY 

as the J\frican continent, but even there J 

nation-building is facing serious obstacles. 13 

Third World states .are artificial, constructs, 

and their government must strive to hold them 

together once the first wave of anti-colonial 

nationalisrr. has passed and ethnic, religious 

and linguistic differences come to the fore~ 

Asia is marked by diversity. India hns 

seventeen official languages plus hundreds of 

others and it is faced with strong centrifugal 

tendencies. 14 

11. Odeh, I3. S. ,Lebanon: Dynarnics of Conflict, (Zed ·Press, 
Lon<Dn, 1985), pp. 4S-60. 

12. Goldmann, R. and Wilson, ,\.J. ~· From Independenc;~ 
to Statehood, (Pinter Pub. Lon<bn, 1984), pp. 103-110. 

13. See Manhy, M., Jamaica: Struggle in the perinhery, 
( '/vri ters and ~eaders Pub., Lon<Dn, 1982) : also, 
Searle, ~. Gr~?ni'\fii'l: The struggle -~gninst Destabili.
zation, (Writers and ~enders Pub., London, 1983) 
and Calvert, P. ".. q. "Eoundary Dispute in Latin 
America", Conflict Study, no. 146, Institute of 
Conflict Studies, LOnoon, 1983. 

14. .~bar, H.J. India, the Siege within: Challenges to 
a Nation's unity~ Penguin Pub., R<ttiion dGorth, 1985~. 
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Weak and devisive oocial, economic and 

political structures. 

Third ~rld states d::> not yet have· comple

tely structured economios and infrastructures 

that can produce the food, goods and services 

that they need for trade and consumption. 

They are m:>stly dependent on the export of 

one primary product. Thomas has raised the 

thorny issue of food and health security in 

an era When population increases are 

phenornenal. 15 

Slow technological progress. 

The problem of internal insecurity makes the 

problem of external insecurity all the more acute, and 

vice versa. These ·different dimensions of ·insecurity 

feed off one another. ,\11 the three levels of security -

individual, nation.,l and international system are 

interconnected and national security problem cannot 

be understood without reference to factors at all the three 

levels of analysis. 

15. '":'homas, n. 4, pp. 9 3-116. 

·• 
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THREAT 'ID SEOJRITY WITH SPECL\L REFERENCE 'ro INDIA: 
Regional, Extra Regional and Eo:momic Factors. 

Threats are a set of crindi tions faced by any 

particular state. Each state exists, in a sense, at 

the hub of a Whole universe of threats. It does not 

constitute a clear set of calculable and comparable 

risks and has diverse forms. It is in a state of 

constant evolution. In many ways a threat is an 

inherent geopolitical environmental condition for 

which the price and penalty will have to be paid by 

the target state if it fails to build its own effec

tive warding off mechanism. 16 Environmental condi-

tions are inherently dynamic and not static. This 

implies that with the change in environments, the 

threat may recede or _acquire dangerous proportions 

depending upon ~e direction of change!7 National 

security policymaking is necessarily a highly imperfect 

art since the threats are :on ambiguous, and because 

knowledge of them is limited. They can be assessed 

in relation to a particular state as a target. 

Security policy requires not only to understand the 

threat themselves but alro the vulnerabilities of the 

state as on object of security. 

16. 

17. 

Kathpalia, P. r;. "Inoo-Pak Relations: The Concept 
of I<!ational Security", Indian Defence Review, (f.Tew Delhi) 
Wol.VIII. No. , 19 , pp. 113-117. 

Ibid, PP• 116. 
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The qUestion of "threat" to security is examined 

under three heads: First, it must be noted that the 

phenomenon of threat is related in time to immediate and 

near term problem: while the medium and long-term 

problems can best be described as challenges. Thus in 

many cases, today• s threat was only a challenge rome 

time in the past: and today• s challenges may or may 

not, materialise as a threat at a future date. Responses 

play an important part in the transition of challenges 

to threat besides, of course meeting them adequately. 

Military preparedness and capabilities have a signi-

ficant influence on challenges, threats and responses. 

Thus, the Sino-Indian border issue which emerged as a 

real 'threat• in September 1962 was only a challenge 

in September 1959, and a problem issue a couple of 

years earlier. 

The Second issue is that unlike earlier eras, 

there is progressively lesser incidence of war with the 

objective of occupation of a a:>untry as a whole. 

However occupation of terri tory for politico-mil! tary 

objectives has continued. 

Thirdly, external threat tn security has b~en 

conceptually related to war. 
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However, in rrodern times, the interaction and 

inter-relationship of external threats, create a differ

ent type of challenge to national security, the examples 

of which are perhf!PS best seen in secessionism and 

insurgencies. The external threats arising from enpl

oyment of military forces, resulting in armed conflict 

or otherwise, but which may not result in actual war, is 

a relatively new dimension of challenge to security 

which is also rrore complex to handle than war itself. 

He will examine the challroges and threats to 

India' s security need in the oontext of these fundamental 

issue$. 

One may rule out an outright invaision into the 

populated areas of India, the kind of operations 

conducted ·during the secx:>nd .,orld w~r. Eut nibbling at 

sparsely populated areas (of the types that happened 

in .1\ksai Chin dUring 1955- 62," in Sictchen recently) 

cannot be ruled out. Nor should one rule out occupation 

of unpopulated islands in the far-flung island 

territOries. The threat of military intervention by 

powers is a major source of insecurity to the littoral 

states of Indian Ocean. small island in the area serve 

this purpose as they provide potential sites for military 

facilities, communico.tion stations, transit posts or 

bases for log•tstic support. In addition there are 
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cert<1in CX)untries, described as "Military }\ccess or 

Frontline states", which serve the foreign and military 

policies of the United States. Saudi Arabia and 

Pakistan are essential elements of Western strategy 

in the Persian Gulf region. They are major recipients 

under the American Assistance Programme to improve their 

defence capabilities and e(X)nomic perfonnance.18 

.1\part from the above categ::>ry of occupation of 

territory the following kinds of security threats can 

arise: 

Infilteration of alien population into our 

territories. We already hnve this problem in 

the northeast, originating from Bangladesh 

and !,7epal. This can in due course extend to 

areas along the Burmese border. 

Our territories being made use of as sanctuaries 

by insurgents and terrorists of another o::>untry 

or in the converse, insurgents and terrorists 

of our o:mntry making use of the territory of 

a neighbouring c:ou~try as sanctuaries. This 

situation already exists in respect of Sikh 

extremists operating across the Ind::>-Pak border, 

the TNV extremists and Shanti Bahini insurgents 

oper~ting across the Tamil militants of Sri Lanka, 

who use T. N. as a sanctuary. 

William Schneider, Jr., "Fy., 1986 Security "-ssistance 
Requests", DePartment of State Bulletin (Washington) 
Vol. 85, no. 2090,June 1985, P• 71. 
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There can be significant material and manpower 

support to insurgents and terrorists by a 

neighbouring oountry where across the border 

action becomes necessary. We faced such a 

situation in September 1965 when it was felt 

necessary to counter the Pakistani 'Operation 

Gibraltar• and 'Operation Grand sa.am• by 

oounter- action aero ss the international border. 

Irredentist claims being revived. This can 

arise in Kashmir across the line of cx:>ntrol and 

the border between Andra Pradesh and Tibet. 

That may escalate into limited war. 

India being subjected to ooercive diplomacy in 

any of these limited actions escalating and 

that involving an implied nuclear threat. 

The sub-continent is surrounded by three major 

nuclear weapon arsenals and within the sub-contintent, 

with all reasonably assessable evidence. Pakistan is 

today an incipient nuclear weapon power, yet a nuclear 

weapon power all the same. No consideration of Indian 

security problem is possible without taking this vital 

aspect into account. 

Our major security concerns, China and Pakistan, 

are both nuclear weapon powers JtodaY· US role in SOuth 
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Asia cxmld heighten the overall risk of nuclear war, 

adding an unpr~dictable new dimension to this danger. 

No less than in the case of the continuing build up 

of nuclear arsenals of the superpo-wers, no thoughtful 

observer American or otherwise, can contefll>late such 

a development without concern, says a recently roncluded 

report by a task force of specialists of the :'\merican 

carnegie Bnd:>wnment of International Peace. 19 Victor 

has cautioned against Sino-US-Pak confluence as a danger 

to the Indian securi ty. 19 ( i) .a.shok Kapur rightly 

asserts, by overcasting the regional dimension the 

effect of international environment on • regional' or 

'national nuclear proliferation' is neglected. 20 (::hese 

aspects of security have been discussed in detail in 

Chapter IV ( cQ 

India's credibility in the SJbcontinent will 

decline unless we are able to project an image that our 

military nuclear capability is a few steps ahead of 

Pakistan and we shall be steadily building up for capability. 

19. "Nuclear weapons and &>uth Asia Security", Report 
of the carnegie task force on Nuclear Proliferation 
and South Asia security carnegie End:>'\ot'ITlent 
(USA, 1988), P• 4. 

19(i) Victor, Cecil, Tbe Security Dilema,(Patriot Pub., 
New Delhi, 1990), pp. 29 •58. 

20. Ashok Kapur, "X Nuclearising Pakistan: Some hypothesis .. , 
A:iian &lryey. Vol. xx, n.5, May 1980, p. 49. 
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~-lith nuclear arsen"lls on both sides of the border there 

should be stability of_: dettn:rence. 'lhe Pakistani view, 

that with deterrence established the Kashmir is~ue 

can be reopened, d:>es not make sense, on the other 

hand, such deterrence will stabilise the line of 

control in Kashmir into a border. The posture of 

minimum deterrence might C'lls::> result in freezing the 

Sino-Indian line of control. 

So far as India's seOJrity-umbrell a under 

Soviet Union is ooncerned, there are no finn commit

ments by nations in the real politik in regard to 

guarantees to the security of other nations. India 

especially being a large nation, can not think of 

relying on any other nation for its security without 

losing its credibility both internally and externally: 

as we lost our credibility in the period following 

the 1962 debacle. In today' s 'WOrld, when coercive 

diplomacy rather than outright invasion is a more 

likely threat to our security, the image of power should 

be proportionate to our size, population and resources. 

Our image of the lack of will of power, reliance on 

external factors to safeguard our security and 1 ack 

of confidence in ourselves, will tempt others to 

encroach upon the freedom and security~ our nation. 
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rrofessor .?\li Mazrui h3s justified the security 

of the Third \-t)rld through proliferation. He advocr!.teq 

the nuclearization of non-aligned countries. This 

w:n:1ld mean not only using nuclear power for peaceful 

purposes but also using that power to reduce the 

danger of East-West convulsion. 21 Mazrui has not 

used such proliferation in order to affect the over-

arching East-Hest military balance in favour of one 

side or the other: far from it he has urged to improve 

the political position of Third ~rld states in the 

international erenn. The actions of the Third ~rld 

states are not always to be measured in terms of the 

East-West balance: they have indigenous desires, aims 

and requirements which cannot be interpreted within 

the boundaries of a simple East-\'lest framew:>rk. Moreover, 

distrust and su spic!on are created not only by 

horizontal proliferation but by vertical prolifer?.tion 

als:> and it isbecause of this fact that rrost non-

nuclear states are becoming distrustful of the superpower's 

commitment to !IPT as a whole. 

There are some wrl tars from the developed \-t)rld, 

however, who advocate the spread of nuclear weapons, 

21. Hazrui, .1\li, "In search of Pax l\fricana", 
The Lis~er 13 Dec. 1979, p. 77. 
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but these are very few in number. One among them 

Kenneth Waltz, concludes that 'the gradual spread of 

nuclear weapons is better than no spread and better 
. 22 

than rapid spread' • 

All this g::>es to underline the rich diversity of 

states which form the Third ~rld grouping. It is 

emphasised here that while in general terms Third ~rld 

states have been able to do little to increase their 

security in a significant way but on particular issue. 

the relative ability of individ.lal Third ~rld state 

to improve their security has varied from time and space. 

?3 Barry Buznn·perceives the threat of national 

security and terms it as security complex. l\ccording to 

him a security complex is a group of states whose primary 

security concerns link together sufficiently closely 

that their national securities can not restrictly be 

considered apart from one another. In short, he 

perceives a direct link between the domestic and the 

international problem~;. Thus, he establishes a linkage, 

like Rosenau between the t~. Moreover Buzan perceives 

these security oomplexes as d.lrable but they are not 

pennanent nor internally rigid. These oomplexes have 

overlapping boundaries. These ex>mplexes are based on 

various factors,geographical, political, strategic, 

historical, economic or cultural. 

22. Waltz, K ... More may be Petter", Adelphi pnper no. 
171, IISS, Lonoon, 1981. 

23. Buzan, Barry, People State and Fears The National 
Security Problem in International Relations.(Wheatshenf 
Books Ltd.,Great Br.ltaln, 1983)pp.46:1o8. 
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Different complexes are effected by different 

factors. Like the s:>uth Asian security complex is 

aggravated by their local issues (countries of South 

Asia) • The second factor to effect this complex is 

the external patterns which cut through this South 

~sian complex. These includes the Sino-:::Cviet disputes 

and the rivalry betwf.enibe US and Soviet Union. In 

brief one set pattern of complex is always effected by 

the larger complexes. Taking the special case of India 

and Pakistan let us take the various factors - inter-state 

intra state, inter complex and intra complex which 

always effects each other. First, is the growth of the 

nuclear rivalry betw't!r!India and Pak.istan.Second, 

Pakistan's assiduous playing of its Islamic '"carc:l,. 

in its continuing support to offset the greater relative 

influence/weight of India.-

These oomplexes help the policymakers to define 

their national security in a clear way. Almost every 

country will be able to relate its security perspectives 

to one or the more CX'mplexes. What is more important 

regarding these oomplexes is that they offer an approe1ch 'tZ 

security which requires the attention to both the macro 

level of the great power impctct on the system, and the 

micro level of local state relations. Buzan finds 

similarity betweenthese complexes and relates it to the 
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traditional idea of Balance of Po-wer. The author 

finds a chonge in these security complexes as compared 

to the 18th century complexes Which were dominated by 

the ~glo-American analytical tradition in International 

Relations. The changes are brought about by the 

decolonisation process which have shifted the boundaries 

of the complexes. The sea:md is the spread of the 

modern weapons. Kolodziej and Harkavy alro find the 

factor of decolonization in International Security 

System to be a preCbminant one. 

Various analysts and strategists have evaluated 

these a:>mplexes either as a static or a dynamic reo de 

of analysis. Nevertheless these security complexes 

provide a useful referent on which policy can be 

focussed or which can be used to evaluate policy propo

sals. Security complexes can be treated as objects for 

policy in the sense that problem can only be resolved 

w1 thin the oontext of the relevant oomplex as a whole. 

DEFENCE AND D1WELOPMENT: A PERSPECTIVE 

The pressing need for national security can not 

be viewed in isolation, as it has a major impact on 
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a country's economy and overall development programme. 

There has been a growing concern for the last two 

decades about the ill\)act of military expenditure on 

the development prospects of the developing countries. 

The defence-development debate is, of course, not 

unique to the Indian context but h<'\s periodically 

been raised in both developed and developing countries. 

The issue requires a considerable importance. 

Eminent scholars like Mary Kald::>r, Herbert 

Wulf, Dan Smith etc. have conducted detailed research 

on the relationship between defence expenditure of 

developing countries and their growth prospects. Three 

viewpoints have generally been highlighted on the 

defence-development issues. Firstly it is generally 

held that defence and development are competitive. 

second belief generally acknowledges the first view 

but defence spending is cxmsidered to be an essential 

pre-requisite because without it development efforts 

may turn to be futile. Thirdly, defence and DeveloP-

ment are considered complementary rather than compe-

tetive. Development not only provided a justification 

for increased defence expenditure, it is perhnps even 

beneficial to the development effort. 
_.. ~ - ~-
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Our whole debate revolves round the above given 

three points. A flood of literature on the topic 

originating from the developed oountries has used the 

"gun versus butter" analogy in the economic context 

of scarcity of res:mrces and oppOrtunity cost. In other 

"WOrds the probleQ'I of defence and/or development has been 

expressed as • the amount of butter which must be 

foregone is the opportunity cost of the additional guns". 2' 

Arms purchase, it is often argued, utilizes scarce 

foreign exchange and oomestic resources that could be 

used for rrrire constructive developmental purposes. 

Ibmestic res:>urces 'WOuld include, apart from foreign 

exchange, the industrial capacity, skilled technical 

and managerial manpower, raw material and intermediate 

goods, educational and training' institutions;and:.So on. 

The purchase of armaments, their maintenance and repair, 

and liscensed production of rome items w:>uld drain the 

above mentioned res:>urces and skills away from the needs 

of general population. As a weapon system has its own 

rigid requirements for operation, maintenance, repair, 

and production, it would have dictatorial impact on the 

industrial and technical capacities. 27 The lopsided 

41• ,-:_:~: :-:.; ) Hui skim Ronald "Armament and Development", 
in Helena Tuomi and Raims Vayrynen. ,Hilitarisation 
and Arms production, (Lonoon, 1983), p. 20. 
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use of rerources, manpo-wer and technology ~uld take 

them further away from the civilian use and thus 

have a negative impact on the economies of the 

developing countries. 

The first belief existed within the cpvernment 

of India, particularly in the years before the Sino-

Indian war of 1962, that defence and development 

constituted competing claims to scar~ ec:onomic 
'!' 

resources. The perspective of the fifties, i.e., the 

paramount claims of development over everything else 

including defence, was translated into a foreign 

policy that emphasized nonalignment, peaceful co

existence and the desirability of ~voiding military 

entanglements through alliances. Even after the 

military pact between the United States and Pakistan 

in 1954, and the ex>nsequent reorganization ~nd arming 

of Pakistan's armed forces, defence expenditures -were 

still't'll8.:hU:ained at less than 2 per cent of the GNP, 

except briefly during the years 1957-58 and 1958-59, 

2'i 
when it rose to 2. 4 per cent and 2. 2 per cent respectively.' 

The sec:ond belief, gained ascendancy among 

government decision-makers after the China war. The 

2tS. Subrahmanyam, K.,Defence and Development 
(Hinerva Ass. Calcutta, 197 3), PP• 1~28. 
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changed policy and outlook after the 1962 Sino-Indian 

' 
war was more political than ecxmomic. In the first 

place, there was a roore a:mscious evaluation of the 

consequences of increased defence expenditures on 

economic development. But the political priorities 

were now reversed. Higher defence budgets were 

considered unavoidable, in view of the real threat 

to the Indian nation and the fAilure of New Delhi's 

Eeijing policy. In a sense it was even considered 

necessary to the development programme as efforts 

in this direction \<CUld prove futile if the country's 

territorial integrity was undermined. The claims of 

defence were therefore temporarily given more 

irrportance than that of development except in those 

critical areas where deVelopment plans were considered 

vi tal to the defence effort. 

The new outlook, however, also emphasized the 

peaceful intent of defence spending and military 

p.rogr.3ffimes. A nation spends on weapons and armed 

personnel only to defend against external aggression. 

The amount must be appropriate to the threat perceived 

because such expend! tures took re3)urces :>tW"lY from 

other pressing economic progr;:m~mes. This attitude 

was expressed by Nehru during the Sino-Indian war, 
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and later perhaps best restated by Finance Hinister 

Morarji Desni When he declared that national sacrifice 

can never be enough when it came to defending the 

nation• s territorial integrity. 26 A similar attitude 

was taken by Lal Bahadur Shastri who was Prime Minister 

during the 1965 !ncb-Pakistan war. 

The Third view emphasized the spin-off economic 

benefits of defence spending. Professor Emile Benoit 

of Columbia University in his pioneering study in this 

area in late 1960s, has strongly challenged the negative 

growth effects of military burden. He concluded that 

there was a positive rather than inverse co-relation 

between defence spending and economic growth in India, 

a finding that alro seemed true of most developing 

natiQns. In 1963 and 1964, the immediate years after 

the Sino-Indian war, acoording to :3enoit -when Indian 

defence expenditure reached to 4.5 per cent and 3.8 per 

cent of the GNP, the Indian Gross Domestic Product 

27. 
increased at an annual rate of 6. 3 per cent per annum. 

This compared to a 4. 5 percent average economic growth 

26. -
Ac~r~ng to Desai, • defence is our first charge and 

· whatever our conditions, we should spend all 
for our defence•. The Hindu, 15 June 1967. 
For similar pronouncements by Shastri, and Plan
ning Minister Ashok t·~ehta, see Indian Express, 
11 and 19 Oc·t.ober 1965, and The Statesman, 15 
May 1966. 

2-7. Benoit,Emile, Defense and Eo:>. Growth in Developing 
Countries, (Lexington, Mass: Lexington Books, 
197 3), pp. 162-4. 
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rate in the period between 1950 and 1961 when defence 

received annual allotments of about 2 per cent of the 

GNP. Moreover, this happened despite the fact that 

agricultural output rose at only 2. 7 per cent per 

annum in 1963 and 1964, thus eliminating the possibi

lity that the spurt economic growth may have been due 

to especially favourable mon~ons. Additionally, 

Benoit's studies indicated that the sudden increase 

in defence expenditures after 19 62 did not take place 

at the expense of investment. The average investment 

ratio (i.e. the investment relative to the GNP) was 

about 16.5 per cent during the three years from 1962 

to 1964. This compared to an average of only 12.3 

per cent for the period 1951-64. Benoit therefore 

concluded that 'while this historical experience could 

be coincidental - and is certainly to brief to provide 

any hard proof - it d:>es tend to support the po ssibili ~Y 

that rising defence expenditures may have been, on 

balance, favourable to growth in India~ Similar 

findings were evident in almost all the 44 developing 

countries studied by Benoit, and the basic co-relation 

seemed strong enough' so that there was less one 

chance in a thousand that it oould have occured by 

accident'. 
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K. Subrahmanyam said that an empirical investi

gation into the defence expenditures of several states 

during the last twenty years ~uld reveal that higher 

military spending was invariably aco:>mpanied by high 

rates of eo:>nomic growth. This included both o:>rrmunist 

and non-o:>mmunist oountries in Europe and Asia. In a 

letter to the Indian Express Subrahmanyam stated that 

to derive a negative o:>relation between a low defence 

expenditure and high economic growth rates by taking 

Japan alone is not statistically meaningful. If Japan 

is to be cited as a single example of low defence 

expenditure and high eoonomic growth one o:>uld cite 

more than thirty other industrialized countries which 

have had a high defence expend! ture and high economic 

growth rate. 28 

Other positive results listed by Benoit were 

those of modernisation, nation-building and integration, 

apart from educational and vocational training received 

by military personnel which enables them to make a 

contribution to the civilian economic, once they are 

demobilised. 

The other lobby has challenged and criticised 

this view. Nicole E all of Sweden contended th~t 

Benoit's "methoCblogy was a poor way of attempting to 

2a', Indian Express, 19 May 1973. 
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assess the cx:>-relation between defence burden and 

economic growth, which is simply complex and varied 

for a macro-statistical analysis.~ The biggest limi-

tation of such an analysis, in which several cases 

are studied to derive a cxmclusicn based pattern, is 

that it treats all the cases almost alike due to some 

fixed criteria. 

The other limitation is that it is difficult to 

identify relevant variables in a dynamic and multivariate 

society, and establish their cause and effect relation

ship. There may be unidentified factors linking the 

variables in as yet not understood relationship. 30 

Benoit was perhaps himself aware of his limitation, 

but justified his metho<blogy on the ground that 

comparable data on qualitative and structural ch~nge 

were not available. In a later studY he questioned 

the findings of h!La own data, but at the same time argued 

for a positive association between the t~ factors, defence 

burden and economic growth. 31i 

The issue of defence and development assumes greater 

importance for a developing country like India which faces 

31• 

Ball~Nicole. "Defence and Development: A critique 
of Benoit' s study", in Tuomi and Vayry. 
n. 27, p. 53. 

Neuman,stephenie, "Security, Military Expenditure 
and 9:>cio-Economic Development: Reflections on 
Iran .. , Orbis (Philadelphi<'\), Vol. 22, no. 3, Fall 
1978, pp. 579~84. 

Benoit, Smile, "Growth and Defence in Developing 
Countries", Economic Dev. and CUltural change 
(Chicago), Vol. 26, no. 2, January 1978, pp.27t-80. 
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problems regarding paucity of resources and the colonial 

l~gacy of a disturbed region. We have encountered 

the problems of economic exploitation and the limi

tations of ~vereignty for a long time. Thus the task 

before the o:>untry is to cons:>lidate its independence, 

as well as to develop its resources in order to 

become a self-reliant eoonomy and society. Most deve-

loping countries have adjusted to an international 

system which they did not create, and this has coloured 

their understanding of security strategy. The major 

cxmcepts, theories and policy prescriptions have been 

handed d:>wn by the western oountries over the 

last four decades either through military communication 

channels or in terms of scholarly interactions. 32 But 

inspite of widespread western security wanagement 

techniques,t1£Third 'l.oPrld countries h;:we become more 

insecure and conflict-laden than ever before. Security 

should, thus, be viewed in a broader frame\tPrk. 

The importance of defending the nation's terri

torial integrity, population and rerources is the 

highest one. lbwever, socio-cultur~l and· economic 

aspects, problems of development and modernisation, 

Azar, Edward and Hoon, Chung, In.Third \"lorld National 
Security, Towards New conceptual framworl<", Inter
national Interactions (Lond:m), Vol. 11, no. 2, 
198 4, PP• 10 3-4. 
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national integration and the issue of interdependence 

and self reliance are also ~rth cx>nsiderations. An 

understanding of seOJrity in such a broader perspective 

will help to perceive the impact of military threats 

to economic and society and the ability to gear the 

nations• resources so that defence <Des not seem 

to be too much of a burden in war time. To disarm 

and to seek the umbrella guarantee is infeasible: 

to disarm and set up the pace of change is a contra

dictory policy. 3a With nuclear arsenals on both 

sides of the border their should be stahili ty of 

deterrence. 

33. Kennedy .Gavin • 1 :'he military in The Third 
\·io rld, (The Garden city Press Ltd., England, 
1974), pp. 330-45. 
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Be PBCLINE AND OOR..'I\BILITY OF NUCLEAR DETERRENCE 

BAa<GOC>UND: 

The \«>rd "deterrence" comes from the Latin 'WOrd 

• deterrere• , which means - •to turn aside or discourage 

through fear" - hence to prevent some nation, group, 

or individual from ~ing s:>mething as much through 

sheer terror as through rational, "oost - effective" 

analysis of the consequences. The ooncept in strategy 

dates back to the warring city - states of ancient 

Greece: and the term itself appears in the 1820 edition 

of the Oxford English Dictionary as meaning 'to frighten 

from. 1 

Bernard Brodie, however, is responsible for 

popularizing • deterrence' as it applied particularly 

to nuclear weapons. The theory of nuclear deterrence 

is a uniquely \merican construct, sh<'!Ped by certain 

historical, political, institutional and other inflences 

and circumstances of the post 'fot)rld war II period. 

Postwar American strategy towards the SOviets hl\s been 

characterized by a persistent theme : deterrence. 

1. Ouester, George. Deterrence before Hiroshima: 
The Airpower Background of Modern strategies 
(wiley and S:ms Pub., New York, 1966), pp. 62-80. 
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It evolved in the context of us superiority 

(~lbeit in the knowledge that superiority was likely 

to be transitory), and followed t:he initial procurement 

of nuclear weapons. After the war the economic and 

military physique of ~erican along with the possession 

of the Atom Bomb allowed it a distinct personality 

with a self image or superiority-rroral, material and 

military. 

The Truman d:>ctrine was ad:>pted with the purpose 

of ending the oollaborative relationship between the 

us and USSR in order to establish the hegenony of the 

United states with the help of the Bomb. PMS Blackett 

rightly said that the bombing of Japan •was not so 

much the last military act of II ~rld war, as the 

first act of cold diplomatic war with Russia•. In 

other ~rds, the main target was not Japan but the 

Soviet Union. 

After Hiroshima, Truman sought a confrontation 

with USSR on all the major issues of the day. He 

decided to exclude USSR totally from Japan 2 and refused 

to allow the Red Army to accept even a token surrender 

at Ho kkaid:>. 3 

2. Truman, Harry s., Years of Decision ( I:bubleday 
Inc., New York, 1955), p.70. 

3. Ibid., P• 440 - 3. 
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The role played by nuclear weapons in fornulating 

the policy of 'rolling - back' (forcing the Russians 

back from the Balkans) was crucial. Clearly, what 

Churchill envisaged was that an ultimatum for Soviet 

evacuation of Balkans be presented, backed by the threat 

of nuclear weapons in case of a &>viet refusal. This 

tendency to treat the atomic bomb as an absolute weapon 

was a characteristic of rrost of the politicians and 

strategists of Anglo-American world at that time. Brodie 

believed th~t a major power like the USSR would be so 

devastated by an attack of atomic weapon, launched by 

USA, that a small invasion force would be all that is 

required for a subsequent occupation. 4 A.s P.M. s. 

Blackett pointed out, "those fallacious ooctrines were 

largely the result of Western strategic heritage". 5 

Brodie, who has popularised the concept of nuclear 

Deterrence very interestingly does not use the expression 

in 19 46 as his article shows. 6 
~ring the absolute 

monopoly of the A-bomb the u.S. contemptated its use 

even after the Hiroshima - Nagasaki mushroom. It is 

only after the soviet breakthrough in the thermonuclear 

4. Brodie, Bernard. The Ab::Plute weapon: (Harcourt and 
Brace, 1946}, p. 94. 

5. Blackett, P.M.S.,Atomic Weapons and East-West 
Relations,(Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 
1956) 1 PP• 42-45. 

6. Brodie, n. 4, p. 96. 
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revolution that forced the u.S. strategists to adjust 

the new reality. Thus it must be stated that the 

strategy of nuclear deterrence emerges only after W'"len 

u.S. m::>nopoly is broken. ~s the Soviets have subsequ

ently said, they never subscribed to the u.S. Cbctrine. 

It is in this sense that the remark of P.M. s. Blackett 

(quoted above) must be appreciated. The differences 

between the u.S. and the Soviet positions will emerge 

in our subsequent discussion. 

A CDNc:EPTUAL ANALYSIS AND VA.ltl:OUS 
NUCLEAR DETERRENT srRATEGIES: 

"To deter" literally means to stop someone from 

a>ing something by frightening him.... dissuasion by 

deterrence operates by fri<j'ltening a state out of 

attacking, not because of the difficulty of launching 

an attack and carrying it home, but because the expected 

reaction of the opponent will result in one' s own 

sever punishment. 7 

In a sirrJ>le two - party situation, state ~· s 

deterrent force acoo~lishes its purpose by frightening 

state B out of making the military strike that it 

would have made had the deterrent threat been ineffective. 

7. ~t, Robert J. and Waltz, Kenneth N., The Use of 
Force, (Little Brown Pub. Boston, 1971), p. 6. 
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O:mceptually deterrence has been distinguished 

between the element of punishment and denial. The 

former is the u.S. and the latter is the Soviet version. 

( 1) DETERRENCE BY PUNISiMSNT: (has been the American 
position): 

Under this the side that might desire to start 

a war ~uld not d:> so because it would believe that 

the side that is attacked could inflict •unacceptable 

damage• (i.e., punishment) on the attacking side. 

( 2) DETERRENCE BY DENIAL (Comes close to describing 
how the Soviet view the situation) : 

Under this the side that might want to initiate 

a war will not oo so because it is convinced that it 

can not achieve its war objectives. Thus, it would 

have no reason to begin a war. 

DETERRENCE BY PUNI SiMENT : AMERICAN STR.'\TEGY 

From the tactic of city bustin·g to the ooctrine 

of discriminate deterrence, the u.s. strategy has 

depended on punishment as its ingredient. 

1947(TRUMAN): CITY BUSTING - AS DETERRENT STRATEGY 

Under conditions of rronopoly over atom bomb 

(described as absolute weapon by Brodie), Truman ad:>pted 

the strategy of attacking civilian and military 

targets in Russia. 
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In this inl>rovised way, the strategy sprang up. 

At this time, deterrence was straight-forward and sirrple. 

The major advantage of the strategy was that it played 

to American's strength and Russia's weakness. Moreover 

it seemed to offer a relatively cheap (politically and 

economically speaking) to maintain peace and freedom of 

Western Europe: \lilether or not it would 'WOrk, no one 

knew. 8 

1948 : EXTENDED DETERRENCE 

Soviet conventional superiority in Europe greatly 

exaggerated after ~rld war II. u.s. in turn acbpted 

this strategy to protect ~stern Europe (non-nuclear 

allies) against Soviet Union. 7,000 u.s. tactical nuclear 

warheads were eventually stationed in Western Europe. 9 

1953 : (EISSNHOWER/IXTLLES) :MASSIVE RET.~IATION 

OverWhelming nuclear superiority fiscal considera

tions and u.S. experience in Korean war led u.S. policyma

kers to aCbpt this strategy. Under this an act of communist 

aggression could elicit from the u.S. a devastating 

response by means and in places of its own choosing. 10 

8. Brodie, n. 4, p. 98. 

9. Catudal, Honore M., Nuclear Deterrence : Does It 
Deter? (Mansell Pub. Ltd., New York, 1985). 

10. Dulles, J.F., The Evolution of Foreign Policx,(Depart
ment of State Bulletin, Washington, 1954) J He said, 
"The basic decision was to depend primarily upon a 
great capacity to retaliate, instantly, by means and 
at places of our choosing ... 
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In this way the possible use of nuclear weapons - rather 

than deployment of major ground and air forces - became 

the declaratory American deterrent posture against 

possible soviet and other aggression. 

Actually, this policy of •massive retaliation" 

contained a number of structural flaws, which in the 

end led to general discrediting of the policy. The roost 

serious shortooming was the problem of credibility it 

posed. The "all or nothing• character of the policy 

was sinply not credible against any but the roost irt¥>Or

tant contingency - a devastating all out nuclear att<=ick 

on American cities. 

STR.~EGIC VULNER.~ILITY: 

As time went by, u.S. policymakers became

increasingly concerned with their vulnerability to a 

surprise SOviet attack. For deterrence to work, they 

claimed, the Kremlin must never attain the ability to 

disarm the United states by striking first. This 

hypothetical capability came to be called, in the 

strategic lexicon,- a "first - strike" capability 'fthich 

simply means the ability of one State to launch a 

disarming strike against an adversary: that is, one 

state by striking first and hard, ~uld be able to destroy 

an adversary's ability to strike back with any effectiveness. 



Here u.S. deterrence strategy rests on the 

ability of the u.S. to retain a secure, Second strike 

force. 

Basically, this strategy relied on America• s 

superiority in "tactical" nuclear weapons. Proponents 

hoped to develop a form of limited nuclear war strategy 

to deter future Korean size offensives by using relatively 

few nuclear weapons against enemy troops on the battle

field without having to expand the area of conflict 

geographically. 

Though it was hotly debated in 1950s but never 

became official u.S. <Dctrine owing to its impracticability. 

1960s (KENNEDY{Mc NN-'.ARA): FLEXIBLE RESPONSE 

This strategy which was proposed as a substitute 

of "massive retaliation" required:-

(i) A capability to act at all levels ranging 

from diplomacy through covert action, 

guerilla operations, conventional and 

nuclear war. 

( ii) careful control - what the ~aninistration 

caJne to call "fine tuning" (ensuring that 

actions taken were appropriate to the 

situation). 
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(iii) and integration (applying to the tasks 

at hand all available instruments in a 

coordinate and purposeful manner) • 

( iv) Most importantly top priority went to 

decreasing the reliance on nuclear weapons 

to deter limited aggression that had been 

such a prominent feature of the strategy 

of Eisentower Administration. 

However the strategy fell short in Europe because 

the NATO allies refused for various reasons to take the 

necessary steps to adequately build up their conventional 

military forces. 

ASSURED DESTRUCTION( Formerly "assured retaliation"): 

Under this strategy deterrence rests on retaining 

capability to inflict "unacceptable damage" on adversary 

even after absorbing surprise nuclear attack. Unacceptable 

damage defined in various ways, e.g. 20 - 30% of Soviet 

population and so - 70% of industrial capacity. If the 

u.s. retained that capability, it was asserted, nuclear 

deterrence would work. 

Mlill: 1-nJTUAL ASSURED DEsrRUCTION: 

However by the end of the decade both superpowers 

now had strategic forces 'Which oould not be substantially 



destroyed by a first strike. The era of Mutual Assured 

Destruction had arrived. Deterrence now rests on ability 

of both sides to destroy each other even after they have 

been attacked first. Thus, the idea of victory, or of 

defeat of the adversary, was no longer thought to be a 

rational objective: nuclear weapons were to serve a 

single purpose, to deter an attack by one superpower 

against the other - Mutual deterrence based on mutual 

vulnerability beeame the foundation of roodern nuclear 

strategy. MAD has in recent years been challenged. 

: FL~XIBLE TARGETTING 

Here deterrence was to be achieved by developing 

wide range of strategic options against military targets 

and gave u.s. more options. It represents revival of 

counterforce strategy assuming that nuclear war can be 

kept limited. 

LA.TE 1970s ( CARTE~(BROWN): Cbunter Vailing 

u.S. strategy became heavily oriented • to fighting 

and •endure" a nuclear war, even a protracted nuclear war' 

and the expanding list of strike targets, signalling 

this strategic change, now included not only a minimum 200 

major Soviet cities, but also enemy missiles in hardened 

1ilos. (Presidential Directive No. 59- or PD- 59). 



1981 (REN3AN/WEINBERGER) :PREVAILING CDUNTBRFORCE 

Reagan administration vent even further. NS DD-13 

superceded PD-59 proclaming that the goal of u.s. policy 

is to 'prevail' in a protracted nuclear war, and must be 

able to 'force the Soviet Union to seek earliest 

termination of hostilities on terms favourable to the 

United States. It was consistent with quest of Reagan 

administration for nuclear superiority. 

NUTS (NUCLEAR UTILIZATION TARGET SELEcriON): 

An unofficial name given to various targetting 

strategies developed in context of emphasis on deterrence 

through development of nuclear war fighting capability. 

It assumes that nuclear weapons can be used in certain 

circumstances without unleashing catastrophic series of 

consequences. ~ new ICBM systems - the MX (Missile 

Experimental) and the Midgetman1 Trident submarines: 

Strategic bombers- the B-1 B and the S) called "stealth" 

were developed. Along with the massive strategic build 

up the Aaninistration developed plans for further 

expansion of the counterforce deterrent d:>ctrine. Reagan' s 

top secret NSDD is the first declaratory policy statement 

of a u.s. Administration to proclaim that u.S. strategic 

forces must be able to win a protracted nuclear war. 
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APPRAISAL 

Different rrDdels were aoopted by u.s. strategists. 

There was no single mdel in its evolution. Conceptually 

there is heterogeneity of mdels as maintained by Payne. 11 

Major Cbctrines of nuclear deterrence aehered 

to by the United States in the postwar period 

suffered weaknesses and were based on half 

truths. For exanple during the Me Namara phase 

there was a ferocious missile prograrmne on the 

plea of missile gap. Yet, once the satellites 

went up, everyone knew that such a gap did not 

exist. 

A close study of the historical record for 

these years -w::>uld seem to show that the SOviet 

Union was not seriously deterred by the various 

nuclear deterrent postures of the u. s. if they 

were clearly concerned by their implications 

and American nuclear superiority. 12 

Nuclear deterrence is based on threat to use 

nuclear weapons. 

11. Payne, B.,Nuclear Deterrence in u.s.- Soviet 
Relations (Westview Pub., Calor ad:>, 198 2) .,p. 58-74. 

12. Gromyoko, A., American Theoriticiane Between Tota1 
War and Peace, Voyennava mysl, No. 4, 1969 - quoted 
in Catudal, n. 9, pp. 
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That in turn it leads to arms race causing 

nuclear winter. 

If the MAD phase was aimed at controlling the 

Soviet behaviour in the third w:>rld countries, 

then in this al !tJ nuclear deterrence failed 

since many countries, became liberated 'Which 

according to Halliday partly explain the 

beginning of the Second Cold War. 

SOVIET DETRRRENT STR~TEGY 

&>viet military ~ctrine has continued to be 

predicated on the assu~tion that if a general nuclear 

war should occur, all elements of the armed force would 

contribute to waging a decisive struggle aime~ at 

defeating world imperialism. soviet military power, 

and the constant enhancement of its capability and 

readiness, is thus justified primarily for deterrence, 

as well as to wage a war if one should come despite 

soviet efforts to prevent it. This view has been 

consistently held by the &>viet military and political 

leaders. It is not accurate, as !~Jme Western corrrnentators 

have done, to counterpose Soviet military interest in a 

"war fighting• (and hopefully" war - winning") posture 

to a "deterrent" one. 
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MID 1950s: 

Soviet military had first developed a concept of 

"preemptive action" in response to an imminent and 

irrevocable decision to attack in the mid - 1950s.13 It 

was explicitly not a euphemism for a surprise first 

strike, but represented a last minute seizure of the 

initiative to forestall an enemy attack. 

1960s: 

The preemption concept developed in pre missile 

age, and explicitly discussed only in • Military Thought' 

in the 1950s, was evidently modified in the 1960s by the 

concept of 'launch on warning or under attack' • From 

this standpoint, launch under attack may be a step 

toward stability from preertt>tion, but it remains a 

potentially destabilizing and dangerous possibility and 

u.S. ad:>pted the "Fixible Response" strategy to discourage 

the Soviets from any degree of raliance on it. 

MID 1970s on WARDS: 

The emphasis has, however, steadily shifted from 

the mid - 1970s to the mid 1980s towards the absolute 

need to prevent war, considering the unwinnability of 

nuclear war. Sovietologists recognised the strategy of 

13. Garthoff, Rayroond L., Soviet strategy in the Nuclear 
Age, (New Yor'k, 1958). 
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nrutual deterrence acoording to the u.s. experts. However, 

the s:>viets call it "Strategic Parity" and now are 

poised for a breakthrough in their offensive strategy. 

Gorbachev is noving towards defensive d:>ctrine, strategy 

and oombat readiness • 

. *IDIGUITY OF DETERRENCE OOcrRINE 

Most of the theoretical problems with the idea 

of nuclear deterrence stem from vague notions and s:>me 

questionable assumptions. These weaknesses h~ve been 

highlighted by historians, diplomats and critical 

s:>cial scientists, although untill now little systematic 

effort was made to combine their findings and make use 

of them. 

The first major problem with the ooncept of 

nuclear deterrence is the way in ~ich it sprang up. 

Taken from the oonventional context, it has radically 

been transplanted to apply with assured validity to the 

nuclear oontext. This was d:>ne without adequate thought 

being given to the fact th~t the conventional and nuclear 

situations are fund~entally dissimilar. In the past, 

conventional weapOns were amassed to deter enemy aggre

ssion before actual war, and they were also used to 

defend against that aggression if deterrence failed 



(which was not infrequent). Today that practical 

utility of nuclear weapons. which can wreak havoc on 

an unprecedented scale, is highly questionable should 

deterrence fail. 

The second serious problem with nuclear deterrence 

has to d:> with the notion of "rationality" which under-

pins the ooncept. Considerable evidence has been 

accumulated by social scientists and others, the net 

effect of which is to suggest that the rational - actor 

rrodel d:>es not prevail across the board in international 

politics. High-level decision makers frequently d:> not 

act rationally, particularly under the stressful oondi

tions inherent in crisis situation when their tolerance 
14 

for ambiguity is reruced. Moreover, as some scholars 

have noted, in stressing the alleged rational behaviour 

of statesman, strategic thinkers have tended to overlook 

the basically irrational component of the strategy when 

applied in the contemporary era. How rational is it 

for one side to threaten the other with massive destruc-

tion when the other side is capable of responding in 

kind? 

critics of nuclear deterrence maintain that nuclear 

war is, and ought to be, unthinkable. And it is true 

14. Catudal, n.9, pp. 56-61. 
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that the proponents of deterrence have not made the 

danger of nuclear war, the central feature of their 

analysis. Indeed, as the Reagan Administration's 

enphasis on a nuclear war - fighting strategy suggests, 

there seems to be a wide spread notion arrong u.S. 

military planners today that a "rational" government 

must plan to initiate nuclear war if only to deter. 

And if deterrence fails, the United States must be ready 

to •prevail• in a nuclear war. 

The third major weakness in nuclear deterrence 

strategies is - the problem of credibility. On the one 

hand, proponents of deterrence argue that the threat 

must be credible to ~rk in the way it should (so that 

peace will be obtained). Yet how credible is the threat 

to cormlit mutual suicide? Henry Kissinger stated the 

case even more strongly lilen he said: "It is absurd to 

base the strategy of the West on the credibility of the 

threat of mutual suicide• • 15 The reality is that we 'know 

little about· the psychology of credibility7 yet deterrent 

theorists just assume it in their matrices. 

Fourth, there is the great difficulty in opera

tionalizing a concept W'lich is inherently ambiguous. 

Who is being deterred? At W'lat level? The lack of 

15. ~eech of Henry Kissinger. sept. 1, 1979 in Brussel, 
Survival. (November-December, 1979), pp. 264-272. 
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clarity in the concept-turned general policy often creates 

situations in which the· threat of retaliation is blurred 

and thus ineffective. 

A fifth significant wealcness in nuclear deterrence 

strategy is that it rests to a large extent on game -

theoretical assu~tion s. However, mathematical theory 

quite obviously falsities the way in which many decisions 

are made in real l«)rld political contexts. 

A sixth major problem with nuclear deterrence is 

the notion of sufficiency \llhich underpins the theory. 'nle 

development of new and ~rore nuclear weapons systems is 

often justified by invol:ing the name of deterrence. Yet 

no strategic thinker can say with any degree of certainty· 

how many - or what kinds - of weapons are sufficient for 

deterrence. The result is an upward spiral of the arms 

race which is frequently justified on the need to cx:mtinue 

to deter the other side. 

A seventh i~rtant conceptual problem with 

nuclear deterrence is its uni-dimensional character. 

Basically the theory relies on instilling fear in ah 

opponent to change his behaviour. 'nlus deterrence tends 

to dis-regard all other factors which may influence a 

foe's attitude. As a consequence, it leads to an imprudent 

militarization of foreign policy (in the attempt to back up 



the threat) • An overerrphasis on deterrence stands in 

the way of inplementing such traditional elements of 

State interaction as classical diplomacy and economic 

exchange which, at the very least, should supplement a 

strong defensive posture. 

Eighth, the policy of nuclear deterrence tends to 

prom:>te and rely on a "devil image• of the adversary. 

Such an approach tends to perpetuate enemity and makes 

accommodation much mora difficult. It alS> may turn 

into a self-fulfilling prophecy. As Ambassador George 

Kennan saids •If we insist on demonizing these &>viet 

leaders, on viewing them as total and incorrigible 

enemies ••••• , that, in the end, is the way we shall 

assuredly have them•. 16 

We know from a study of history that there is no 

such thing as a permanent enemy. This not unsubtle truth 

was reaffirmed in the 1970s When the "devil image" of 

COmmunist China to which inportant u.S. policy - makers 

had subscribed for twenty years was replaced by a new 

image of Beijing as a limited adversary and, possibly, 

even a po,tential ally. 

Finally, a policy \lbich ensures an overreliance 

on threats in a relationship may actually be vary 

16. Speech of George Kennan at Dartmouth O:>llega on 
November 16, 1981 - quoted in Catudal, n. 9, p. 79. 
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dangerous. For as many psychologists tells us,. people 

react differently to threats. While s:>me may be 

indlced to act more cautiously, others may actually be 

provoked to strike out in desperation. To be sure, 

much depends on the mindset of the adversary, but 

deterrence fails to take this ~rtant distinction 

into account. Paraooxically, then the very weapons 

intended to deter nuclear war could well precipitate 

it, with cxmsequences that are intolerable for 

civilization. 

D8CLINE 

Our preceding discussion hints at t~ points 

that sign a shift from strategy of nuclear deterrence. 

These are: the emerging ideas on oomnon security as 

opposed to national security and defence as opposed to 

deterrence. 

By tht! early 1980s, the strategic edifice of 

deterrence was in shambles. The underlying assu~tions 

of the deterrent strategy came to be challenged both 

from within and without the American strategic 

establishment. The oollapse of SALT process in 1979,. 

the antipathy of the Reagan Aaninistration towards 

Arms oontrol, the dlallenge of Reaganites to the 

reigning orthooo:xy of Mutual Assured Destruction, their 
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embrace of the idea of victory in a nuclear war, the new 

use of strategic defences or St~r War techniques, represen

ted the crisis in u.s. - Soviet relations, as well as 

upheaval in Western deterrent thought. 

The challenge to the d:>ctrine of deterrence also 

. emerged from an uneJCI)ected quarter - the rising peace 

movements in the West and Non-aligned countries. The 

disillusionment with the traditional ideas of nuclear 

deterrence and arms oontrol, V'lich had quite obviously 

failed to curb the nuclear arms race, and intensified 

fears of a nuclear holocaust, brought forth critical 

questioning of nuclear deterrence, by the people hitherto 

uninitiated in nuclear strategy. These included a variety 

of groups, including the church and the freeze movements. 

Ecological movements also had their impact on the re-examination 

of nuclear deterrence. The ideas of nuclear free zones, 

corricbre and countries captured the imagination of people 

and leaders in countries as different and far off as 

Newzealand and West Germany. 

P~ce is a matter of the avoidance of all 'kinds of 

war: disarmament could be accepted as an element of the 

soh1tion of the problem of arms race (inherent in the 

deterrent strategy) and as a necessary condition of the 

evolution of a peaceful international order. Disarmament 
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is not a new phenomenon having come to be recognized 

only after the secx:md 'llOrld war. Intnanual l<ant (Perpetual 

Peace) held th~t elimination of standing armies was one 

of the essenti,al requirements of peace l:>etween states. 

Similarly, ~.J. Rousseau's idea of worl confederation 

and Lenin's proposals during the inter war period are 

al ro worth mentioning. 

A series of peace movements and treaties stood for 

the elimination of nuclear weapons, nuclear tests and 

arms escalation, viz. Eisenhower doctrine (1953), 

proposals of the UN sub-committee on disarmament ( 1954), 

Lon<Dn Conference ( 1957), the Indian proposals on 

disarmament ( 1957), the Bulganian proposals ( 1958), the 

Polish proposals (1958), the Kruschev Offers (1959), the 

Geneva conference recorrmendations ( 1960), the Kennedy 

proposals ( 1961l Partial Test Ban Treaty ( 1963), Non

Prolifiration Treaty ( 19 68) , SALT - I ( 197 2), Dual Track 

Decision of NA'ID ( 1979), SALT II ( 1979), and ro on. 

In actual pol !tical practice, all oountries are 

becoming increasingly concerned with the elimination of 

nuclear weapons and strengthening of security for all, 

which is quite evident in Olof Palme Corrmission recorrmenda

tion of Collective security and Stockholm Agreement on 

Confidence Building Measures ( 1986). 
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The six Nation Peace Initiative calls for a 

freeze on all kinds of nuclear weapons and for an end 

to nuclear testings, Delhi Declaration (Nov. 27, 1986): 

Gorbachev' s Comprehensive International· security 

proposal (Jan., 1986) as against 'COmrron Security' \rt\ich 

overlooks the security concerns of developing nations, 

as well as other proposals have given new significance 

and immediacy to the idea of nuclear di sarrnament. 

The winds of change are to be seen in the Centre 

of the w:>rld social systems, i.e. the European confronta

tion. A new wind against nuclear weapons and nuclear 

deterrent strategy has emerged both in the European and 

strategic weapon system between the U. S. and the uSSR. 

Geneva summit (1985), Reykjavik Summit (Oct. 12, 1986), 

Washington Summit (Dec. 8, 1987), Mosoow Summit (May 29-

June 1, 1988) and their pledge to strive for a treaty 

on strategic arms reduction (START) are the signs of 

the decline of Nuclear Deterrence. 

Geneva Surrrnit in 1985 reoognised: 

(a) That nuclear war could not be w:>n, and 

(b) That there ex>uld not be military super

iority. The joint statement went against the 

plan of actually fighting and winning war 

games. 
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Similarly there appears to be a roove towards a 

certain dismantling of confrontation in Europe since 

there is now an agreement to eliminate Intermediate 

Nuclear Force ( INF) and shorter range forces from 

nuclear arsenals. It means transcending the nuclear 

regime and opening up the possibility of achieving a 

world without nuclear weapons. The present nuclear 

freeze roovements, the peace roovements, seem to be 

different from those that started against Euromissiles 

in the earlier part of this decade, in that W1ile the 

former seem to have an inpact both on Reagan and 

Gorbachev, the latter did not affect Reagan. It will 

in any case reduce nuclear arsenals by 4% of the present 

.overkill capacity of 50,000 nuclear weapons. (see 

Appendix - I) • 

It is also suggested that if this is followed 

up by: 

(a) a recilction in strategic weapons by 50% with 

or without sub-limits, and 

(b) limitation of nuclear tests in terms of 

annual number and kilotonnage, and obser

vation of the Anti-Ballistic missile Treaty 

for the neJEt decade, it may mean decisive 

change by 1997, i.e. by the end of the 

century. 
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A vivid manifestation of the greater involvment 

of the world community in efforts to prevent nuclear war 

is the growing concern of the United Nations with such 

problems. The charter of the United Nations is the anti

pode of the desire to achieve military superiority and 

hegemony, of a "position-of-strength" policy, of "Crusades" 

and of attempts to thrust on peoples systems that are 

alien to them.
17 

Today all the peoples of the planet have 

a common enemy - the threat of a nuclear catastrophe 

against 'ftlich they must act as United Nations. 

Nuclear Winter Hypothesis is another rearon for 

its decline. It has been suggested that the prospect of 

a nuclear winter could make nuclear deterrence point-less 

and inoperative since a self-defeating, civilization

destroying resort to force lacks all credibility as a 

threat and all reason as an act.18 Prof. Carl Sagan and 

some &>viet scientists have independently propounded the 

Nuclear Winter Hypothesis. 

Last, but not the least new and emerging technolo-

gies with greater command, oontrol, precision and accuracy: 

adding fourth dimension (space) to the deterrent strategy, 

17. u. N. Study on deterrence, strategic Digest, 
(January, 1987), p. 14-65. 

18. Sederberg, Peter c., Nuclear Winter, Deterrence 
and the Prevention of Nuclear War ed. (Praeger 
Pub., New York, 1986), pp. 3-14. 
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has further accelerated these changes. (See Appendix.- II). 

The greater control and precision of new weapons makes 

the exclusive reliant on nuclear weapons redundant. 

Ironically, Reagan's announcement of SDI met the anti

nuclear sentiment by emphasizing on the non-nuclear 

shield. 

D::>es these peace movements, proposals, treaties 

( INF) mean the elimination of nuclear weapons or demise 

of nuclear weapons'? 

Despite all this, it is sought to be shown that: 

{a) the w:>rld of nuclear weapons have a tenacity 

of its own; 

{b) that the emerging seen ario may not be free 

from confrontation, and 

(c) that the strategic scenario in 1990s will be 

of offense and defense. 

Why has Reagan offered the vision of a w:)rld 

without nuclear weapons? Are the reasons for <Ding so 

the same as those of Gorbachev? One of the reasons for 

offering the new scenario is the emergence of exotic 

technology Which immediately may give ascendance to 

non-nuclear weapons and only intermediately offer to 

new exotic weapons with nuclear technology, as chemical 
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lasers and particle beams respectively show. Ronald 

Reagan after the Reykjavik SUnmit said, "So, if there 

is an impression I carry away from these October talks, 

it is that unlike the past, we are dealing now from a 

position of strength.19 

With this approach of superiority, soviet ~nion 

is round to move more speedily "towards even more break

throughs". Despite all his initiatives and flexibility 

Gorbachev is saying with confidence that he will not 

allow the us to achieve military superiority with new 

technology in a new area - immediately the area of 

non-nuclear technology. 

Secondly, the United states oontinues to regard 

·the Soviet Union as enemy No.1 and has shaped its 

global strategy and arms control policy in accordance 

with its national security policy. Major objectives 

of US to support its interests are varied: 

( i) to maintain the strength and vitality of 

u 5 alliance relationship: 

( ii) to assure uninJ>eded us access to oceans 

and space: 

· (iii) ~-to prevent Soviet Union to d:>minate the 

Rurasian land mass or any other hostile 

power or coalition of powers: 

19. Re.=igan, Ronald, Report on Reykjavik, United States 
Department of state, Bureau of Public Affairs 
(Washington D. c., Current Policy, No.875), p. 3. 
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( iv) to reduce its reliance on nuclear weapons 

by strengthening conventional forces, 

pursuing equitable and verfiable arms 

control agreements, and developing tech

nologies for strategic defence. 20 (The 

uSSR subscribes to the idea of comroon 

security, strategic parity and a shift 

towards oomprehensive international 

security as visualised in the Gorbach8V 

proposals of January, 1986). 

The Third reason for believing that a world 

without nuclear weapons may not materialise is owing 

to the limitations of the arms oontrol lobby in the 

United States and the reluctance of the European powers 

to give up the strategy of nuclear deterrence and flexi-

ble response. Robert s Me Namara' s and Hens Bethe' s 

latest position C}:)es on to prove this. He points to 

the impracticability of a world without nuclear weapons. 

He says, "Despite the desirability of a Vbrld without 

nuclear weapons, an agreement to that end d::>es not 

appear feasible either today or for the forseeable 

future". 21 

20. "The White House: Fundronentals of u.S. Nation~l 
Security Strategy", Strategic Digest, ( :P\pril 
1987), pp. 630-32. 

21. McNamara, Robert s., Blundering into Dis51ster: 
atrviving the First Century of the Nuclear -'.ge 
(New York, 1986), p. 89. 



In his reaction to Reykjavik proposals he sai~ 

"• ••••• NA'l'O' s current military strategy and war plans 

are based on the opposite premise. And many - I "--uld 

say roost - us military and civilian officials, as well 

as European leaders, hold the view that nuclear weapons 

are necessary deterrent to Soviet aggression with 

conventional forces ••••• ". He criticised thus, " ••• my 

criticism to Gorbachev' s vision is not that it is 

undesirable, but that it is infeasible under foreseeable 

circumstances". This is also the position of Henry 

Kissinger. 

Fourthly, the British, the French and the Olinese 

have to be persuaded to give up their nuclear arsenals 

and this nobody can safely say. 

Fifthly, even a person like Johathan Dean, W"lo 

has suggested a package of ten steps to eliminate 

nuclear weapons comes to the conclusion, ...... moving 

from a level of 3, 000 warheads or for some lesser 

minimum deterrent to a situation where no country has 

any nuclear weapons w:>uld be a particularly dangerous 

and difficult process". This is because of "Soviet 

cheating" and danger of a conventional war, according 

to Dean. 



The latest Gorbachev announcements on unilateral 

reduction in conventional weaponry and NA'ro response to 

it particularly show the difficulty of the situation 

to rerrove oonfrontation cite to oogmatic approaches. 

Sixthly, the limitations of INF further ~es on 

as a factor for the durability of Nuclear Deterrence: 

- Nuclear warhead device will not be destroyed. 

Acoording to Slultz, "it can be re-configured". 

- "The US strategic nuclear deterrent ••• remains 

the ultimate guarantor of NATO's oollective 

Security. 22 

- "Flexible response clearly cbes not depend on 

any single weapon system ••••••• N.l\TO ~uld retain 

_a variety of systems that ~uld perform the 

critical deterrent missions."23 

There is no limitation to pro<ilce nuclear 

24 
fissionable material. 

"We have now a NATO with dual purpose aircraft 

i.e. aircraft capable of carrying nuclear explo

sive devices and they have a oonsiderable range ••••• 

Those are not affected by this treaty•. 25 

22. The INF Treaty-Hearings Before the Committee of Foreign 
Relations. united States Senate, 100th Oongress.(Jan. 
25, 26, 27 and 28, 1988, Part I1 Slultz' s Statement 
on p. 14). 

23. Ibid., P• 14. 

24. Ibid., P• 35. 
25. Ibid., p. 71. 
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- When asked if the treaty lCuld eliminate air and 

sea launched nuclear capabilities, secretary 

Shultz said - NO. 

- Dual purpose missiles are not eliminated. 

- Neutron particle beam is not eliminated, X-Ray 

weapons are there. 

- Americans continue to supply weapons to West 

Germany. 

Finally, even a START agreement will not eliminate 

Nuclear weapons capability since it abolishes only 50% of 

nuclear arsenals. 

The strategic scenerio in 1990s would be a mix of 

offense and defence in which movement would be towards 

defence. (whereby the elements of SDI would be incorporated 

as defence against ballistic missiles). 

It suggests s 

- Strengthening of the NATO's conventional 

deterrence/forces and retaliation. (U.S. -

allies co-operation in the conventional field 

under Sam Nunn legislation of 1986, the 

launching of Conventional Defence Improvement 
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Initiative (CDII) by the NATO Defence Planning 

Committee in May 1985, and selection of six 

CDII programmes to be pursued co-operatively, 

further proves this) 

- rrodernisation of nuclear weapons and dual 

capable weapons: 

- to have offensive weapons and strategic defence 

both for the us and NA'ro 

- it ~uld involve both nuclear and non-nuclear 

weapons. 



CHAPTER - 2 

EVOUJTION OF INDI.Z\1 S NUCLEAR POLICY 



Chapter 2 

EVOLUTION OF INDIA'S NlJCLEAR POLICY 

This chapter offers a brief survey of the evolu

tion of India's nuclear nolicy. c SUch a policy has shifted 

from a commitment not to acquire nuclear weapons to a 

position of keeping Indi~' s nuclear option ooenJ This 

shift has been brou!ht about by a combination of internal 

and external political developments which were perceived 

as posinc; a threat to country's national security. The 

Chapter hi~hlights that India will further advance its 

pro~r~e to reach a level of self-reliance, continue 

its opposition to international non-proliferation and 

safe~ard measures and keep the military option of its 

civilian nuclear pro~r-3ro open. 

Despi ts the claims of succeedinf§ Indi~n government 

that their nucle~r and sp-=iCe pro9r~s have been conducted 

exclusively for peaceful purposes, the sophistic'ltion 

of such pro4Jr"Jffis are increasinCJlY maJdnCJ Indi3 a thresh::>ld 

nuclear weapon power in the perception of many sch::>l.'irs. 

They artJUe th.:}t Indi~ has alre:.tdy detonated an under

!round nuclear explosive device in May of 1_974, and in 

July 1980 India becsne the sixth nation in the world to 

launch its own rocket s~tellite into space. The position 

of the Indian ~vemrnent towards it nuclear pro~r~ hf\s 

chan!ed 4J1riidually from one adninistriition to another to 
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a point of ambi~ity. That ambigt1tnty has served.Che advocates 

both of India ~ing and not ~ing nuclear. (References 

of the pro-bomb and anti-bomb scoolars is given in 

Chapter 4). 

While examinin! this evolution of India's nuclear 

policy, a number of pxoblems are to be encountered. It 

is exceedin!lY difficult to identify precisely the 

perceptions of India's policy-makers and the impact 

of such perceptions upon the fonrulation of the 

country's nuclear stands. Simil~rly it is however 

sometimes difficult to ~et to know the actual interpl'!.y 

of opinion of political, a<binistrative and military 

chiefs, since we h~ve adopted the British pattern of 

decision makin4J on security issues. Decision making on 

national security has the following variables i.e. 

rational choice, bureaucratic rivalry and or!anisational 

process. These three factors operate in different 

permutation and o::>rnbination. 

Needless to say, any o:>mprehensive analysis of 

the evolution of India's nuclear policy should be 

conwcted in terms of three main o:>n sidertition s: 

- The first of these is technolocgical in nature 
J 

as it refers to the advancement of India • s 

nuclear establishments and their present and 

future military capabilities. The sophistication 
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of such pro!rams are und:>ubtedly makinCJ 

Indil! a nuclear threshold power. 

The c:Dmestic settinq, in terms of the atti-

tude of the various Indian !()vernments and 

their policy influences, is the second 

c:x>nsideration. 

The third pertains to the external environment 

in te.tms of India's attitude towards s::>me international 

non-proliferation measures and outside threat to India's 

national security. It is clear that such a th~fold 

: approach will help unravel the oomplexity of India's 

nuclear thinkin! and facilate the formulation of sensible 
\ 

judgements ooncerninCJ the future of IndiR1 s nucl~ar 

pro!ram. Nevertheless, a detailed discussion of this 

sort is beyond the confines of this dissert.=ttion. This 

explains why the ensuinCJ discussion will dwell mainly on 

the second consider~tion. 

Despite these reservations, the formatiOn of 

India's nuclear and security policy in the past decade 

or so has increasin-.,ly become a complex net~rk of 

interests in which internal determinants of the country• s 

defense and foreifJil policies can no lon4Jer be iCJOored 

or taken for C)ranted. This situation has been produced 
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I( by a number of political and military developments in and 

outside India. Such developments include the Sino-Indian 

conflict coupled with China• s acquisition of nuclear 

weapons, the superpowers rivalry and intervention in 

the reqion and the 41radual decline of the power and the 

position of the Central Government in New Delhi. These 

factors have made the various administrations in the 

pest-Nehru era rrore responsive to <bmestic politics 

and pressures, since overwhelmin4J support for the 

9(>Vernment in the parliament, the I'\llinCJ party and 

the public at larcje ce:lsed to exist. In this context, 

th-ree potential s:>urces of i.nfluence upon the makinc;J of 

/ 

. ' -
nuclear policy in India are emer4Jin4J today: ( 1.) political 

Parties, ( 2) Public opinion, includin! the press and 

interest 4Jroups, and ( 3) the intellectual elite. (This 

shall be discussed in detail under Chapter 4). 

A. INDIA'S NUCLEAR POLIC'f :WRING THE 
NEHRU ERA 1947-6is 

Nehru's •eneral perspective on international 

relations and his pacifist attitude were lar4Jely reflected 

in India's nuclear policies in the 1950 s. Prior to the 

1962 border clashes, Nehru's nuclear policy assumed four 

o dentation sa 

::;1 a call for ex>mplete nuclear disarmament in 

pursuit of which he SU4JteSted nuclear test ban. , 
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y rejection of nuclear weapons possession; 

- a CX)l'tnitment to develop nuclear ene~ for 

v{.'aceful pu~ses and , 

~persistent resistance to the imposition 

· of the international safe!')ards upon India's 

nuclear facilities. 

A closer look at these four components of New 

Delhi • s nuclear policy indicates that there are two 

basic sets of trends with an apparent contradiction 

within each trend: 

( i) A fim opposition to the development of nuclear 

J weapons to!8ther with a commitment to develop 

nuclear ene~ for peaceful pu!:poses C!IIDd to 

achieve nuclear self-sufficiency. It is known 

that the increasin4J s:>phistication of a country's 

carries with it the possibility of applyin4J it 

to military uses. 

( 2) A desire for complete and universal nuclear 

J disarmament coupled with an implicit appreciation 

of the military and political value of nuclear 

technolofi• This was evident in India's 

continuous resistance to placin9 its nuclear 
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establisl'wnent under international safe~ards 

and opposition k>!----international attempts to 

create an International Atomic Ener9Y A~ncy. 

At any ri\te, while it is difficult to assess the 

real intentions of the pro~ram, the declared policy of 

the Nehru .,vernment remained publicly committed to 1 ts 

policy of nuclear self denial. 

An aversion to the use and stoc'kpilin~ of nuclear 
I 

weapons was constantly enunciated by Indian officials 

\ 

throu~oout the fifties. The abhorence of nuclear weapons 

was based on moralistic, mmanistic cx:msiderationa 

and the non-use of nuclear we~ns as an instrument of 

1 war. On Noveni:>er 28, 1957, Mr. Nehru appealed to the 

leaders of the then nuclaar powers, the US, the USSR 

and the UK, to brin(J to a halt to the use and the 

testin~ of nuclear weapons in an attempt "to save humanity 

from the ultimate disaster which f.11ce it and to ~rk for 

the pursuit of peace.. security and pro~ress. 2 

India's opposition to all forms of nuclear weapons 

was apparently prompted by four considerations. 3 It was 

1. J<rislma Menon• s statement in the First Committee of 
thft UN, November 23, 195 4 in Jain, J.P., Nuclear India, 
Vol. II., (Radiant Pub., New Delhi, 1974), p. 9. 

2. Asian Recorder, (New Delhi), 1957, pp. 17 47.50. 

3. Jain, J.P., Nuclear Indi§, Vol.I (Radiant Pub4., New 
Delhi, 1974), pp. 1-5 and 170-172. 
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contended that a decline in the international tension -, 

~uld increase the viability and the popularity of the 

policy of non-aliCJ11IRent. At the same time, it lriOuld 

/&lee the chances fOr~a •lobal nuclear war. P'urthennore, 

~sax:mament 'WOuld help India to avoid heavy burdens of 

the arms race, and instead enable- her to devote her 

limited resources for development purposes. Finally, it 

~s held that the achievement of nuclear disarmament 

l«>Uld help to iq>rove India's national security. 

In line with its policy of nuclear disannament, 

the Nehru tovemment was firmly opposed to acquisition 

of nuclear weapons. ~eakin~ at the inau•ration of 

the APSARA nuclear reactor on Janu;!ry 20, 1957, Nehru 

maintained: 

.. No man can pro})besize the future but I should 

like to say, on the behalf of my ~vemment,. and I think 

I can say w1 th fK)me assurance,. on the behalf of any 

future ~vemment in India,. th~t whatever mi.ht happen, 

whatever the circumstances,. \we shall never use this atomic 

eneru for evil purposes ... 4 t 

•· ~rit Bazar Patrik~ (Commentary on Nuclear Explosion: 
Articles and statements of various leaders),. 

(Calcutta, 19th May, 1974). 
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Nehru's commitment to abstain from acquirint nuclear 

weapons did not rule out th8 developm8nt of nuclear 

enerty for peaceful purposes to meet the needs of 4Jrowin9 

population and the in<il strialization of the oountry, 

particularly in view of India's limited sources of 

conventional enerty. In a major speech of India's 

nuclear policy the Prime fo!inister told the Lok Sabha, 

on May 10, 1954, •The rise of atomic ener!Y for peaceful 

puxposes is far more important for In~a than for a 

developed oountry such as France, which is an industrially . 
/ 

advanced o:mnt.ry". 5 

The insistence,of the Nehru administration on 

the development of nuclear ene~ for peaceful pux:poses 

resulted in a persistent opposition to international 

_attempts to oontrol and safe~ard the national uses of 

atomic enerty of the non-nuclear countries, (jy;>vernment 

resentments to such effo~s e~atee!. from a belief that 

nuclear ener4JY protram was oon<ilcted exclusively for 

civilian applications7 therefore, it was ar~ed. that 

external restraints were unnecessary. 

l With the worsenin" relations betwe("l"l India and 

China and the border clashes of 1962, alonCJWith the 

5. Quoted in Patil, R.L.M., Indi~~ Nuclear Weapons ansi 
Intemational Politics, Part iiiJ Public ~cument, 
(National Publishint House, 1969), p. 49. 
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reports of an in1ninent Chinese nuclear device 

detonation, India's posture toward nuclear weapons 

4)radually started to change.) 

The four-year period 1960-64 was characterized 

by a sense of uneasiness and uncertainty concernin! 

the possibility that China l«luld acquire nuclear weapons. 

This feelin4J of uneasiness left its impact upon India's 

nuclear policy. As early as 1959, the Indian deleCJation 

to the UN ~ave ardent support to the aooption of 
""'··· 

measures that would brin9 ~ irrme~~~--_cess~~iqn_~ 

the testinCJ of themonuclear and nuclear weapQns. 6 
.... ;:;_. -

One could ar~e that the underlyiniJ motive for such 

an attitude was mainly prompted by the desire on the 

part of the Indian .,vemment to re<ilce the chances of 

a Chinese nuclear detonation 'lt that time. By 1961, 

India's anxi\ties were more visible when the question 

of nuclear weapon proliferation started to receive a 

hi1Jh priority in the deliberation of New Delhi's 

dele~ation to the ~~. 7 

L The year 1962 marked another chan!e in India's 

nuclear think.inq. In contrast to its previous policy 

to complete nuclear disannament, New Delhi unveiled a 

6. Forei~ Affairs Records, (Shastri Ehavan, New Delhi), 
Vol. V, No. 11, 1959, pp. 390-~10. 

7. 'Ibid. 
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new interest in the retention of a nurober of nuclear 

weapons and their delivery system until the last stage 

of disann5nent process. SUch a nuclear force, it was 

held, would act as a deterrent, atainst any threat, 

conventional or nuclear. 8 ) 

8. Statement by the Indian Representative V. C. 
Trivedi in the ENDC, Au~st 12, 1965. 
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{~) ATTITUDE 'tOWARDS TEST. '8AN TREATY 1963: 

t The most difficult 41Uestion in the disannanent 

ne.,thtion was the one pertaining to the detection 
.. 

and the verification of nuclear explosions. The 

position taken by the rival blocs was so ri!id that 

there was no hope of any breakthrough in the ne90tiations. 

It was at this juncture that India and other NliM 

countries helped to bring about the condition favourable 

for the tl«> superpowers to by-pass the obstacle and 

effect qp agreementJ The present chapter will highli~t 
India's attitude towards test ban treaty and role 

played by the Ei9hteen Nations Disanncrnent oomrnittee(ENDC). 

\_!he ENOC was set up in December, 1961 fo llowin9 

the encbrsement by the UN Central Assembly. Disannarnent 

Commission in 1954 did not even consider Nehru's proposal 

for an a9reement to ban nuclear weapon tests. H:>wever, 

as the years rolled by, the nuclear powers realized 
I 

that they must reach an understandin9 on such measures. 

A~ressinq the first oonference of ENDC on M~rch 

20, 1962 Mr. Krishna Menon made it clear that the only 

explosion with which people were CX\ncemed were those 

in air and in the bio-sphere. Since these explosions 

would be easily detected it wuld be quite possible that 

an a9reanent oould be reached. Hence the only thing 
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that oould be <bne at the moment was to get an agreement 

snong the nuclear powers, that there would be no more 

explosion and • if anywhere detected. that would be a 

proof of the violation of the international treaty'. 

Mr. Menon suggested that some machinery be set up to 90 

into the matter of reconci'tling the different positions. t 

The two different positions were: 

Westem power held that only under an inter

national control system could any meanin9-

ful aqreement be possible. 

The SOviet position was that it would a9ree 

to a test ban which would rely solely on 

the national system of o:mtrol. 

N AM On Western and SOviet Ouestion s! 

"rthur~ Lall in his statement before the conference 

on April 4 reminded the nuclear powers t~t they "are not 

the only two sides in the question of testing: there is 

the world itself•!O 

Meanwhile it was apparent that both Bast and West 

were determined to resume a new series of the atmo 15Pheric 

tests. It was at this time that Ambassaror Arthur Lall 

9. ENDC/PV. 5, 20 March, 1962. 

10. Lall, Artl"llr, Neq?tiatioq Dis§:tmf!\entss '1'he Eighteen 
Nation Di~apnsn!Jt 9?nfe;ences The First two years, 
196~64,COmer university, New Yox:k, 1964), p. 20. 
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tolo the &NDC that he was directed by the CJOVernment of 

India to appeal to the nuclear powers not tx> resume 

nuclear tests wring the pendency of the conference. ~ 1 

The appeal found a favourable response in the 

Soviet Union which stated that it would not c::onruct tests 

during the pendency of the meetings pmvided the western 

powers also pledge themselves to do so. 

EIGHT NATIONS MEMORANDOM: 

The NAM countries began to feel that the imminence 

of the resumed atmoapherlc tests by nuclear powers would 

only mean the break off of the negotiations. It was at 

this time that they CMle forward with several su9gestions. 

Most of those were discussed by delegates of the N.!'i-1 

countries amongst themselves. A sub-committee oonsi~ting 

of India. Ethopia and Sweden was set \1})• After long 

meetings they reached to an a~reement and a memorandum 

was draftedJ which was presented to the plenary meetin9 

on 16th April, 1962. 

According to Arthur Lall three significant points 
' 12 

emer•ed from the Sight Nations Memorandlm. 

11. SNDC/.P.V. 19, 12 ~pril, 1962. 

1~. Lt'lll, n. lQ, p. 20. 
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(a) Change in the Soviet positions 

.a.t the commencement of the conference the 

soviet Union adMttntly rejected the proposal of on-site 

in!pection until there was ~eral and complete 

di sannament. On 9th May the &:>viet Union a<bpted the 

new position in retard to inspection. The Soviet 

representative, Mr. Zorin said. •we agree that it will 

be possible in individual cases to invite scientists, 

members of the Intemational Commission to ascertain 
. fi3 

in loca the nature of the events which are in ooubt". 

Arthlr Lall says that there can be little 

d>ubt that the memoran&Jm became the sole basis of 

ne9)tiat1on for a test ban to be end:)rsed by the 17th 

session of the UN General Assembly. &:>on after the 

Assembly session the SOviet Union wrote a letter to 

the us President proposing a test ban on the basis of 

two or three on-site inspection a year. It is an 

·indication of a change in the Soviet thinking. "The 

Eight Nation Memorcm<ilm certainly would appear 1x> have 

played no snall part in stimulating this most signi

ficant shift"~t 

(b) Shift in the Western Position: 

The Western countries held that international 

Central system should be capable of monitoring a we~n 

1~ ENDC/P. V. 35, 9 May, 1962. 
14. Lall, n.lQ, p. 23. 
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test in all four environment. The ei~ht nations refused 

to agree with the position held by the western powers. 

However after the instance of the Eight Nations they 

chanted their position and agreed to its proposal. 

"The Eiqht Nations efforts helped in opening the cbor 

to a finn western position on a ban wi trout contJ:Ols 

in all but one environment. The fimting up of this 

position was one of the foundations of the Partial T,~st 

~an when it finally came on 15th July, 1963•.15 

The stand of the Non-aligned at the Geneva 

conference as partner in negotiations was very much 

enhanced as a result of this memorandum. While accepting 

the fact that it is only nuclear powers that should 

play a primary role in the matters of anns control and 

disaxmament the memoran<ilm pointed out to the two super

powers that if they run out of ideas "on crucial 

aspects of the worl< of the oonference there would be 

others who \I!Puld make SHJgestions and d:> ~ perhaps 

with the end:>rsement of the General Assembly•.l6 

Thus the non-aligned states attained a structure 

which would enable them to act •as conciliators if 

they can maintain an impartial but necessary daring or 

unc:Dubtdely united front.l.7 

tS. Ibid., p. 23. 

16.. Ibid., p. 23. 

1-7. 1\hmed, M. Sarnir, The Neutrals and the Test Ban 
Negotiations. Occasional Paper (Carnegie Enoownment 
for International Peace, New York), No.~. 1967, p. 30. 
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Althouqh the memorandlm oould not pro<llce a 

desirable agreement in the Geneva conference yet it 

helped in narrowing the gap between the nuclear powers. 

Meanwhile Mr. Nehru stated in the Lok Sabha 

on ·\pril 24, "In fact, s:>me of the non-aligned countries 

represented in Geneva Conference have put forward some 

proposal for ex>nsideration of the nuclear powers and 

the nuclear powers have agreed to cx:msider them". 18 

During this time the neCJOtiation got set back 

due tx:> four major development in International relation: 

Change in the American strategic l))ctrine: 

MacNamara's statement on the necessity of 

building up N-''10' s oonvention~l forces so thtlt the 

alli;:mce ~uld be capable of action other th<m simply 

a nuclear response on the event of a limited war. 

FRENCH NUCLEAR EXPLOSION IN SAHAA.'\ ON MAY 1, 1962: 

This under~Jround explosion was detected by the 

US national instruments. Further, the research of 

the Vela Project pointed out the possibility of 

detecting underground tests. 

18. Foreign Affairs Record (Shastri 5hawi'in, New Delhi), 
Vol. 8, No.4, April 1962, pp. 90-95. 
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- The ad-h:::lc Committee created by the US Atms 

Control and Disann~ent Agency ( ACD.AJ evolved 

a new version of the US position during its 

meetings in June-July 1962. 

Announcement by the Soviet Union that it would 

resume nuclear tests on 21 July, t962. 

INDI.\N RELJ\TIO!J 'IO THESE DEVELOPMENTS 

Addressing the ENDC on 24th .7uly, 1962, Mr. 

Krishna Menon said that the ~vernment of India regretted 

the Soviet decision to resume the tests. He told the 

westem powers quoting the document circulated by the 

us on the Vela Project (ENDC/45) that it was possible 

for all practical puq>oses to detect tests of one kind 

·or another. Re<]Jarding the position taken by the govern

ment of India he told the Colmlittee: 

• ( i) •••• that my ~vernrnent is fully oonvnitted 

to the position that no country sh::>uld be 

placed in a position of dis~dvantage by any 

sacrifices, restrictions or restraints it 

imposes on itself and secondly that no step 

in disatmarnent is ""rthwhile if as a result 

considerable armaments are left in the ~rld 

which can procreate themselves more or less 

and develop the equipment required for large 

scale war!' 
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" (2) •••• it is the considered request of my 

c;;pvernment thtlt before the General ~ssembly 

meet, this committee should make adv~nce 

which will inspire confidence among the 

nations and not tum public opinion to 

cynicism." 

Meanwhile on 5 August, 1962 the Soviet Union began 

an extensive series of nuclear tests which became a 

world wide ooncern. 

On 'Z7 ~~gust tw:> western powers introduced t~ 

drafts, viz. 

( i) 1\ comprehensive treaty banning nuclear 

weapon tests in all environments: 

( ii) A Partial Test Ban Treaty banning Nuclear 

weapons tests in the atrrosphere, in outer 

space and under water. 

But Soviet Union rejected both the drafts. 

INDIA'S STAND: 

India welcomed thes·~ t~ drafts. Regarding 

19 
~T Mr. Lall said: 

"We are well aware of the difficulties which 

exists at the moment in reaching a comprehensive 

19. ENDC/P. v. 78, 3rd September, 1962. 
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Treaty, al toough in our view Ei9ht Nations 

Memorandum remain firm for reachinq over 

agreement on the cessation of all tests. 

As for PTBT he observed: 

•we ~uld like to observe that in presenting 

the second draft the us and U1< have moved forw~rd from 

the position. which the leaders of those countries 

took up in their offer of September 19 61. when they 

proposed the cessation of nuclear weapon tests in the 

atmosphere. Today the Draft proposes the cessation 

of tests not only in the atmosphere but in outer 

space and under water and we observe that there are 

no requirements of international verification. We 

rope that this will be acceptable with the aim of 

.ping forward and arriving at a treaty which will 

put an end to nuclear tests." 

On November 4, President Kennedy announced 

that the Us atmospheric tests at Nevedti had come to 

an end. Three days later Mr. Khru shehev also stated 

that the soviet test ~uld also come to an end by 20th 

November 19 62. 

19 63 - THE YSAA O'F PTBT 

Although the ENDC could not bring about an 

understanding between the two sides. Yet other develop-

ment during the year helped to bring about the 
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desire~ rather much awaited agreement, in 1963. These 

developments were: 

• The U.N. General Assembly's enoorsement of 

the Eight Nation Memoranrum as the basis for 

./ negotiation. 

Mr. Khrushchev's letter to President Kennedy 

on 19 December 1962 proposing a CTBT on the 

basis of two or three annual inspections in the 

territories of each nuclear power. 

Mr. Kennedy's reply to Mr. Khrushchev on 25th 

December 19 62. 

While talks were c;;ping on in Moscow it was annO\lnced 

on 20th June 1963 that USA and USSR had signed an agreement 

for establishing a communication link (HOTLINE) between the 

two governments. 20 

On July 27, the cpvernrnent of India issued a press 

note welcoming the agreement on the PTBT and stated that 

India had decided to sign the treaty as ooon as it 'l«>uld 

be made available for signature. Mr. Macmillan and Mr. 

Kennedy, Pt. Nehru expressed the view that the PTaT is an 

important lan.:inarl<: in the history of International Relations 

and understandin~. 21 

20. ENDC/P. v. 98, 20 June, 1963. 

21. Foreign Affairs Record (Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi), Vol. IX 
No. 7, July 1963, pp. 153-4. 
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Thus, we find that it was partly dle to the efforts 

of ENDC the Treaty banning nuclear weapon tests in thP 

atmosphere, under water and in the outerspace was signed 

at Moscow by Mr. Gromyko, Mr. Dean Rusk and Lord Home on 

5th August, 1963. 

THE SH.l\STRI PERIOD : 19 64-66 

India's secnnd Prime Minister began his tenure 

of office by restating the views of his predecessor, 

namely that India did not seek any nuclear weapon. Shastri 

also shared Nehru's views on non-alignment. 

' Shastri' s modified perspective came after the 

\Chinese atomic explosion in October 1964. There was 

increasing pressure on the Prime Minister to re-orient 

India's nuclear policy in the light of the changing 

circumstances. 

The Sh~stri administration's approach towards 

China's nuclear e~losion was reflected in t"WO ways: 

(a) the acceleration of the procesS of building up 

India's conventional military power, and 

(b) a gradual shift in her policy on the use of 

atomic energy. 

Shastri showed a new policy of nuclear flexibility 

rather than than bringing about a radical change from 
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Nehru's nuclear policy·. In a foreign policy statement 

to the Lok Sabha on November 27, 19 64, Shastri remarked 

that: 

"I cannot say that the present policy of nuclear 

pacifism is deeply rooted, cannot be set ~side, and 

cannot be changed. An individual may have certain 

static policies, but in the political field, we can not. 

Here situations alter, changes take place and we have 

to change our policy accordingly". 22 

With the increasing frequency of Chinese nuclear 

tests, Shastri preferred a general and implicit nuclear 

guarantee from the super powers. Government• s posi

tion was stated by India's pexmanent representative to 

the United Nations on 4 May 1965. India called for: 

( i) an undertaking not to use nuclear weapons 

against countries which did not have them and 

(ii) argued that the member state should pledge 

through t;he U.N. to safeguard the territorial 

integrity of the nations threatened by the 
. 23 

nuclear powers. 

A definite guArantee which India required oould 

not be assured by the super polfers or the Cnited States 

22. 

23. 

Kaul, ttavi, India' s Strategic §rectrum, (Chan ekya 
Pub., Allahabad, 19 69), p. 25. 

Noorani, A. A., "India's Ouest for a Nuclear Guarantee", 
~sian Survey( California), Vol. 7, No.7 ,.July 19 67) ,pp. 490-502 
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because of disagreement as to the precise definition 
24 of safeguards and the settlement of the question 

of nuclear anns control. 

24. Rizvi, Hassan Askani, Politics of the Bomb in 
~h Asia, (Progressive Publishers; Lahore, 
1975), p. 17. 
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(C) INDIA'S ATTITUDE 'ID NPT : 1968 

With the passage of PTBT in 1963 it was expected that 

other anns control measures ¥>uld soon follow. One such 

measure, namely a comprehensive test Ban Treaty has not 

yet been arrived at. Another measure that has been 

discussed over five years and at last agreed upon by the 

Nuclear Powers participating ir. the ENDC was the treaty on 

the non-proliferation of the nuclear weapons. 25 

This sub-section of the chapter deals briefly with 

the developments connected with the non-ptoliferation of 

the nuclear weapons and India's stand on this issue. 

On 7th August 1965, 

I non-proliferation treaty. 

\Italy and Canada. 25 By the 

the us inttoruced the draft 

It was supported by th~ u.I<., 

terms of this draft tre"ty 

nuclear states w::>uld undertake: 

- Not to transfer any nuclear weapons to any non-

nuclear wapon state either directly or indirectly. , 

25. The draft resolution on 't\PT was submitted to the 
ENDC by the UI<, the USA and the 't'SSR on 7th March 
1968. On March 11th the two Chairman submitted a final 
draft which incorporated some chnnges. It was submi~ 
tted in the General Assembly on 14th March 1968. On 
12th June 1968. the United Nations General A.ssembly 
ad:>pted it as resolution 2373 (Xlii). The Treaty came 
into force on 5th March 1970. 

The United Nations apd Disarmament.. 1945-70 
(New Yor:k, 1970} • PP• 257-307. 

26. SNDC/PV 152, 17th August, 1965. 
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- Not to take any other action which WjUld 

cause an increase in the total number of states 

and other organisations having independent 

powers to use nuclear weapons. 
' 

- Not to assist non-nuclear state in the manufac

/ ture of nuclear weapons. 

::he draft also mentioned the obligations on the 

part of the non-nuclear states: 

not to manufacture nuclear weapons, not to 

s_eek, receive, or grant assistance in the 

manufacture of such weapons. 
' 

- not to seek or receive the transfer of such 

/ weapons into this natural control, either 

directly or indirectly. 

' 
- not to take any other action which ~ld cause 

an increase in the total number of states and 

other orcganisations havinq independent power to 

use nuclear weapons. 

On September 2,· Sweden suani tted a memoranwm on 

International Cooperation on the underground e~losions. 27 

On September 9, Ul<, submitted a note on •The UK Research 

on the Technique for Distin;uishing Between Earthquakes 

2'11. ENDC/P. v. 154, 2nd September 19 65. 
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28 and Underground Explosions". On September 1.4, Italy 

submitted a draft of Unilateral Non-acquisition 

Declaration. 29 Next day a joint memorandun on non-

proliferation on nuclear weapons was submitted by the 

eitht non-ali9Qed states representing in the ENDC. 30 

On the same day they submitted another joint rnemoranU\lm 

on the comprehensive Test 'Ban Treaty. 31 

After long debate the t'WO superpowers -

( i) / agreerlon NPT as priority number one and 

( ii) accepted the need of a CTBT. India on the oth:;e· 

/ r~ hand acce>t2n ted £1 rst p rio rl ty to the c~ T _ 

28. 

29. 
30. 

31. 

whereas the NAM countries( along with India) 

considered that a treaty of NPT should be 
' ' 

•coupled with or followed by other measures 

of arms oontrol". It should be boi'Tlt-in mind 

that a Eiqhteen Nation Committee on Disarma-

ment was created for the specific pur:pose to 

bring about a treaty on General and complete 

Disa.rmarnent and not merely i~lated measures 

of arms oont.x:ol. 

ENOC,/l'. V., 155, 9th Sep te'hme r, 1965. 

ENDC/P. V., 157, 14th September, 1965 

ENDC,/l'. V., 158, 15th Sep te1Dbe r, 1965. 

ENDC/P. V., 159, 15th September, 1965. 
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The subject of non-proliferation was taken up by 

the United Nations General Assembly in its 20th session 

held between 21st September and 22nd December 1965. On 

24th September the &>viet Foreitn Minister. Gromyko 

laid before the Assembly a draft of nuclear non

proliferation treaty. 32 The draft treaty would: 

1. Prohibit nuclear powers from transferring 

nuclear weapons directly or indirectly through 

9rouping of states, into the ownership or disposal 

of states not possessing nuclear weapOns, or 

from granting the aforesaid states or CJroups of 

states the right to participate in the ownership; 

control or use of nuclear weapons. 
' 

2. Prohibit such powers from giving nuclear weapons 

and c:ontiol over them and over their location and 

use to limits of atmed forces or the individlal 

members of the ax:med forces of states not possess-

ing nuclear 'fll8apons7 and 

3. Prohibit powers not possessinCJ nuclear weapons 

to undertake not to create. manufacture nuclear 

weapons independently or jointly with other states, 

and to refuse to be as!IOciated with nuclear 

32. Official Records of the General Assembl1: 20th 
Session, :;A4Jenda item 106, Document A/5976. 
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weapons in any fotrn whatsoever directly or 

indirectly, through 3rd states or ~roupincg 

of states. 33 

Before this draft, the u.s. draft treaty had 

already been submitted to the ENDC on 17th August, 1965. 34 

The u.s. draft resolution stated that the General 

Assembly ~uld u~e the ENDC to accord special priority 

to a treaty on non-proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. 35 

The draft resolution was also suanitted by the 

eight non-aligned nations based on five principles. 

The treaty should be void of any loopholes which 

pexmit nuclear or non-nuclear powers to proliferate, 

directly or indirectly, nuclear weapons in any 

The treaty should embody an acceptable balance of 

18\ltual responsibilities and obligations of the 

nuclear powersz 

The treaty should be a step towards the achievement 

of general and complete disatmarnent and, trore 

particularly, nuclear disaxmament: 

33. The United Nations and Disarmament 19 45-70 (U.N. 
Publication, New York, 1970). p. 175. 

34. ENOCh. V. 152, 17th August, 1965. 

35. official Records of the General Assembly, 20th 
session. Documents 'A/C. 1/L, 337. 
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- There soould be acceptable and ~rkable 

provision to ensure the effectiveness of the 

treatyJ 

- Nothint in the treaty should adversely effect 

the right of any group of states to conclude 

regional treaties in order to ensure the 

total absence of nuclear weapons in their 

respective territories•. 36 

On 3rd December 1965 the General Assembly also 

ac:k>pted a draft on the suspension of nuclear weapons 

tests by 9 2. votes to 1 with 14 abstention. The 

resolution (Res. 2032 (XX)): 

- ur9ed the suspension of all nuclear weapon tests: 

- called on all ex>untries to respect the spirit 

and provisions of the Moscow Test Ban Treaty: 

- requested the ENDC to cnntinue with a sense of 

ur9ency its won on a oompr~ensive 'rest Ban 

Treaty and on arrangements to ban effectively 

all nuclear weapon tests in all environments. 

On 5th July, 1966 the canadian dele4]at1on 

37 
sul::mitted a paper setting forth the draft treaties 

of the both the superpowers. This showed th1\t there 

36. The United Nations and Disarmament 1945-70 {t:f'J 
Publications, New York, 1970), P• 277. 

37. XNDC/P.V., 175, 5th July, 1966. 
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had already been a large extent of agreement on impor

tant points. This paper proved a great help in evolving 

38 a consensum among the signatories. 

On the lines of this paper a Non-Proliferation 

Treaty was prepared and set forth for signatures. (for 

details of the treaty see Appendix - IV). 

Indian delec;ate v. c. Trivedi 39 presented India's 

concern for this treaty and proposed for a CTBT. He 

appealed to the committee (ENDC) that it is possible to 

reach an agreement on the followinfJ lines: 

- There sfuuld be suspension of all tests: 

- The supetpOwers should agree to a fonnal treaty 

prohibiting underground tests1 

- The scientific developments in the field of 

identification should be persued vigrously g:) 

that threshoold could be wwered and eventually 

eliminated converting the de- facto suspension 

into a de-jure prohibition as early as possihle. 

Later the Indian deleq-'tte brought to the notice 

of the committee the close link that exists between the 

measures (viz. NPT and suspension of Nuclear Weapons Tests). 

38. SNOC/P. V., 275, 21 July, 1966. 

39. SNDC/P. v. 269, 30th June, 1966. 
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In spite of these suggestions, the western 

powers remained adament to the provisions of NPT 

and Soviet Union refused to accept any international 

verification. 

On the line of Indian suggestions the NN1 

cx:mntries presented a menorandum on 17th Augus~ 

19 66 on the question of C'l'BT. ~ 

INDI .AN OBJ~CTIO N 

On 1 March, 1967 a number of prominent Indian 

intellectuals issued a joint statement demanding 

that the Government of India soould not sign the 

b 41 treaty proposed y the two super powers. "By 

signing this treaty" they said "India ~uld further 

severely limit the number of their options without 

any countervailing credible security whatsoever ... / 

The official view of the f!PVerrunen t was rna~ 

known only after March 27 when M. c. Cha!la in a state

ment made in the Parliament stated that " The government 

shares with the international community the anxiety 

arising from the proliferation of nuclear weapons. 

40. KNDC,IP.v., 371, 17 August, 1966. 

41. Signatories included: S.C., Poplai Raj Krishna, 
Sisir Gupta. and v.P. Dutt, Hindlstan Times, 
(New Delhi, 2nd March, 1967) • 
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They favour an early agreement on such a treaty and 

will be willin9 to sign one which fulfills the 

basic principles laid d::>wn by the United Nations•. 

He further stated: "They are of the view that any 
--~---

such tre<1tY should be a si~ificant step towards 

9eneral and complete (particularly nuclear) disarma-
-----~y- - . 

ment and such meet the point of view of both nuclear 

~apon s and non-nucle<1r weapon powers. A NPT soould 

not be discriminatory or an unequal treaty. It is 

als::> the view of the ~vernment of Indian that the 

non-proliferation treaty should be such as not to 

impede this growth of nuclear science and technology 

for peaceful pu%p0ses in the developing countries' 

where the need for such development is great •••• So 

far as India is concerned. apart from its anxiety to 

see the cxmclusion of a non-proliferation treaty as 

a step towards the achievement of general and complete 

disa:::::mament, and rrore particularly nuclear disannament. 

India has special problem of security against nuclear 

attack or nuclear black mail. This aspect which 

hardly needs elaboration must necessarily be taken 

into full account before our fin•l attitude to a 
42 

non-proliferation treaty is determined". . 

42. · Foreign Affairs Reex>rd, (New Delhi), Vol. XIII, 
:r-:o. 3, March, 1967, pp. 17-18. 
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M.A. Hussain tx>ld the oonference on February 

27, 1968 that the NPT text did not need some of the 

more fundanental and basic requirements of an 

acceptable treaty and it did not incorporate many of 

the important ideas and suggestions put forward by a 

number of delegations.43 

Proliferation had become real by the time the 

NPT entered into force on March 5, 1970. The US.Z\ and 

many other countries had become alanned at the spread 

of nuclear technoloqy and took the view that prolifera

tion increased the risk of a nuclear holocaust, but 

could think of no way of ending it which did not 

involve opening up existent nuclear arsenals to 

inspection and verification. The USSR was mainly 

concerned about the installation of nuclear weapons 

in West Ge.rmany as 1 t considered that this particular 

aspect of the NA'IO was of direct threat to its own 

security. Both the superpoWP.rs, and many others 

besides, were also becoming conscious of the need w 

develop nuclear energy for economic reasons. 

Faced with a widespread desire for more and 

more us~ of nuclear energy for civilian use, the NPT 

made a clumsy oompromi~. It was clearly impossible ( 

to withhold knowledqe from a country on how to use 

43. BNDC/'P. V., 270, '1:7 February, 1968. 
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nuclear technology for military putpeses, · and yet 

allow thi'tt CDuntry to acquire nuclear technology for 

civilian purposes. The NPT cx:>mpromise suggested 

(Article IV of the Treaty) that then Nuclear powers 

soould supply the non-nuclear ones with all the 

benefits of their technolo~ and achievement for 

peaceful use, and simultaneously spOke of the 
(.) 

~nalienable right of the Parties tD the treaty to 

develop research procitction and use. of nuclear ener.;y 

for peaceful putpeses without discrimination and in 

confonni~y with Article I and II of this Treaty". 

These t"o«> Articles strictly ban the export and import 
r .. ¥----~::.::---:""\. 

of the national'' and knowled«Je which might help 
r;~ ----~__.,..: 

produce nuclear weapons. 

The autoors of the t-1PT soon realised that the 

Treaty provided no effective safeguards aqainst 

nuclear attacks or intimidations, that it could never 

be effective since France and China - both the 

permanent members of the Security Cl:>uncil - had 

declined to sign it, and that it discriminated 

openly and widely in f.wour of nuclear powers. 

Aware of these difficulties and deficiencies, 

the security council passed a re~lution in 1968 

which was meant to ensure that any member to the Treaty, 

if being non-nuclear, bec8me victim to the nuclear 
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aggression or blackmail. it oould depend on the 

nuclear powers to protect and defend it. France 

said that it did not think that the resolution 

provided adequate security to non-nuclear states 

and therefore S:latained from voting, and China was 

not even properly represented in 1968. Moreover, 

the security council's rerolution was of little 

practical use as any action by a nuclear power 

wishing to protect a non-nuclear state against 

nuclear aggression had to be in accordance with 

the Charter: in other \110 rds, such action was 

subject to vetD or unilateral determination by a 

nuclear state whether agqression had taken place. 

In either case, there was no assurance that any 

protection ~uld be forthooming. 

India h~s repeatedly made it clear that 

the basic approach to non-proliferation as embodied 

in the Treaty is inaefensible; that the NPT encourages 

rather than discourages proliferation and that all 

its main provisions are either discriminatory or 

ineffectual. The Indian government pushed the idea 

of a ban on nuclear weapons long before it became 

fasrutonable crnong the c;reat powers as a first step 

in disax:rnament. 44 India has emphatically and 

44. Beaton, Leonard and Mac:Dx. John, The "3>read of 
Nuclear We~ns, (W. & J. Mackay & Co. Ltd., 
England, 19 2), p. 36. 
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consistently maintained that neither general and 

comprehensive nuclear dis::~rmament can be achieved 

unless all nuclear powers 9ive up testing, destroy 

their stockpiles of nuclear weapons and disband their 

delivery systems. It will then, and only then, be 

possible to control and regulate peaceful explosion 

r:ffid make the safeguards universal and effective. 

Apart from these general objection to the NPT, 

India als:> h~s great reservations on rome main features 

of the Treaty on grounds of principle or technical 

difficulties or political compulsion. Hussain pointed 

out that Article I and II "oo not prevent the deploy

ment of nuclear weapons on the territories of non

nucleaJ:~-weapon states, nor~. they prevent the 

training in the use of nuclear weapons of the anned 

45 personnel belonging to the non-nuclear weapon states". 

He pointed out that Article I did not prohibit one 

nuclear state from assisting another nuclear weapon 

state which had not yet reached the sefl'\e degree of 

sophistication in the development of nuclear weapon 

technology by providing technological aid. 

Hussain stated, •while India is fully in favour 

of the non-proliferation of the nuclear weapons,it 

45. ENDCIP. v., 270, 27 !'ebruary 1968. 
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is equally in favour of the proliferation of nuclear 

technology for peaceful purposes". 46 

~gain, .~rticle III implies that nuclear states 

are free of safeguards relating to peaceful nuclear 

activities. Hussain told the oonference on February 

27, 1968: " 

"There is yet -another feature which cause 

conceiTl, and that relates to safeguards, provided in 

~rticle II.I., which apply only to non-nuclear weapon 

states,. making the obligation entirely one- sided. 

The Indian government has been consistently of the view 

that the safeguards should be universally applicable 

and be based on objective and non-discriminatory 
24 

criteria!' 

Much has been said in the NPT ahout peaceful 

nuclear benefits and assistance from nuclear to non-

nucle~r states. In practice, however, very little 

h~~ been transferred from one side to other. Even 

on 5'.1Ch matters as withdraw! from the !';pT, some 

controversy has been raised: 1\rticle X of the NPT 

provides that a party can withdraw from it if it decides 

that "extraordinary events, related to the subject 

matter of the Treaty, have jeopardised the supreme 

46. Ibid. 

47. Ibid. 
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interest of its country". Should such a withdrawl take 

place, \<IOuld the oountry concerned be still "entitled 

to protection" provided in the Security Cbuncil 

resolution? 

As early as 1960, it was clear that through 

advances in technology, nuclear reactors prodlce not 

only power but plutonium - a fissicnable material that 

can be seperated by a chemical process and used in 

the manufacture of nuclear weapons. Yet, the NPT 

does not provide any safeguards against such a process -

,;n omission much criticised by India. Many otherwise 

hostile commentators see some substance in the Indian 

argument on this question. The NPT is to be welcomed 

in the sense that almost any agreement between the 

USA and the uss~ is to be welcomed, but that is h,;rdly 

a reason for nonaligned India to be a party to it. 

all 

'l When India e:xploded a nuclear device in 1974, 

tl'ie bitterness and anger on its refusal to sign the 

NPT surfaced dramatically: in the UN repeated crlticisn 

was heard, and outside several bilateral measures were 

threatened or actually taken. But the Indian g:>vemment 

stoutly defended its opposition to the NPT, stressed 

that all nuclear materials obtained by India were 

subject to International Atomic Energy Aut'hority (11\E..&.) 

safeguanls, none of which had been oonsidered violated by 
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the organisation, that the loopooles in the NPT and 

related d:>cuments were not of India's making or seeking 

and were indeed not infrequently included against Indian 

pleas and protests. India reiterated its conviction that 
~ .... 

the ~tal abolition of everything nuclear in the arsenals 

of the nuclear powers was the only--road to -a safer and 

better world. and that the avoidance of this issue could 

create only more difficulties in the future. •~'lith several 

important countries (e.g. Brazil) refusing to adhere 

to the t-1PT the Treaty's future is indeed gloomy: even 

Japan took time- to rectify it in 1976. Whether the 

main defect of the treaty is its inherent discrimination 

or whether it was never meant seriously to prevent 

proliferation, the NPT review conference in 1975 

showed that no major irr.provsnents which could meet the 

basic Indian objections were to be expected. 

India attached much significance to the French 

attitude both to the Treaty and to the Security COuncil 

ae~lution of 1968, not merely because of what many 

Indians considered as a moderate French ~proach to 

international politics (e.g. French possessions in India) 

but because India ahar:ed the French conviction thl\t the 

treaty w:>uld not achieve its objective. When France 

stated that it \oiOuld adhere by t-!PT provisions without 

signing the Treaty, the Indians interpreted euch a statement 
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as nothing more than Prance's avowal of solidarity with 

the N~'IO. 

To sum up, India wa8 critical of the NPT on the 

following grounds: 

( i) The treaty was inconsistent with the General 

Assembly Resolution 2028{XX). It was discri.mina'bl'ry 

and it ignored equ~l and mutual obligations betweenJ 

the nuclear and non-nuelear states. 

( ii) The treaty ran contrary to the General Assembly 

Resolution 2028 (xX) as there was no linkage 

between the treaty and other measures of disarmament. 

(iii) All the nu9le~r weapons powers were not ~ssoclate~ 

with the {~of the treaty. The Peoples' -

Republic of· China w::,s absent. The obligations of 

the treaty .,puld be in no way binding on her. 

( iv) The security clauses in the treaty proposed by 

the three nuclear po....,ers ran contr<\ry to the spirit 

of the u. r;. Charter because in resp ect of the 

maintenance of international peace and security 

the Charter did not discriminate between those 

states which hi'\Ve subscribed to any treaty and 

trose states which have not. 
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(;b) On the question of ex>ntrol and safeguards, the 

treaty was not very clear and its scope was not 

defined • .:.· -.Safeguards should be universal in 

nature and not discriminatory. The safeguards 

were only fOr non-nuclear powers. 

K. S\lbrCJnaniam said, "The Indian objection was 

mainly against the unequal nature of the treaty and 

misuse of international public opinion to subvert a 

policy of vertical proliferation by a few powers. In 

India's view this was not a non-proliferation treaty 

but a measure designed to disa:on the unax:med'! 48 

48. a.Jbramanian, l<., Indian .Z\.ttitydes Towards the NPT: 
Nuclear Proliferation Problems, ( Stockoolrn, 1974), 
P• 267. 

r 
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ATTITUDE '10 NUCLE.JL~ TEST 
(Pokharaiit 197 4) 

Military reasons are not essential for making 

the bomb, despite the capacity to make it. Why slx>uld' 

we then make the bomb'? For prestige!! For political 

leveref!Je? Not necessarily. 'I',!le bomb is crucial 

hardware in a new technology called Nuclear Explosive 

Engineering. Nhoever possesses it .l!fill alee possess an 
- "'Z 49 

important technological tool. Its development by a 

country may pave the way for bridginCJ the technological ------- ---~ 
9sp, for it offers ~ definite tool for economic "leap 

fro99inq". 50 The Peaceful Nuclear Explosion (PNE) can 

be used for indlstrial and engineering pul:P(>ses which 

can yield benefits of incalculable importance, especially 

to the developing countries. 

From mid 1950s onwar~ the United States had 

started evincing keen interest to .study seriously the 

posSibilities of peaceful applications of nuclear 

explosives. The efforts to ascertain ways of harnessing 

• the force available in nuclear explosives, to help 

b i f 'h 51 conquer nature and o ta n more o er treasure resulted 

49. Seshagirl, N., The Bomb! Fallout of 'Indi(ll' s Nuclear 
Explosion, ( Vikas Publishing House, New Delhi, --
1975), P• 51. 

50. Ibid., PP• 52-60. 

51. Willrich, Mason, Global Politics of Nuclear Energy, 
(New Yorl<, 1971), p. 145. 
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in the adOption of 'Plowshare"5 2 in the t:ni ted states. 

The Soviet Union,. after its nuclear explosion in 

1949, has also started explorinq the possibility of 

using nuclear explosives for peaceful pu :cposes. On 10 

November 19 49 tha Soviet representative, Andrei Vyshinky 

claimed in the United Nations that atomic energy "was 

being used in the Soviet Union for purposes of its O'ollll"l 

d:>mestic economy,. blowing up mountains, changing the 

course of rivers - etc. •. 53 

However,. "Plowshare• had a gener~lly rostile 

reception at the second United Nations o:>nference on 

Peaceful Uses of Atomic Enerc)Y in 1958. There was,. of 

course no apparent opposition at the third conference 

52. The term was adopted to denote :research and develoP
ment efforts aimed at the use of nuclear explosives 
for civil application. It broadly :refers to progranrnes 
cxmceminc; civil uses of nuclear explosives in 
America and other ex>untries. See Johnson, G. w., 
and Higgins, G. H. Rnygpeerinq l\pplications of Nuclear 
Explosives: Pro1ect P wshare• in Pe~ceful Uses of 
Atomic Energy: Proceedings of the Third International 
Conference, Geneva,. 31 ~gust - 9 September 1964 
(United Nations Pub.,. New York,. 1966), Vol, 15, p. 166. 

53. Year ?.ook of the United Nations, 21 September t948 
to 31 December 1949, p. 359. Also see Krcrnish, Amold. 
-~:tomic Energy in the Soviet Union, (California. t:S~ 
1959), p.133. 
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in 1964 where scientists G.W. Johnson nnd G.H. Higgins 

of Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Livennore, Califoroia 

opined: 

.7\.s a consequence of experience gained in design 

and test of nuclear explosive over the past 20 years and 

in view of the more recent assessment o= potential 

engineering and scientific applications, there is no 

d':>ubt that many useful projects can be planned for 

accomolishment in the near future. 54 Thus the industrial 

and scientific potentials of the PNE attr3cted various 

countries, mostly the developing ones like, India, 

Egypt, Brazil, Australia, Romania and many others to 

harness this potential for their ec:onomic development. 

Australia expressed her 'keen interest in the use 

of nuclear explosives to excavate hnrbours on her 

55 west coast. 

One of the reasons for opposition to the NPT by 

developing countries w~s the hope raised by the potential 

of new technology of peaceful nuclear explosions. India 

refused to subscribe to the treaty on the ground that by 

denying even the peaceful nuclear explosive technology 

th~ugh the NPT, the nuclear weapon states were discrimi-

56 
nating against the non-nuclear weapon countries. 

54. Johns:>n and Higgins, n. 52, p. 364. 

55. Will rich, n. 51, p. 156. 

56. Seshagiri, n. 49, pp. 55-56. 
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rl India's pursuit of nuclear energy for peaceful 

purposes started with the establishnent of Atomic Energy 

Cornm iss ion on Au gu st 10, 19 48. ::>r. Bhaba, addre ssin ~ 

the Eighth Conference of I1\KA. on 17 September 1964, said 

that there was no reas:>n why the benefits of using 

atomic explosions in civil engineering works should be·, 

denied to mankind ro long as such explosions -were 

sub:! ect to in te ro ation al supervision. 5 j While b raodcast

ing over All India Radio on UN Day, 24 October 1964, 

he again alluded to the pOtential! ties of PNEs for 

economic benefits. 58 Prime Hini ster Lal Bhadu'r Shastri 

roped that the pe.~ceful nuclear explosion technolocgy 

would benefit the country and the world as a whole. 59 

Despite Chinese attack, pressures on Shastri 

government consequent to the Chinese nuclear test, the 

failure of international oornmunity to ensure the security 

of non-nuclear weapon states against a nuclear threat 

and the discriminating NPT, India stuck to her perspective 

of using nuclear enerqy for peaceful putpe>ses as envisioned 

by Jawah<1::dal Nehru - the architect of the nuclear policy 

of India. Mrs. Indira Gandhi stated at Lusaka Conference 

held on 8-10 September 1970: 

57. IAE"I\ roOJments, GC (VIII) t:o. 88, pp. 22-25. 

58. Jain J.P., Nuclear India, Vol. II, (Radiant Pub. Delhi, 
1974), P• 159. 

59. Lok Sabha Debates, Series 3, Vol. 35, no. 10, 27 
November 1964, C'ol. 2287; 
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"The cxmference is aware of the trernencbus 

oontrlbution which technology of the peaceful 

uses of nucle~r energy, including PNE, can make 

to the eoonomy of developing lot>rld. It is of 

the opinion that the benefits of this technolotJY 

soould be available to all states without any 

discrimin~tion•. 60 

In acoordance with the rationale of 1 ts nuclear 

policy, India decided to q::> ahead with nuclear test 

experiments to develop and refine the developing technology. / 

!,NDIA' S PIRST NUCLR.a.R TEST EXPLOSION, 18 MA'! t974: 

\ Inspite of the disex>uraging approach of both the 

super powers, enunciated in the NPT, India achieved a 

breakthrough in her endeavours where she successfully 

ex>nducted her first peaceful nuclear experiment at 

Po'khran in Rajasthan on 18 May 1974. J 

It was an underc.~round explosion, a spin-off of 

India's peaceful nuclear programme. 61 It was pari:of the 

efforts to find ways of using underground explosions for 

constx:uctive purpos~s. 62 A notable feature of the explo

sion was that.~ndia was the first oountry to explode . 

a nuclear devi~e underground in its inaugral detonationJ 

60. Foreism Affairs Reports (New Delhi), Vol. 19, nos. 9-tO-t~~ 
September, October November, 1970, p. 108. 

61. Kaul, Ravi, India's Nuclear Spin-off (Chankaya Pub., 
Allahabad. 197 4), p. 66. 

62. ~}apartment of -~tomic &nergy, Government of India, Annual 
Report 197 4-75, PP• 31-32. 
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The other five nuclear powers rould <D it after three 

to ten years of their first ext:,:losion. 63 India's Foreign 

Minister Swam Singh said that the present experiment was 

important because our indigenous resources of energy 

64 for the benefits of our people through our own efforts. 

The Indian explosion had proved th=1t"at low cost one can 

carry out a PNE which is fully contained. 65 Its 

importance may be judged from a wider perspective als:>. 

It was part of the atomic ener9Y proqrarmne in India 

which was ~signed to act as a spring board for moderni

sing its scientific effort. 66 The •clean - character" 

of the explosion, as claimed by the .~tomic Ener9Y 

Commission, is even more significant, for it may provide 

a bre<!kth::rough in using PNEs for various 'purposes 

without fear of r~d:io-active contamination. 

The Indian Explosion had far reaching effects. 

The starategic imp:tct really depends not so much on 

India's . intentions, but. on the perception of India's 

capabilities and intentions harl>oured by· other ex>untries, 
-------· 67 

especially our nei~hbours. 

63. Seshagiri, no. 43, pp. 5-6. 

64. Hincilstan Times, (New Delhi), 29 May 1974. Al~ 
in Economic Times(Bombay), 28 Hay 1974. 

65. Raman, R., "Development of Nuclear Enerqy in India" 1 

'f'ieekly Round Table, Vol. 3, Nos. 23 & 24, 197 4, p. 21. 

66. Ibid. 

67. Sawhny,Rathy, "Indian Nuclear Explosions Strateqic 
implications", ~eekly Round Table, July 21, 1974, 
New Delhi, p.S. 
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The peaceful character of the explosion was 

accepted by a larC)e number of countries, more so by the 

developinCJ a:>untries.. It was acknowledged as a feat 

of scientific success. The ChainnM of the Frencll 

Atomic Energy Cormtission congratulated Indian scientists 

on their successful test. 68 The Soviet news media 

stressed the fact that the explosion was carried out to 

9ain scientific knowledge for advancing the peaceful 

69 uses of nuclear energy. The J?eople' s Republic of 

China withheld the news for forty-eiCJht rours. Then the 

New China News Agency put out a f.:lctual tw:> paragraph 

announcement of the explosion without comment. 70 
The 

other tw:> nuclear weapon powers - the United Kingd:>m 

and the United States - viewed the e~losion in the 

context of non-proliferation of nuclear weapons. 71 

However, "The non-aligned and the developing--countries 

have said little· in public, but privately appear m 

take s:>me pride in the Indian test, demonstrating that 
72 

even a peor developing country can master nuclear technology. 

68. Patriot, (New Delhi), 24th May 1974. 

69. Hindustan Times, (New Delhi), 19th May 1974. 

70. Ibid., 20 May 197 4. 

71. CCD/P.V. 637, 21 May 1974, p.19 and CCP/P.V. 638, 
23 May 1974, P• 20. 

72. Epstein, william, "Neclear Proliferation in the 
Third WOrld", J.oumal of International Affairs 
(New York), Vol. 29, no. 2, Pall 1975, pp. 18~7. 
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As for neighbours, Nepal as a part to the NPT, 

e"Pressed its opposition to all nuclear tests, but its 

'ForeiCJO Ministry added in a statement on 20 t-!ay 1974 

that it saw no reason to disbelieve Mrs. Gandhi 1 s 

assurance that India was committed to using nuclear 

energy for peaceful purposes. There was immediately 

no official o:>mment from Bangladesh, but its Foreign 

Minister, Dr. Kamal Hussain, recalled the assurance 

offered by Indian leaders in urging Pakistan not to 

make an issue of the Indian test at the IslM~ic conference 

at Kuala Lumpur in early June 197 4. Sri Lanka also 

accepted Mrs. Gandhi's ~rd as the national parliament 

was told by the Deputy Foreign Minister Lakshman 

;; ayakody on 6 .June 197 4 Bhutan 1 s views were made public 

by her crnbassac:b r to the trn i ted Nations only on 11 

October 1974 when he expressed appreciation of Indian 

assurances. Prime Minister of Maldives, .Mrnad Zaki, 

said on 12 January 1975 in a speech welcoming the Indian 

Prime Minister Mrs. Gandhi to his country that India 

deserved sincere congrat\llations on maldng a breakthrough 

in nuclear techno logy. 7 3 

74 Shah of Iran viewed the explosion as ~ceful. 

The Iranian press was APprecia..tive of the Indian feat 

7 3. t-lukerj ee, Dilip, "India' s t'uclear Test and P a'kistan", 
India Quarterly, (New Delhi), Vol.- XXX, no. 4, October
December 1974, p. 267. 

7 4. The Tribune ( Chandigarh), 28 September 197 4: "!nCb
Iranian nuclear Co-operation may be on the anvil in 
Hindustan Times,{New Delhi), 21 December 1975. 
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reflecting the Shah's fragmatic view on the subject. 

The test c;m prove a great blessing for the developing 

countries for the I rani an oil revenues can be used in 

the development of the .\gro-Asian ~ rld. 75 

President Peron of .!o.rgentina felicitated India for 

her nuclear test for peaceful purposes. Senegalese 

President Leopold expressed his admiration for India's 

scientific achievement as demonstrated by the explosion. 76 

The Lebanese daily Al Chhab expressed its approval 

of India's entcy into the elite nuclear club and rejected 

the char~es by the "imperial! se press" which was trying 

to see a threat to Pakistan in the Indian nuclear test. 77 

Kenya hoped that India's test "will not attract the 

great powers like flies•. 78 

Thus, whereas the developing nations, by and large, 

expressed their joy over the scientific technological 

achievement of India, some of the oountries especially 

those advanced in nuclear science did not seern to be 

pleased with the Indian success. 

The case of Canada is of particular significMce 

1:>~ca1se of her association with the Indian nuclear 

75. Kaul, n. 33, p. 45. 

76. Patriot, (New Delhi), 27 May 1974. 

77. Kaul, n. 14, p. 46. 

78. Ibid., p. 47. 
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progrCITIITie since 1956 when it entered into an agreement 

with India to participate in the Indian efforts to 

develop nuclear science and technology to help this 

country to seek a lon9-range strategy for solving the 

problems of a4ge-old poverty and backwardness. India's 

explosion was an extension of this policy. 

But, the ~adian government refused ~ accept 

this as such and viewed it entirely from the military 

angle. It suspended all aid to the Indian atomic 

enertJY programme as an expression of her strong displeasure 

of India's explosion of a nuclear device. 

One of the major charges levelled by the United 

States and-other western oountrles ag<'\inst India was that 
~ 

she had been diverting her scarce resources to prestige 
"C 

projects such as a nuclear detonation when she should 

have been utilising them to feed her poor and clothe 

her destitute.79 Canadian Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau 

was ap~ at the Indian test explosion and said 

that India spent rooney and technology on a nuclear 

bomb when her people were star:ving. 80 

79. National Herald, (New Delhi), 21 September 1974. 

so. News Review on Science and Technology, Institute 
of Defence Studies, and Analysis, N~w Delhi), 
June 1976, p. 278. 
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The New York Times in its editorial stated that 

"India soould not have squandered away its resources on 

nuclear testing when it was facing qreat poverty.Bl The 

Washington post in a cartoon depicted India as a Fakir 

asking for aid from the West.82 The Times of Lonoon alro 

criticized India's nuclear explosion and stressed that 

India should spend its rooney to tide over her Cbmestic 

83 problems. 

Pakistan envoked article I in the P.reamble of the 

Nuclear Test Ban Treaty, 1963. On 16th July 1974, in the 

Committee on Disarmament Pakistan a~ed that India's 

explosion had spread radioactive debris over the territory 

of Pakistan. This cxmclusion was drawn after a careful 

review conducted by Pakistan Atom~c Snergy Commission.84 

J~anese delegate maintained that the nuclear test 

of India W)ltS conducted for peaceful purposes. However, 

he was of the opinion that there is no distinction 

between a nuclear test for peaceful nurposes and for 

nuclear weapons and, therefore, such explosion .,puld 

be in oontradiction to the international efforts and 

world opinion on protecting the proliferi'\tion of nuclear 

weapons8 ~ The American representative spoke against 

81. New York Times, 20th May, 1974. 

82. News Week, (New York), 3rd ~Tune, 1974, p. 11. 

83. The Times of Lond:>n, 20th May, 1974. 

84. C. C. D. /P. v. 643, 16th July, 1974, p. 7. 

85. C. C. D./P. V. 637, 21st May, 1974, P• 18. 
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nuclear proliferation as "it w:>uld have an adverse 

inJ>act on w:>rld stability". 86 The Netherland's govern-

ment stated that nuclear explosion in Rajasthan 

represents a serious set-back at attempts to prove out 

the spread of nuclear weapons and the b;m on nuclear 

tests. He also warned that the United circle of nuclear 

weapons powers had been broken with the Indian explosion. 

~akist~ vehemently ~riticised the Indian test 

explosion. It blamed India for creating new situation 

for Pakistan. It further stated that the NPT ha-s been 

dem:>li~ed.Pakistan' s Foreign Secretary Agha Shah! 

Stated that "the barriers have been breached. The 

efforts of the international comnunity to -prevsnt 

further spread of nuclear weapons have received a 

crippling blow. 87l The Pakistani delegate stated that 

the explosion had brought the countries of South ~sian 

Sub-continent to a tragedy and disaster.! It reversed t})e 

process of detente and frustrated all hopes in the 

dire<::tion of dlrable peace in the region. It may be 

remembered that India's oppOsition was primarily based 

on the ground that explosion was violation of the NPT 

while India was oppsed to this treaty and called it an 

••unequ al Treaty". 

86. Ibid., o. 19. 

B7. c.c.o./P.V., 63B, 23rd May, 1974, p. 30. 
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lor. Sheshagiri, a scientist of the Tata Institute 

of Fundamental Research and Technical Director in 

Electronics Commission carried out a ben-~flt-co st 

analysis of nuclear explosion at the reque-st of 

Dr. Vikram Sarabhai, Chairman, Atomic Enerqy Commission 

of India. He concluded that the explosion was 

justified.India was in great need of employing nu~lear 

explosion fOr its economic development in the field 

of engineering, mining, construction of harbours and 

railways. j 
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Chapter 3 

POLICY OF NUCLSAR OP'l'I.QN . 

(a) 1974-77: THE STATEI-mNT R"TIONALB BEHIND POLICY OF 
AMBIGUITY PSR&JED BY MRS. GANDHI: 

India became the first country to deton~te a nuclear 

test by its indegineous means and sixth of havin• nuclear 

technology on 18th May 1974. Th::>ugh India under the 

leadership of Mrs. Gandhi assured the world that it would not 

be used for evil ourposes, but the whole ..orld took it in 

their subjective perception. 1 Before wininq to the issue 

of PNE let us go into the details of Indira Gandhi' s 

nuclear policy since 19 66, the year she came to power. 

For a while, prime Minister Indira Gandhi' s adninis

tration oontinued the interest of the preceding ~vernments 

in obtainin-; a nuclear shield for India. The Gandhi 

administra~ion, however, discarded nuclear assurances 

through the V.N. Instead, New Delhi approached the two 

superpowers directly to secure a gu~rantee that would 

involve an r~r"!isal if deterrence failed. This ende.;vour, 

however-, encountered objections from two supe~wers who 

declined to meet India's conditions. The credibility a 

joint nuclear gu3rantee by the superpowers was later openly 

questioned by Mrs. Indir~ Gandhi, when she infonned the 

1. o jha, G. P., Mrs. G;mdhi' s Foreign Policy Cl'x)ic§. (Mrinal 
Books, Meerut Cantt., 198 2) pp. 131-32. 
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Lok Sabha on June 17, 1967: .. In the final analysis the 

effectiveness of a nucle,r guarantee will depend upon 

the vital interests of the given and not upon the spirit 

in which the protected accept it". 2 

At this point India's guest for a nuclear 

gu~rantee was hushed to the b~ckground and repl~ced 

for a while by a moral support for the elimination of 

the nuclear We<!pons and their means of· delivery throu•h 

a comprehensive non-proliferation treaty. 

The movement away from the search for specific 

and public supe:rpower nuclear guar.:mtees by the Gandhi 

CJOVernment was the direct result of a number of trends 

operative within and outside India simultaneously. These 

were 1 

The fear of Chin~'s advancement in nuclear 

technology and missile development; 

The rising pride in India's nuclear ~net'9Y 

program and its potenti~lities: 

The disenchantment with UN and foreign nuclear 

support to India's nation.~l interests. 

The change in the India's domestic scene in 

the wak~ of the fourth general election of 

2 •.. !\sian Recorder, (New Delhi), 1967, p. 7823. 
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1967, which resulted in ~ decline in th~ power 

of the Congress party and a concommitent 

increase in the strength of the opposition. 

India tried hard for an eft:ective NPT that would 

ensure New Delhi• s security agi'!inst any chinese nuclear 

blackmail or attack. \-lhen the final draft was ready for 

signature, h:>wever, India refused to joi~t it for four 

reasoos: 3 

J The imbalance of obligations between nuclear 

weapon st.=tti!S and non-nuclear weapon states: 

./The inad...<>qUacy of 

the NPT regime: 

the security assurances of 

_- ~he distinction in the development of pe~ceful 

V nuclear explosion: and 

The discrimination in the application of inter

~tional safeguards. 
I 

At this movement the pro-bomb sentiments was further 

intensified by the operation of three factors: 

The Continuation of China' s nuclear ~d thecno 

nuclear test explosion: 

3. Alam, Mohammed B., India• s Nuclear Policy, (Hittal 
Publications, Delhi, 1988), p. 26. 
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-y discriminatory nature of NPT: .:md 

The international pressure upon India tD 

.~nt it. 
i 

This decision fortified the oopes of the pro-bomb 

lobby, th:'lt at Cl future d~ the government ~uld 

exercise its nuclear we~pon option.we shall now ex~ine 

India' s nuclear option in the light of above mentioned 

development. There are at least t~ ways of lookinCJ at 

India's decision to stay away from the NPT system. On 

the one· :- hand, the decision was motiv~ed by an interest 
~..,....._ --- --...... ~ . 

in the development of nuclear enertgy for peaceful appli-
----·---

cations. · This decision was consistent with India's 

traditional stand of resisting external constraints upon 

the free development of its nuclear energy programme for 

civilian applic~tions. In this sense the rejection of 

international safeguards is considered the precursor of 

the decision to stay away from the NPT. The military side 

of the decision is a secondry consequence of· the decision, 

~nd not a motive for it. 4 

?\ltem"ltively, the decision was motivated by 

military consi1er<'tt1Pn~~. In this context the decision 
~"'r-· 

was consistent with the implici~ .. appreciation of the 

4. Alc:tm, t-:o. 3, p. 27. 
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military and political value of nuclear technology, the 

roots of which fP back to the 1950s and 1960s. This 

could also be traced to India's opposition to Intem~tional 

safe9uards, her preference for the retention of some 

nuclear force to the last stage of nuclear disarmament, 

~nd the loosening in its opposition to the acquiretion 

of a major, deliberate political more on the part of the 

govt. to keep its Nuclear ileapon option open. 5 This 

military orientation of the decision was reinforce with 

the Gandhi government• s tendency to dr<=1w a closer linkage 

between atomic energy development for peaceful purposes 

and national security considerations. 6 In a statement 

to the Rajya Sabh~ on M~rch 5, 1970 the P.M. observed; 

"The Indian Government believes th~t the pr~sent 

policy of developing our scientific and technological 

capability and expending our progr<=~mme for the peaceful 

uses of atomic energy and space rese~rch is in the best ~ 

overall interests of the nation. In this matter as in ~~) 
others the government keeps its policy under const.=.nt \ '~~ 

1 
.,;~~\ ,.,, ~ 

review taking into account the needs of our national 

defense and security". 7 

5. Subrahma.nyarn, K., •Indira G30dhi' s Quest for Security", 
in Damod~r ;:m, .Z\. K., and R a1pai, r. s., ~·, "Indi;m 
Foreign Policy: The Indira Ganchi Years". (Radiant 
Publishers, New Delhi, 1990), ~p. 70-71. 

6. o j ha, N • 1, p. 13 3. 

7. Nuclear India, (Bombay), Vol. 12, June 1974, p. 4. 
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Similar st<=~tement was also made by foreign Hinister 

Swarc:m Singh on May 10, 1966.8 Some of the government's 

activities in its nuclear ener!Y progr~e between 1970-75 

brou~ht the country closer to the nuclear weapon option. 

Among these activities were: the launching of the s~r~bhai 

ten - year plan for the development of atomic ener~ ano 

space researchr the est;::,blishment o-: the Department of 

Space and Electronics: and the testing of an uncerground 

nuclear explosive device. 

According to a public opinion survey conducted in 

1970 around 70% of India's politically attentive public 

were in favour of New D~lhi, acquiring nuclear weapon, The call 
for a crash nuclear we croon 

/programme also received support from the intellectual and 

academic circle and the parliament.9 

T'WO major events in 1971 pushed India closer to 

the nuclear wea?on option.10 

There was the Sino-American rapproachment, coupled 

,.vith Peiking' s aanission to UN and its assumption of a 

permanent seat in the Security Council. The relax~tion 

8. ~or details see Lok S~ha debattes 55 colls., t57t2-34. 

9. Monthly Public Opinion SUrvey, The Indian Institute 
of Public Opinion, December, 1971. 

H.: .Kapoor, ~shok., India's Nuclear Ontion: Atomic Diplomacy 
and Decision Making. (Praeger Pnblicf'\tions, 't-1 ew York, 
1976), pp. 180-81. 
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in the tension between Washington and Pevking Changed 

New Delhi's Policy making elites perception of the 

existence of an implicit or explicit American nuclear 

umbrella to protect India a~ainst any chinese nuclear 

threat. 

There was the Inoo-Pakistan War which reSl1lted in the 

emergence of B anCjladesh as an independent state. India 

came out of the War as the oominant power in the sub-continent 

with the upsurge of new self-confidence. The War, rowever 

displayed India's vulnerability to possible threats from 

superior nuclear countries. This was manifested in the 

dispatch of a u.s. nuclear task force into the Bo..y of 

Bengal. In addition, chinese subjected India to vocal 

attacks and criticism. 

Despite the various symptoms of flexibility in 

the 9)vt. • s attitude on the question of nuclear wea~ns, 

the Gandhi administration didnot give any public hint in 

favour of an immedi~te nucle;qr weanon proqr~ development. 

Even as India was testin~ its first nuclear device, the 

government gave ample assurances th~t it had no intention 

whatso ever of producin~ nuclear weapons. 11 This type of 

assurances had already been made by Mrs. Indira Gandhi. 

11. Nuclear India, {Bombay), Vol. 12, June 1974, p. 2. 
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Prime Minister Mrs. Indira Gandhi speaking in the 

Lok Sabha on March 5th, 1970 said, "Government believe 

that the present policy of developing our scientific and 

technological capability in expandin~ our programme for 

the pe-3ceful uses of atomic ener~ and space research is 

in the best, overall interest of the nation. In this 

matter, as in other, ~vemment keep their policy under 

constant review taking into account the needs of our 

nAtional defence and security". 12 

Earlier on April 24, 1968, she stated, "We think 

that nuclear weapons are no substitute for military 

preparedness involving the conventional weapons. The 

choice before us involves not only the question of ma'kin! 

a few at .om bombs, but of engaging in an aons race with 

sophisticated n~clear warheads and an effective ·missile 

delievery system. Such a course, I don't think would 

strengthen national security. We believe that to be 

militarily stron~; it is necessary to be economically and 

industri"'-lly strong. Our programme for peaceful purposes 

is related to the real needs of ot: r economy and would be 

effectively 9eared to this end" • 13 

12. Amrit Ba~ Patrika. (Calcutta), 19th May, 1974. 

13. Ibid. 
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In an interview with a correspondent of newsweek 

in late May of 1974, P.M. Ganchi pointed out: 

•There is a difference between Nucle~r Weapon 

country and a non nuclear we~pon country. We are not a 

nuclear weapon country, we oo not have any bombs, we oo 

not intend to use this lmowledcge, or this power for any 

other than peaceful putposes. Our neighbours need have 

no fear, we view the explosion as an extension of our 

work and research in keeping abrest with science ~d 

technology we have not viewed in in line of strengthenin~ 

or creatin9 fear or prestige or pride"o 14 

Economic military arguments were used repeatedly by 

government officials to justify their distention grom deve-

loping a crash nucle~r we~n programme. In a statement on 

May 1966 Mrs. Indira Gandhi said in the Lok Sabha; "I d:>n' t 

think our policy is at all the ne9ative our. I think it 

is a very positive policy. We are building up our atomic 

power,. of course, we are using it for peaceful purposes, 

but in the meantime we are increasing our know-hoWl aXl other 

competence. I myself fail to underst:md how our production 

of one bomb or two bombs will help us". 15 

14. News Week, (New York), 0une 3, t974, p. 37. 

15 •. a.mrit Bagar Patrika (Calcutta), ,9th May, ,974 .. 
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The -gist of such statement is that while a crash 

nuclear weapon pro~ramme ~uld be of a little military 

and political v~lue, a balanced weapon progr~e consistin9 

of theDnO nuclear weapons and IRBM delievery system would 

be highly expensive and would take sometime before it operates. 

It became more clear when Mr. Jagjivan Ram, the then India's 

Defence Minister said in an interview in June 1972. •There 

is no use of becoming a punny little member of the nuclear 

club that will not impress an}Une. We must acquire the 

c;:rpability and then \~ will have ample tirr1e to decide wh~t 

to oo with it. It will largely depend on what kind of 

'lt.Orld we will live in when we have achieved the capability". 
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{b) J .~ATA OOVERNMENT 1977-79; 
Statement and rationale of decidi~ 
on not !fOing nuclear: 

India' s nuclear policy had undereJC>ne siCJnificant 

chan9es during the J anata Party• s government which carne 

to power in March 1977. However, these chanCjes oo not 

conform to a set pattem. Contradictions have become 

more gltaring than ever before. 

The day Mr. Desai assumed the Prime Minister office 

on 23rd Harch 1977 he declared that India w::>uld not 

16 ooncllct any further nuclear explosion. He went further 

cri ticisint! the policies of his predecessor, Hr.s. Indira 

Gandhi woo had 4)Jiven a 4Jreen si!Dal for the Indian 

scientists to detonate an under4)round nuclear device. 17 

Prime Hinister Desai informed the Lok S;:~~bha on 

July 27, 1977 that "The" explosions for peaceful purposes 

were unnecessary", and that "the judgement of the other 

fj(>Vemment in this were wrong". He conceded, however 

that he oould not be insistent about this forever. 

Mr. Desai aoopted a rroralist approach to India's 

nuclear policy, more akin to Uehru' s view on world 

Disannarnent, at the scvne time he denied to sign the NP':'. 

Through abnegation of PNSs in the Indian context Desai 

16. The Statesm~, {Ne~ Delhi), 2') March 1977. 

17. Time§ of India, {Ne~ Delhi), 19 May 197 •· 
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attempted to convince the ~rld at lllr~e about the 

evils of nuclear weapons and the need to CJet rid of 

them. 1-bwever, because of his noral stance, the 

Indian refusal to sign the NPT and rejection of the 

blatantly discriminatory "safeCJUrtrd" provisions of 

the 1-!PT, remaine~ a o-:>ntinuing fertture of Indi~· s 

nuclear policy. 

When the term Nuclear Policy is used it is 

important at the outset to distinguish bet the t~ 

aspects of it. One relates to the peacefu 1 uses of 

nuclear ener~ in d:>main of power generrttion throuqh 

reactor deployments and the other pertains to the 

possible exercise of the weapon option. Mr. Desai 

had accepted in unequivocal terms the need for the 

first and rejected the second. Because of this the 

confusion created by Indi?!1 s reiterations on PNEs was 

somewhat cleared. 

1-bwever on 26th July 1978 Mr. Desai said in 

the Lok Sabha that he barr'ftd only "explosions" but 

was in f;:wour of "blr:tsts". 7\ccordin! to him explosions 

was needed only for "political purposes" and did not 

enhance further knowledge. He went on to add that 

under~round engineerinq projects like digging o~ 
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can~ls and d.vns, explorl!ttion of oil, exttruction of low 

CJrade metal ores, require bl~sts and not explosions. 19 

One important requirement set up by him was that the 

radioactivity released by the bl~sts must be confined 

within the earth. By his criterion,. then, the Polc:hran 

explosion was unsatisf~ctory. 20 

Whilst technically there is no real difference 

between a blast and an explosion, it became clear that 

at the policy level Mr. Desai may have been trying 

delicately to retri'lct from his earlier bl~nlc:et ban on 

all nuclear explosions. In the d:>mestic context, the 

J anata g::>vernment faced an opposition in both the house 

of Parliament partio.tlarly from the oon.ress. Consequently 

the Janata ~vernment bec<m\e vulneri!ble to criticism 

th-=tt the national interests were being influenced by 

external powecs. 

Mr. Desai' s nuclear policy was one that seemed 

to have created a great deal of confusion within the 

country. But this repeated refusals to sign the NPT 

on the one hand, and rejection of Nuclear explosions, 

from time to time,. had somewhat damped the enthusiasm 

of the scientific establishments within the country. 21 

19. .The Statesman, (~ew Delhi) 27 July, 1978. 

20. Ibid. 

21. Hindustan Times (New Delhi), 16 December, 19781 
Indian Express (New Delhi), 8 Au4JUst, 1977. 
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Mr. Desai whilst rejectin~ nuclear explosions 

repeatedly said that full scope safequards are discri

minatory and <Des not apply equitably to all the 

nations. 22 

.\tal Bihar! Bajpayee, the .Janata Minister 

observed that "we have not !iven it up (nuclear 

explosion). All that the Prime Minister said was, 

that he was still to be convinced that explosioms 

were necessary to develop research in the field of 

nuclear energy for peaceful purpose ••••• such explo

sions will. however, not take place in ;my hush manner. 

•fle will announce them to the ~rld and tell them, 

well, look we are goinq to have these explosions, or 

implosions or blasts for peaceflJl purposes and if 

anybody wants to see them, he will be welcomed to d:> 

that. This is our position. " 23 

Vajpayee's statement in effect repudiated the 

need for India to pursue PNB from external sources 

under international super.rision as envisioned by 

~rticle 'J/of the NPT. Rather, India's own expertise 

to be used and dem:>n strated to the 

external \!Orld, unlike what was the case with the 

22. The Hindu, 12 Janu111ry 1979. 

23. •rhe Blitz, (Bombay), 3 February, 1979. 
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Pokhran test. This is in essence the difference between 

the nuclear policy of the Jan at a Govemment and that 

of the Cont~ress t)Ovemment. Altoough the role of PNSs 

remained in both the policies~ the demarcation into 

explosions and blasts, is perhaps the characteristic 

policy ad:>pted by Jan~ta party. -~s far as the nuclear 

weapons are ooncerned, Vajpayee added that "India can 

not for all time to oome foreclose its options and ~ 

far as the benefits of atomic weapons are concemed ••••• 

I belon.ed to the party which was for the bomb". 24 

Prime Minister Desai when addressing the U.N' s 

special session on Disarmament in New York on 9 June, 

1978 SlHJ4Jested four steps towards Nuclear Disarmament 

that all Nuclear Powers rtl.lst oomply with, namely: 

(a) a declaration that utilization of nuclear 

technolo4JY for military purposes includin~ 

research in we3pon technoloqy must be outli"lwed: 

(b) qualitative and quantitative l~itations on 

nuclear atm;_tnents and irranediate freezing of 

present stockpiles under intern"!tional inspection; 

(c) fo:r.mulation of a time bond p.ro~ramme not exceed

ing a decade - for qr.=tdual reduction of all 

stockpiles with a vi'!!w to achieve total elimina

tion of all nuclear weapons; 

24. Ibid. 
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( d) a comprehensive Test ';:'an Treaty th:rou4Jh 

independence inspection. The safeguards 

soould be universal and not impede nuclear 

research for peaceful pu.tposes. 

The above conditions in effect call upon the 

Nuclear weapon states to (X)tnply ·with the requirements 

of Article I of NPT. Mr. Desai had by setting forth 

these conditions SOU4Jht to make the process of disarma

ment ~plicable to all. His nuclear policy, therefore, 

hin4Jed on India setting an example by herself 

renouncin4J nuclear weapon ao that mor~l persu"sion ~uld 

be the means to persuade other nations that possess 

nuclear weapons. Janata f!OVernment' s Nuclear !:?licy 

as set forth by Hr. Desai, therefore. rejected the 

conventional lo!iC on the use of nuclear weanons as an 

investment of foreign policy. The latter has essen

tially been the trait of the superpowers, which have 

continued to fuel the nuclear arms race. 

As far as the peaceful uses of nuclear explosion 

is concemed the Janata government had continued 

investment in the ptoCJrammes of the I~C. Inspite of 

the hurdles that had been created by the us r,:uclear 

~eCJUlatory Commission (NRC) with regard to the supply 

of enriched uranium to Tarapu r atomic Power Station ( T Ml S) 
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_ by linking- it to Indian acceptance of full soope 

safe~ards as per the provision of NPT, Mr. Desai had 

taken the view that it was morally wron9 for the us 

to breach a contract it signed with India on 16th 

May, 1966. Specifically, Mr. Desai said that India 

~uld rather shut oown TAPS or "improvise" usiniJ 

mixed oxide (t-'IOX) fuel of !'lutonium and Ur.mium, 

manufactured indigenously than accept full soope 

25 
safeguards. 

The duality in Desai's government nuclear 

stand, of not producing nuclear weapons and banning 

underground nuclear tests while simultaneously 

resisting international pressure, measures and 

agreements that 'hOuld foreclose India's nuclear 

weapOns option, is partly in line with the India's 

traditional nuclear policy which refused to su~ject 

its nuclear installations to international measures 

and -aljre~ents which were perceived to be discrimi

natory. This duality can also be accounted for by a 

number of political developments th<'\t were op~rating 

inside India's domestic political scene at that time. 

Elements of Janata coalition who occupied 

imrortant portfolios in the cahinet had been effective 

25.. Indian Express, (New Delhi), ,0 'February, 1_978. 
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26 advocates of an independent Indian nuclear deterrent •. 

Moreover, the nature of the ruling Janata Party, its 

composition and its parlirtmentary representation also 

worked to keep the oountry' s nuclear ontion open, 

since 2 13rd of these Janata Party leaders were advocat-

ing for acquiring nuclear weapons in the past. 

The presence of various political parties with 

different ideoloCJical orientations in the Janata 

coalition resulted in a power-stru~gle and finally the 

resignation of Prime Minister, Hr. Desai. He was 

replaced by Chrtran Sin.h, the leader of the major 

faction that broke away from the Janata Party. Althou!h 

his term in office lasted only for six months, Mr. Sin~h 

started to review India's Nuclear policy. ttnlike his 

predecessor, the new Prime Minister declared th=tt he 

intended to keep Indi"!' s Nuclear option open. 27 cne 

month after his cominCJ to power, Mr. Singh hinted ir. a 

speech given on India's Independence Day that IndiA 

might be forced to manufacture nuclear weapon if Pakistan 

26. These tHnisters were J.:1gjivan Ram, r-:ir.ister of 
Defence and the leader of the Congress for (1emocracy 
faction: Atal Bihar! Bajpayee, Mir.ister of External 
Affairs and the leader of JansanCJh Party: Geor~e 
'!?ernandes, Minister of Inc:ilstry and the leader of 
the Socialist Party: and H.M. Patel, Minister of 
'Fin;mce and one of the leaders in the Congress (0) 
party. 

27. The New York Times, July 28. 1979. 
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went ahead with its nuclear weapon deVelopment progri'31Tlffie. 

We Cbnot want to join the race to make an atom bomb", Mr. 

Singh said, he added, however th~t, "if Pakistan sticks 

to the plan to assemble a bomb we will perheps have to 

28 
recxmsider the woole question". On the same ocasion, 

Mr. c. Subrarnanyam, Minister of Defense, referred indirectly 

to the same issue when he stated that, nrn view of the 

developments in region there i:5 a treat need to develop 

our industrial research and development capacity 

narticulrlrly in the are!'ls of production and defence". 29 

Janata CJOvernment' s nuclear policy therefore, on 

the one hand rejected nuclear weapons and on the other 

hand encoura~ed civilian nuclear pro~rammes and en~red 

that no discriminatory safe«JUards are imposed on them. 

In this way through rejection of KPT system, the avenue 

is left open· for the future leadership to exercise the 

option at a later date if strategic need dictates in 

the lon«JJ run. 

28. '1'he New York Tim~s, August 16, 1979. 

29. The New York Times, AuCJUst 16, 1979. 
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(c) 1980-84 CONTit-.lJATION OF PHASE iel_; 

Mrs. Gandhi returned to power in the aftennath of 

a massive mandate !iven to the Congress party in the 

1980 elections. Her nuclear policy was influenced by the 

widesprea¢! reports about Pakistan's nuclear weapon 

progrrotme. Second Mrs. Gandhi adninistratl.on ( ~980-84) 

is characterized by the revision of old nuclear policy 

pursued by her during 1966-77. In her first st~tement 

about the cxmntry' s nuclear pro~rarrme, Mrs. Indira 

Gandhi told the Indian Parliament, on March 13, 1980 

that although India was committed to the civilian 

application of the nuclear ener~, it mi,ht manufacture 

nuclear weapons if they were deemed to be in the national 

interest. "We must have our eyes and ears open and be 

in touch with the latest technolo!Y. We should not be 

cau~t1t nappincg.; •• \ie remain committed to the use of 

30 atomic ener9Y for peaceful purposes". She declared, 

however, that her fJ(>vernrnent ~uld not hesitate to carry 

out nuclear experiments or whatever is necessary in 

the national interest. With repP.~ted c<=!lls from the 

Janata opposition party, her own party and other 

elements in the pro-bomb lobby that the CJOvernment 

should produce nucle'lr weapon to offset Pakistan's 

nuclear weapon procgramme Mrs.Indir<'~ Gandhi reiterated 

30. W'l.shington Post, Harch 14, 1980. 
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the position of her fJOVemment that India would respond 

to such a challenge in an appropriate manner". 31 

In line with India's traditional policy of 

resisting external pressures to accept international 

inspections of all its nuclear facilities, the Gandhi 

IJOVernment a(Jain refused to abide by the provisions 

32 of the NPT .~ct passed by the us ConCJreSS in 1978. 

The Minister of External Affairs, Mr. P. v. Narsim ha 

Rao told the Lo'k. · Sabha in March 1980,. that his country 

would not yield to American pressures. 33 .a. similar 

statement by Dr. H.N. Sethna, the Chairman of India's 

AEC said, "In the event that the United States does 

not h:>nou r the agreement I can assure that the Tarapu r 

will not have to stop functionin~ due to the lack of 

the American fuels •••• Oi.lr efforts over the past 

years towards self-reliance have qiven us the confidence 

of rising to such a challenge". 34 

India's nuclear policy was ~tven a crystal 

shape after the repeated threats from P~istani leaders. 

Its security environment was endangered by the inter-

ventionary activities of Pakistan assisted by China. 

31. The New York Times, May 3, 1981. 

32. The nuclear Non-Proliferation 1\ct requires the 
receipients of American nuclear fuel to subject 
all of their nuclear installation to international 
safe~ ards and si«jfl the NPT. 

33. Washin9ton Post, March 21, 1980. 

34. India News, April 1980. 
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Pakistan's desire to have a bomb cx:>uld be traced back 

to an important statement made by the late Zulfiqar Ali 

Bhutto. 

•we 'know that Israel and South Africa have 

nuclear capability, Jewish and Hindu civilizations have 

the capabilities. The ex>mmunist power also oossess it. 

Only the Islamic civilization was without it, but that 

position was about to chanCJe". 35 

In all interview Dr. Abdul Qadir J<han, a leadin4J 

Pakistani nuclear scientists, made three assertions: 

(a) Pakistan had broken the western countries' 

monopoly on the enrichnent of the Uranium: 

(b) If in the interest of the country's defence 

the President of Pakistan was in extreme need 

and gave the te~ of the nuclear scientists 

an imoortant mission", it w:mld not disappoint 

the misSion•: and 

(c) India had now lost its lead in nuclear tech

nolo~ and was far behind Pakistan. 36 

The Ol(t'llldltti ~vemment was quite sensitive to the 

Paldst.:mi nuclear pro4Jramme. In a statement in the Lok 

35. Bhuto, Zulfiquar Ali, If I ~aSS('\Sin.,ted, (Vik~s 
Publishers, New Delhi, 1 979), p. 1.38. 

36. Quoted in AlMt, Mohamned B., India' s Nuclear Policy 
(Mittal Publication~, Delhi, 1988), p. 38. 
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Sabha, Mrs. Gandhi said, "My Government is aware of 

Pakistan• s efforts to acquire tJ ranium enrichment 

capability to assemble a nuclear weapons. This c:bes 

not, towever, mean that Pakistan is ahead of India 

in atomic ene~ development. Indian scientists are 

keeping abrest all aspects of research and development 

connected with enrichment technolo!Y."37 

These statements su~gest that the search fOr 

nuclear self-sufficiency, the further sophistication 

of the country• s nuclear ener!jT pro~ramme, the refusal 

to bind itself with international inspection measures 

and non-proliferation C'!f§reements and the possible 

resumption of the unde~x:ound nuclear tests will 

furnish the main ~idelines for the India's nl;clear 

pro')rarrane in the comin~ years. Further developments 

of India' s nuclear enerCJY pro~ramme to a level of 

nuclear self-reliance may overtime make the decision to 

acquire nuclear weapons simpler and lesS costly. It 

is conceivable th;'lt at sometime in the future the issve 

will not revolve around whether India should exercise 

its nuclear option but rather whether the increasin! 

sophistication of the nuclear proCJr<"UT''ITTe could lead to 

37. The Statesman, {New Delhi), 23rd March, 1984. 
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anythin~ else, particularly since the devidin~ line 

between the nuclear technoloCJY for peaceful and military 

applications is a very thin one. For instance, India's 

underground nuclear tests if resumed are bound to 

yield information that may contribute to a weapon 

pro~ramme re~ardless of the original intentions. 

' Likewise, despite the ambiCJUOus nature of India's 

space prof)ramme and the government' s claim that the 

prof!r~e is conducted for civilian applications, 

India's launchinfJ of space satellites usinCJ its own 

indigenously developed rockets will in the lon~ run 

have the military si~ificance since it mi!ht eventuate 

the develonment of delivery and surveillance system. 3S 

38. In this cx>ntext, Mr. Satish Ohawan the head of 
India' s Space Research 0 r!anisation announced at 
the time of India•s launchin! of a sat~llite in 
space, that the launchin~ fJave Indi~ the c~nacity 
to develon intermediate r~~e h~llestic missile. -
WashinfJt.on Post, .July 1.980; 

Anand Report, 1979-SC, Department of S.::tpce 
(Pan galore, 1980) • 
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D. 1984-89 <PNTINUA'l'ION OP PHASE (a) AND (c) 

Mr. Rajiv Gandhi became the Prime Minister of India 

in December 1984. The sympathy wave, dle to the brutal assa-

assination of her mother, Mrs. Indira Gandhi, consoled him 

with massive majority of 4/Sth stren¢h in the Lok Sabha. 

India's nuclear policy under the Prime Ministership of 

Rajiv Gandhi remained the scrne as was followed by earlier 

Prime Ministers. It became clear when the then ~ternal 

Affairs Minister, Khurshid Alcrn Khan made a statement in 
39 

the Lok Sabha. This was reiterated by the then Minister 

of State for Science & Technolofi Mr. Shiv Raj Patil that 
40 

there was no change in India's nuclear policy. 

India reiterated its opposition to NPT. The 

spokesman of External Affairs Ministry said that there 

was no change and w:>uld not be there any change in India~ 

Nuclear Policy including her principled stand on the NPT!
1 

He als:> denied any change on the international safeguards. 

'9ut India made her willingness to sign NPT if Pakistan 

stops making nuclear weapOns. 42 

) . India kept on endeavouring 

tchnoloqy for peaceful purposes. 

-~-----------------

to develop nuclear 

Great Nuclear Plants 

39. Indian Express, (New Delhi), August 9, 1985. 

40. N agpu r Times, June 29, 1985. 

41. Indian Express, (New Delhi) June 9, 1985. and 

Times of India(New Delhi), June 15, 1985 and 
Times of India( New Delhi), March 6, '1988. 

•2. Times of India(New Delhi), June 10, 1.985. 
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such as ~~"'\ and NARORA were established with indigenous. 

technoloqy • j 
/ 

In fact, India' s nuclear policy was influenced by 

our Western neifJhbour i. •· Pakistan. 

designs of Pakistan are compelling India to keep its 

•• nuclear option open, reiterated Rajiv Gandhi. 
/ 

India has been trying for global disarmament. 

Prime Minister Mr. Rajiv G~~t_c.a1.led-.fo.r.-.a......ban _ _on 
~-=---·c-=·==::·::-==-------·~·---·------... --

nuclear armaments on ~~~~-c-asion of the 40th anniversary 
r·----------- · '5 

of Hiroshima . Holocaust. Similar to the earlier 

government• s stands, Rajiv Gandhi made it clear that 

India w:>uld not accept any m::>ve to make the South Asia 
46 

a nuclear free z::me. •our policy is CJUided by global 

oonsideration and not by the so-called re~ional or bilater 1 

~ 47 
considerations". 

Whether India has a nuclear bomb is still 

debatable. :But it is obvious that India has (J)t the 

capability to make a nuclear bomb. The one hundred MW. 

DHRUVA RBAC'lOR at Trombay which was established on 7th 

August 1985, is capable of pro&lcing enouCJh weapons and 

43. HinQ1stan Times, (New Delhi), November 2, 1985. 
i J 

44. Indian Expres~/(New Delhi) J Auqust 9., 1985. 

45. Hinrustan Times, (New Delhi), August 7, 1985. 

46. Indian Express, (New Delhi), Octx>ber 20, 1986. 

_47. Statement made by the then External Affairs Minister, 
Times of India, (New Delhi), March 6, 1988. 
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can fuel up upto 30 boni:>s.\ On the same line the then 

Extemal Affairs Minister replied in the Lok Sabha that 

'it v:>uld not be in national interest to disclose India's 

capability • It was proved in 1974. No one · should under· 

estimate our stren9th. • 49 

India's nuclear policy depends upon Pakistan• s 

intentions and helps given by the United States. The 

then Extemal Affairs Minister Mr. Natwar Singh stated 

in Lok Sabha that India may be forced to make momb • 

. He also raised serious objection of the military aid 

of $ 4.2 billion to Pakistan by USA. 50 

Thus we_ see that India has been follow1n4J a policy 
51 

of ambivalence. This embivalance and ambiguity 

obviously has become a comer stone of India's nuclear 

policy due to the clandestine efforts of Pakistan to fP 

~nuclear. 

48. Indian Express (New Delhi), AU4Jl]St 10, 1985. 

49. Times of India (New Delhi), August 9, 1985. 

so. Times of India (New Delhi), May 4,1987. 

51. In dian Express (Ke'l.., Delhi), May 12, 1985. 
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Chapter 4 

DEB .1\TE ON THE NUCLEAR OPTION 

A. Discussion Over The small Nuclear Forces: 

What oon sti tu tes a 'nu?lear cap ability'? When 1 s, 

in fact, a nation oonsidered snall Nuclear Force? 

It is generally accepted that a Small Nuclear Force 

( SNF) is something more than a nuclear explosive capability 

or the possession of one or two nuclear warheads. At 

minirm.lm a SNF must be militarily usable instrument, 

whether it is declared to be such or not. 
1 

To be unilitarily 

usable, there are certain crieteria that need to be met. 

ONS, the warheads must be known to w::>rk and packaf!ed in 

a deliverable fonn. 

'IW), a delivery system capable of transporting these 

warheads and striking at the specified targets must exist. 

Finally, though certainly not last, a command ard control 

system for the SNF is also a necessary feature. 2 

Nuclear military forces have been the hegemony of 

five major powers. For nearly twenty years, no other 

state has applied for admission, .-
- .:..•A.. 

1. 

2. 

The next 

Jones, Rodney w., ed, Small Nuclear '!orces apd u.s. 
Security PolicY, (Toronto: Lexington Books, 1984), 
PP• 4-5. 

Ameen, Fareed A., "Pakistan's Nuclear Capability•, 
Strategic Digest, (New Delhi), Vol. XVI, No. 9, 
september 1986, p. 1248, 
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t~ or three decades probably will see new nuclear 

powers appear in developing regions, particularly in the 

Middle Kast and South Asia. The proliferation of 

small nuclear forces in such volatile areas W'Uld 

distur:b the stability of the present strategic arrange

ment of the five major powers and jeopardize regional 

and global security. The threat of such SNF to each 

other could cause security relationship to deteriorate, 

alignments to become less predictable, and competetion 

in anns acquisition to intensify. The resulting up 

heaval could eventually lead to global nuclear war. 
3 

Before considering over the debate over SNFs it 

is essential to know the pressures encouraging a 

country to go nuclear. The five nuclear powers were 

0.lso a Small Nuclear Force in the beginning. '!'~ 

;werican strategic specialists Lewis A. Duun and Herman 

Kahll\ 1 have listed as many as fourteen security, status 

or influence, bureaucratic and domestic factors encou raginq 

.1 4 a country to q:J nuc ear. They identified ei~ht types 

of events as 'triggers' activating consider?ltions of the 

pressures for going nuclear. These are: 

3. 

4. 

Involvement in foreign crisis; 

Reduction in reliance credibility: 

Rodney, no. l, pp. 2-8. 
Dunn, A. and Kahn, Herman, Pressures or ~easons for 
Proliferc:ttion, (New York, Houston Insitute, 1_976), 
pp. 233-86. 
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Nuclearisation of other countries; 

Weakening or brea'kd:>wn of international 

constraints; 

I:bmestic crisis 

GoV4!mment of le_a&!rship change; 

Increased avail>!bili~ of necessary 

resources and. inputs: and 

;.. Changed_ perception and utility of nuclear 

weapons. 5 

Raju Tlx>mas provocatively suggests a logical 

chain - the Soviet - .American anns coq>etition has 

stimulated China to respond to increasing Soviet 

Stren¢h with an expansion of its own nuclear capability1 

this qrowth in turn menances India: India is thus in 

turn forced to 'keep open the option of developin~ 

5. It is clear that most of these tri99ers' did not apply 
to India in respect of the Po'khran explosion. Dunn and 
Kahn gave five reas:>ns for India's nuclear explosion: 

(a) Deterrence of a nuclear rival (China) 1 

(b) ~uttressin~ the bar,aining posiion: 

(c) Qaest for re~ional/intemational status/influence; 

(d) Strengthening military. scientific/bureaucratic morale; 

(e) Scientific and teclmolo9ical momentum. Ibid. PI='· <.~c:;"-8' 



nuclear weapons6• This in tum has an inpact over 

Pa'kistan with its re9ional rivalry with India. 7 The 

Ind::>-Paldstan rivalry is the lea-st tractable' international 

pxoblem in &>uth Asia and will play a major xole in 
8 

deter:mining ::NF futures. 

Even if we assume a stable three-way nuclear 

relationship among China - India and Pa'kistan similar 

to that among the United States - the &:>viet Union and 

China, there remains the problem of further proliferation 

west of the sub oontinent. Among the imponderables 

in any appraisal of Iran's place in, or attitude towards 

a hypothetical nuclear situation in South Asia on the 

oonnection between overlapping security spheres, the 

Arab-Israeli conflict: the farthest west of these 

re9ional system embraces Iraq on its ma~ins. 9 In its 

turn is linked geoqraphically and politically to the 

binary relationship between I ran and Iraq. The inteX~

section between it and the Ind:>-Palt Situation is the 

third link in the chain. 10 

6. Toomas, ". Raju G. c.:(, "Strate.ic oonsequences of 
nuclear proliferation in South-West ~sia: India's 
perspective", Joumal of Strategic Stu diem, ( Lon<bn' 
8 (4)1 December 85, pp. 67-79. 

7. :elau; Toomas, · "Snall Nuclear Forces in south Asia", 
in Rodney: no. 1, pp. 89-105. 

e •.. Ibid, p., 92 

9. 8renner, Michael, "The Stratetic consequences of 
Nuclear proliferation in S)uth Asia. for Iran", 
Journal of Strategic Studies, (Lond:>n), 8( 4) 1 
December 1985, PP• 60-65. 

10. Ibid. 
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To assess the implications and relationship 

between snall nuclear forces and the bomb, .it is 

necessary to postulate hypothetically that one or 

more exist. Yet a state• s decision to declare a 

nuclear weapons capacility or intent or to deploy a 

nuclear force cannot be specifically predicted. The 

policies of snbiguity ad.:>pted by Israel, India, South 

Africa and Pakistan SlUJ~St that such decisions can 

be held in abeyance for long periods of time. 

Arnold Kranish pJ:Ojects the possible numbers 

of nuclear ltarheads in regional SN'Fs over the 

next t'WO or three decades based on fissile material 

availability. He argues that ~Fs probably would be 

based in most cases on nuclear material from dedica-

ted facilities. rather that what might be diverted 
11 

from civilian nuclear ener!Y facilities. •It is 

obvious that it is sinple and more reliable to produce 

plutonium for nuclear weapons in reactors especially 

intended for this putpOse than to use atomic power 

station reactors•. 12 The potential military capabili

ties and stockpiles in the threshrold countries 

11. Kramish, Amold, •The ~mbs of ~alnibari•, in 
Rodney w., n. 1., pp. 17-25. 

12. Emelyanov, v. S., •Q>nceminCJJ the question of ~tomic 
Power Energetics and the Proliferation of Nuclear 
Weapons", Pxocee"dinqs of the 1976 Puqwash 
Conference, pp. 83-85. 
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leads to the possibility of advanced nuclear proliferation. 

(see Table I in Appendix) • Any country that decides 

to acquire a SNF will have to obtain not only the 

nuclear warheads but also the means of delivery and 

systems for positive oomnand and control over toose 

warheads. Concepturally, it is often useful to think 

of nuclear proliferation as the process of movin~ rung 

to runCJ up a ladder of capabilities. 13 It is true that 

certain technical sequences in nuclear development 

are nearly invariable. Q)nventional military delivery 

systems as well as civilian aerospace technoloqies that 

could support SNF deployment are already present in the 

14 region. A SNF candidate countxy l«)Uld find that 

cx:mventional military delivery systems designed with 

nuclear or dual use in mind are widely available from 

commercial sources or CJOVemmental sales. .~ltoough 

such systems are usually s:>ld or transferred in a 

conventional mode, the recipient country may be able 

to modify--or adapt them for nuclear use. 15 In any 

case, the development of a alF probably would not stop 

at a single technical plateau but rather W)Uld continue 

13. 

14. 

Dunn, Lewis A. Controlling the Bomb: Nuclear 
Proliferation in the 1980s (New Maven: 
Yale University Press, 1982), pp. 138-139. 

Rodney w.,n. 1, pp. 37-57. 

15. See stratesdc Slcyey, 
P• 38. 

(LonCbn: IISS, 1975), 
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in a process of technical improvement. 16 

Not only are there several types of lii'h-perfonnance 

nucleal:\-capable aircraft systems present in this retjion 

now, but even more sophisticated aircraft are likely to 

be characteristic of air forces in this re¢on in e 

the next two decades (tables II & III). Dual-capable 

ballistic missiles systems are also spreading in the 

retion, either from anns transfers or from indi,enous 

development. 

Lon,er- rancge SSMs are uader development in 

Israel and India. The Israeli nucleal:\-capable Jericho 

591 has a range in excess of 300 miles. A future . 

4Jeneration of the Jericho is expected to extend the 

ran~e upto at least 600 miles and has be~n deploying 

nuclear warheads on the Jericho. 17 India has alreality 

fli,ht tested a space launcher, which, if used in a 
18 

Ss-t mode, could lift a nuclear payload about 300 miles. 

India is also developing space launchers that would have 

the capacity, perhaps in the 1990s, to deliver nuclear 

16. Rochlin, Gene, I, "The Development and Deployment of 
Nuclear Weapons Systems in a Proliferating World", 
in King, John Kerry, ed., International Political 
Effects of The §breado£ Nuclear Weapons (washln.,ton 
D. C.: Govemment Printing office, 1979), pp. 1-25. 

17. Rodney w., n. 1, pp. 37-47. 

18. Aerospace Daily, 1 May 1985, pp. 46-47. 
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payloads about 2, 000 miles, brinqing major Chinese 

cities in range. 19 Recent examples are in press acex>unts 

that Israel and Pakistan have acquired Krytrons 

{ hiCJh-speed switches for nuclear explosive timing 

mechanism) from the United States. 20 1\ddinCJ to 

suspicions about South African motives, us Congressnan 

John Conyers claimed to have new eTidence that South 

Africa has tested a nuclear weapon in the SOuth ~tlantic 

in 1979. 21 

The spread of nuclear weapons, reactionary 

reCJiOnal chains developing into SNP's is hazaroous both 

for regional and extra-regional security balance. It 

ex>nfronts both the United states and the USSR with 

new threats, not the least beintJ the increased risk 

of regional o::>nflict escalating it o::>nfrontation between 
22 

the supexpowers. ~oth the superpowers therefore, 

19. See the projections in Marwah, Onkar. India's 
Nuclear and Space Programs. Intent and Policy", 
International Security (Cambridge) Vol. 2, no. 2 
{Fall 1977), pp. 96-121. 

20. Friednann, Thomas L. "Israelis Deny Knowing of 
E.xport ~an for Device Usable in A-'Bombs", New York 
Times, 18 May 1985, p. 4. 

21. Toole, Thomas o•, "New Data Seen as Sign of SOuth 
Africa's A-Test•, W~shingt:on Post, 22 May t985, 
p •. a.-17. 

22. Potter, William c. The Strategic Consequences of 
Nuclear Proliferation in south Asia: for the SOviet 
Union", Journal of Stramic Studj,~s (Lond::m), 8 
( 4): December 85, pp. 40-46. 
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would appear tx:> share strong altoough not identical 

interests in preventin9 further proliferation in South 

Asia. Altoou~h it will be difficult to translate this 

partial conve~nce of interest into ooncreet policy 

initiatives, the possibility for joint us-soviet 

cooperation for non-proliferation in the ref)ion soould 

23 be more carefully explored. The regional MA.D 

cannot be halted unless the total disa~ament takes 

place. 

23. Potter, William c., "Us-Soviet Cooperation Measures 
for Non-Proliferation', in Rodney Jones, Cesare 
Merlini, Joseph Pilat and william C. Potter ~. 
The Nuclear aJppliers and Non-Proliferation 
(Lexington: M.A. Lexington ~ooks, 1985), pp. 85-111. 
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(~) DISOJSSION OVER POLITICAL AND 
ECONOMIC CONSTRAINTS 

The issue whether India srould t;p nuclear or not 

is plagued by various political and eoonomic oonstderations. 

This sub section of the chapter is an endeavour to 

indentify the role of these potential sources of influen

ces in the Indian decision-making. It is important to 

note that from the late 1940's to the mid 1960s, India's 

nuclear policy making was essentially an elitist 

exercise. Between these decades ( 1940s - 1960s) some 

oommi ttees were convened by the Government but thier 

reports are still unpublished. All these reports will 

be discussed in the later part under the economic 

constraints. 

In order to analyse the political constraints 

we propose to discuss four effective source of influence 

on the thinkinq of decision makers. This refers to:-

(a) 'the role of elites: 

(b) Indian public opinion at the mass level: 

(c) the parties other than the ruling party 

(opposition): and 

(d) the influence of party politics (the ruling party). 

THE ROLE OF ELITES: 

Until 1964, there was little public debate on the 

nuclear isst1e. 7t was because of many reasons: such as: 
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India's Gandhian tradition did not allow public 

thinking about nuclear weapons7 

India was oommitted to a diplomatic strategy 

of peace throu9h nuclear disannament: and 

there was no real opportunity to discuss the issue 

in a specific policy oontext. 

After 1964, the NPT became a matter of intense 

public debate as a oonsequence of international debate. 

Secondly, a shift was noted in the s:>cietal attitude 

towards nuclear weapons after the publication of Bhabha' s 

view in 19 64. ~efore the Chinese test in 19 64, he gave 

a 9lirrpse of the intra~vernmental debate. He made 

six points in a paper presented to the TwelVeth Pu~ash 

oonference of Science and World Affairs held in India 

in Jmuary 27 - Febxuary 1, 1964. He made the following 

pointss 24 

24. 

- to achieve absolute deterrence it was essential 

to have nuclear weapons: 

- with conventional weapons it was only possible to 

•acquire a position of relative deterrence"s 

- if a state was asked to renounce nuclear 

weapons, its securit1 OUCJht to be guaranteed 

by both major nuclear powers7 

Bhaba, Homi, "Safeguards and the Dissenination of 
Military Power", Disar;manent and Apns Control, 
1964, PP• 433-40. 
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one needed to distinguish between the short 

texm effect ( oovering ten years) and the 

lon~ texm effects of the nuclear proliferation; 

in the next five to ten years, the expenditure 

involved in nuclear weapons p.roduction"w:>uld be 

snall oompared with the mil! taxy budgets of 

many snall ind.lstrialized oountries"; and 

the relationship between foreign policy align-

ment and weapons use was noted. 

The spectrum of societal attitude on the nuclear

security issues after 1964 fell into tt«> categories: 

(a) Should India siqn the NPT? 

(b) Were security guarantees from the superpowers 

credible and desirable in tenns of India' s 

security and diplomatic interests? 

The first category war easy to identify, and the 

national oonsensus on this issue was also identifiable. 

The only Indian political party that ur!ed India to si~ 

the NPT and to accept a US-Soviet nuclear Umbrella 

was the pro-west, business-oriented Swatantra party. 25 

The other political parties rejected security guarantees, 

25. Masani M.P .. , The General Secretary of the Party in 
a speech on October 16, 1964, Lok Sa}?ha Debate, 
Government of India. Pub., November 23, 1964; 
Columns 1238-40. 
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partiwlarly u.S. C)Uarantees, and refused to enoorse the 

NPT. The Mosoow Wing of India's ex>mmunist party in December 

1964 arC)Ued against the us Umbrella proposal. .Yet it did 

not ad"'JJcate an Indian nuclear weapons programme, because 

it did not feel that China was a real nuclear threat 

to India. 26 Likewise the Peiking wing of Indian 

Communist m:>vement felt that China's nuclear capability 

was not meant a~ainst India, and the latter ought not 

to beex>me dependent on imperialist tuarantees. 27 Only 

the nationalistic Jan San~h party as early as 1962, 

urged India's acquisition of nuclear weapons. It criti

cized the 9)vernment for raising the false issue of 

eex>nomic ex>sts in weapons production. Its position was 

rooted in a nationalist reaction a~ainst the behaviour 

28 of the superpowers and China. True by and large, 

Indian elites - intellecmal, bureaucratic, and 

military - seemed to reject NPT and supexpowers 91arantees. 

Prior to the first Indian nuclear detonation of 

Hay 18, 1974, discussions about these questions in 

26. Shah, A.~., ~., India's Defense and Forei4JO 
Policies~ Manaktalas, 5ombay, t968},p. 166. 

27. Couper F.E. , "Indian Party Conflict on the Issue 
of Atomic Weapon~•, Journal of Deye1oping A;eas,, 
Januacy, 1969, p. 202. 

28. Patil R.L.M., "India: Nuclear Weapons and International 
Politics•, (National PPhlishing House, Delhi, 1969), 
p. 79. 

) 
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the public were purely academic. However sinco the 

first test. such questions are infact bein4J raised 

w1 thin and outside India. Even the Indian al:liiY seems to 

have acquired a taste for discussing nuclear weapons1 

although prior to the detonation senior anny officers, 

including Field Marshal S. F. H. J. Manekshaw, argued 

that Nuclear weapons did not have a military use, and 

hence India did not need them. 

The Indian intellectual view further can be 

divided in to three cate9) ri es: 

One, those who adYocate abstention in the use of 

force. This Gandhian - elite group favours intensified 

efforts for disannarnent and <Des not treat military 

and nuclear power as valid policy instruments. It is 

to be noted here that since t962 this group has not 

played a significant role because of its contrary ~rld 

view. 

Second, 4JI:OUP can be named as Military Elite. This 

group, is, 9enerally against an immediate nuclear weapon 

pro9rarnrne. This d:>es not perceive any immediate threat 

from China and Palcistan. It is of the opinion that 

possession of nuclear weapons will not provide any 

any security a4Jainst threats from China and Pakistan 

that are o::>nventional. 29 If ther is money to spare, it 

29. Singh, Sarnpooran, India and the Nuclear -eomb , 
(s. Chand and eo. Ltd. I New Delhi 1971). p. 107. 
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should be spent on int>rovin• India's conventional mili

tary stren.th. 30 It is clear that this group ~ves 

highest priority to conventional weapons as well as 

stresses upon the i~rovement in technological capa

bility to manufacture nuclear system. 
31 

Third group can be categoriesed as strate!ic -

political-elite. This is of the view that India 

ought to help shape the balance of power in Asia by 

participating in the military balance. 32 India should 

not rely on the west fOr stabilizin9 the Asian military 

balance. 
33 

India should 9' nuclear because it is a 

potential CJreat power that should be able to parti

cipate in int~mational agreement as an equal of other 

great power. 34 The question of nuclear weapons must be 

coordinated closely with India's foreifjll policy problems, 

and the nuclear issue should be used to help improve 

30. Mirchandani,G. C. • India's Nuclear Dilerrrn§., 
(Popular ~oo'k Service, New Delhi , 1968), p. 100. 

31. "'ndia' s Military Strategy•, India Quarterly, 
(New Delhi), Jan-March 1967, p. 26. 

32. ~uchan, A-lastair. A World of Nuclear PoW@(?, (New 
Yorks American Assembly, 1966, p. 56. 

33. ~bid., p. 62. 

34. Deshing'kar, D., in China Report, (New Delhi), May
June 1970, New Delhi, p. 33. 
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India's bartaining relations with the superpowers 

until nuclear weapons have some political-military 

utility. 35 India must participate in the nuclear 

tame to break the trend toward super:power imperialism 

in ~rld politics and to buy security against China 

36 
as a byprocilct. India should go nuclear to develop 

its internal stren¢h and to become independent of the 

37 
big powers. India needs to abanoon non-alignment in 

favour of a wor'kin4J partnership in security matters among 

the free Asian powers. 38 India needs to avoid security 

guarantees because these are not reliable, to avoid 

an immediate nuclear weapon decision but to prepare 

for one inwnediately, and to improve India's decision-

39 making machinery in security matters. 

35. Kapur, Ashok, in world Today (Lon<bn), September 
1971. 

36. Swamy Subramaniam, "India' s Nuclear Strate~ in the 
1970s", Lecture at the University of California, 
May 26, 1969. 

37. Dutt V.P., in Mishra K.P., ed., Studies in Indian 
Indian Foreign Policy, ( Vikas Publications, New 
Delhi, t969), p. 324. 

38. Dutt. Som, "India and the Bomb", Adelphi Papers 
(LonCbn: IISS), November, 1.966, p. 9. 

39. Subramanyam, K., "_l\ Strategy for India for a 
Credible Posture Against a Nuclear Adversary", 
IDS~ Journal, (New Delhi), 1968, pp. 3 & 5. 
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PU~LI C OPINION 

Generally speaking public opinon 1~ supposed to 

influence policy making, but the precise nature of its 

influence is unclear. ~ecause of low level of literacy, 

one cbes not expect the lay public in India to take an 

interest in forei~ defense issues where the cbminant 

issue is on economic survival. Nevertheless, Indian 

public opinion poles reveal considerable public interest 

in nuclear weapons. Several surveys based on random 

ssnples indicate that a majority of India's public favour 

a weapons pr:ogrC~tt. Gerard ~raunthal, an American resear

cher wn:> cx>nducted survey in India durin~ February-March 

and May 1966 report~ as follows: 
40 

•Indeed, 7 out of 10 believed that India srould 

produce her own atomic weapons •••• Trose wb:> answered 

positively argued that atomic weapon~ were needed for 

defence against China and Pakistan to withstand any 

blackmail and to maintain a balance of power, that 

national prestige ~uld be enhanced, and that India 

no longer w::>uld need to rely on American and Russian 

nuclear umbrellas. • 

Those woo opposed an Indian nuclear capability, 

including some pr:o-Moscow eommunists, ar~ed that it 

ran oounter to the nations• policy, that it was too 

40. !fhis survey was oondlcted after the In&:>-Paldstan 
war of 1965. 
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expensive, or too destructive. 41 

Table No. IV (see Appendix) srows clearly that 

a sizeable majority of India's public in the major 

cities favoured atomic capability for India. 

Tb.J s we see that trough public opinion (mass) 

is hidden and unclear but it has its bearing in the 

policy foonulations. 

THE ROLE OP' OPPOSITION PARTIES: 

Overall, the national Jan Sangh was the 

strongest wice in ur¢nCJ a nuclear weapon pro~r<:nme for 

India. It found support for its views fxom some 

sections in the Congress p~rty and fmm some sections 

of Indian public opinion, but neither the Swatantra 

party nor the pro-Mosoow or pro-~eiking wings of the 

c::x>mmunist rrovement in India supported the Jansangh". 

The Jan Sangh' s advocacy of a weapon pro4)ram is 

oonsistent with its general policy of ur~ing a 

reorientation in India's defense thinldn4J. Its main 

premise is that P·akistan and China are India's 

natural enemies. " 2 It questions the "pseucb-pacifist 

41. Braunthal, Gerard, "Attitude Survey in India", 
Public Opinion Quarterly, 33, no. 1, Spring 1969, 
p. 80. 

<42. Kishore M.A., ~,Jan sangh and India's Foreign 
policy, (Associated Publishing House, New Delhi, 
1969), p. 32. 
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inhibitions• of Nehru's foreign policy. 41 As early as 

1950s, this party warned the ~vernment arout China's 

threat. 4" It accused the ~vemment of misleadin«J the 

public about "neighbourly and friendly relations" with 

China in 1.957, when the fJOVernrnent knew in 1.956 about 

Chinese territx>rial intrusions into the Ak.sai Chin 

•s area in Ladakh. It emphasised a need for less talk 

and rrore defense preparations, arguing that it•is all 

ri9ht to talk of peace. ~ut peace cannot come by 

asking for it. •••• Stren9th is needed to win peace as 

nru ch as it is needed to win a war". It noted that 

China, the u.s. and the USSR all talk of peace but 

prepared for military action. 4S 

The Jan S~g-h had taken a specific stand on 

China's nuclear programme on October 20, t96•, j.t 

welcomed President Lynd:>n John's offer of a security 

9Uarantee for non-nuclear weapons states but nevertheless 

emphasised India's need to have an independent atomic 

capability. It questioned the g:>veronent' s view that 

India's ecxmomy would not afford weapons pJ:Ogram. Swatantra 

43. Ibid., p. 32. 

4•. Jhanqiani M.A., Jan Sangh and Swatantra, (M;:maktalas 
Pub., Bombay, 19 67), p. 59. 

45. Ibid., p. 64 • 

• 6. Ibid., p. 69 

• • 
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p~rty rejected the non-alignment and wanted India 

w1 th Western alliance. 

However, the impact of these parties on the 

9JVernment policies cannot be ruled out. They play a 

vital ~le in shaping the government policies. 

THE RULING P A."qTY: 

The views of the various Prime Ministers and 

different cpvemments (national) has already been 

discussed in detail in Chapter-2. Still it is impor

tant to say that before 1962, Nehru was all in all in 

the fonnation of India's forei~ policy. The confronta

tion with China undennined Nehru's China policy and his 

theory of peaceful co-existence. More importantly, it 

undez:minded the influence in 9)Vemment and in the 

Congress party. 

The shift in the 1960s in the Nuclear policy is 

the o:msequence of the various factors. The debate on 

the nuclear weapon gained rromentum in the late t960s. 

Thus it is easy to demonstrate change in the government' s 

thinking but it is highly problematic to say that this 

chan~e occured because of public opinion or interest 

groups pressures. The media function essentially as a 

transmission belt for shifting the public o:>mmitment 

away from the Gandhian philosophy. 
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E(l)NOMIC (l)N STRAINTS 

In no area of critical ooncem to the nation 

is public ignorance so great as in defence: in no sub

area, it is so great as in the eCX>nomics of producing 

nuclear weapons. The CD-existence of acute CX>ncern 

and oolossal ignorance has been a national characteristic 

for the l~st t~ decades: even today the nation is on 

the roms of a dilemma, not knowing whether tx> !0 nuclearr.

or otherwise. 47 

Whether a oountry should make a bomb is a pre

rogrative of the C}Overnment in power but eoonomic factor 

can not be ruled out. It is the oost factor which 

cripples the thinking of a particular government to have 

a bomb. The experts in the field are able to turn out 

ready-made figures about the oost of the bomb, depending 

upon whether one wants to prove that the bomb is the 

cheapest fonn of defence and it can be manufactured 

tomorrow, or that its oosts are so exorbitant that the 

Indian eex>nomy will collapse before we can make a bomb. 

There is no unanimity among the experts regarding 

the ex>st of a bomb. The estimates for a credible nuclear 
48 

weapons pro9rarmne vary from Jan sangh' s Rs. 750 crores 

47. Singh, Sampooran, India frd the Nuclear P.omb (Chand 
and a:>., New Delhi, 1971 , p. 133. 

Swamy SUbramaniam, "Systems .1'\n~lysis of Strategic 
Defence Needs", Economic and Political Weekly 
(~ombay), Vol. 4, No. 8, February 22, 1_969, p. 401. 
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tx> somethin~ between Rs. 6,000 crores toRs. 8,000 crores49 

by the Institute for Defence Studies and Analysis, Nev 

Delhi. 

The oost of a new Prototype bomber with full equiP

ment is equivalent to the combined cost of one year' s s<3.lary 

for 250,000 teachers, 30 science faculties with one 

thousand students each, 75 fully equipped, tOO - bed 

50 hospitals •••• • The Indian Parliamentary and Scientific 

Committee organised on this subject a seminar of scientists, 

economists, defence experts and members of Parliament 

on May 8-9, 1970 at New Delhi. The consensus of opinion 

in the seminar was that the cost of the nuclear weapon 

programme w:>uld be clearly within India's economic 

resources. For, from crushing the Indian eo:momy, the 

nuclear programme, it was felt, would accelerate the 

growth of indtstry and technolofi. 

~HAP H.P..' S ESTIM.P..TE 

The cost of a ten-ldlotx>n atx>mic bomb was estimated 

to be Rs. 17.5 Lakhs and that of a two-megaton bomb Rs. 30 

lakh. 51 According to -ehaba, atomic explosives were 

49. 

so. 
51. 

Rama Rao, R., The Statesman, Pebruary 4, t970J 
February 5, 1970: and February 6, 1970. 

Seminar, (New Delhi), n.6S, January 1965, 

The Hindi, Octok:aer 27, 1964 ( reprodlced by R.L.M. 
Patel, "India Nuclear weapons and International 
Politics•, National: Delhi, ~~69, Delhi, pp. 50 & 51. 
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LIDNAR.:.> ~EA'IDN I ALASTAIR ~UCHAN AND 
JAMES SCHLESINGER'S ESTIMATES: 

.. 

Table No. Y. {see Appendix) shows that the annual 

cost comes to be $ 230 million or Rs. 172.5 crores over 

a ten-year period. India has already got the basic 

reactors and this might to that extent, lower the cost 

element, including the cost of fissile material produc-

52 
tions. 

Another view of the costs of a nuclear weapons 

programme has been expressed by Alastair ~uchan, He 

asserted that Indi"' can build up a stock of 50 twenty

kiloton bombs with Rs. 24 crores. 53 

James SChlesinger has challen~ed ~eaton's 

estimate of the ex>st of a modest missile force with 

thennonuclear warhe~ds at_$ 300 million per annum. 54 

According to him it would be higher by roughly a factor 

of five. This estimate is more in accordance with the 

cost estimates of the French missile progr~me given 

in Judith Young's .1\delphi Paper No. 38. 55 

52. Beaton, Leonard, Must the ~omb SO.read?(Penguin 
~ooks, London, 1966, see also ~uchan, Alastair 
A world of Nuclear Powers?(Printice-Hall, 1966), 
pp. 13-38. 

53. ~uchan, Alastair, "The Dilemma of India' s Security", 
S\lrvival, (Lon<Dn), Vol. VII, t-!o.S, August 1965, p. 204. 

54. Schlesinger, James, "Nuclear ~read", Yale Review, 
Vol. LX VII, Autumn 1967 ( rifer V.Gilinsky, RAND 
Memo RM 5248-PR-45). 

55. H. Younc;y, Judith, "The 'P'rench Strategic Missile 
P rograJTlme", Adelphi Paper No. 38, ( Lonc;lcm) ,July t967. 
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UNO' S ESTIMATE: 

It is considered to 8e the most dependable esti-

mate of costs by a study teMl of experts of 12 countries 

appointed by the u. N. Secretary General early in 1967. 

The experts included Dr. Vikram Sarabhai of India. In 

a unanimous report56 the team dealt, among other 

thinfJs, with the economic implications of the acquisition 

and further development of nuclear weapons. The cost 

of different systems have been estimated as given below: 

( i) Fissile Material: 

Ta1dn4J the cost of natural uranium to be Rs. 150 

per lrologram the total cost of enriched uranium comes 

out to be Rs. 82,500 to Rs. 90,000 per kologram U-235. 

About 25 Kg. of weapon-~rade uranium will be required 

for the proruction of one nuclear warhead with a yield 

in the twenty kiloton range. 

( ii) Designing, Marru factu ring and Testing: 

Published information on problems related to war-

head assembly and testing is severly limited by military 

survey. According to a Swedish study, capit~l invest-

ments in a factory for assembling the warheads per 

year ~uld be about Rs. 6 crore and annual operating 

cos~ about Rs. 75 lakhs. The cost of testing on twenty

Kiloton device and of four such devices would be Rs. 9 

crores and Rs. 11.3 crores respectively. 

56. United Nations General Assembly Report, No.A/6858, 
October 10, 1967. 
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(iii) SUmnary of the COst of Plutonium-based 
warheads: 

A moderate programne is assumed as ten plutonium 

based twenty-kiloton warheads per year over a period 

of ten years. The cost of such a production programme 

is given in Table vr< s~e Appendix) and comes out to 

be Rs. 141 crores for ten years. 

( iv) Ther:monuclear Warheads: 

The oo st of the 'trench nuclear warhead progrcmne, 

which included. construction and operation of a diffUsion 

plant for enriching Uranium-235 and the development 

and testing of Thennonuclear weapons are shown in 

TableYII (see Appendix) • 

(v) Delivery Vehicles 

In general, even a modest, indigenous delivery 

vehicle programme, including nuclear weapons, w:ruld 

entail expenditure of no less than Rs. 1,125 crores. 

(vi) Costs of Nuclear Forces in 
Qitterent Cbuntt1es: 

Actual annual costs of nuclear forces are 

shown in Table\IIII{ see Appendix) • The costs are also 

qiven relative to the annual defence budgets and the 

gross national product (G.N.P.). 
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(vii) Modest Nuclear C<Pacitys 

It may be assumed that a modest but significant 

nuclear annament is represented by a force of 30 to so 

jet bomber ai rcrafts (Canberra or ~-57 type) toga the~ 

with 50 rnedium-ranCJ9 missiles of 3,C'OO kilometre range 

in soft emplacements and 100 plutonium warheads. The 

total estimated cx:>st of such a system, deployed over 

10 years, w:>uld be at least Rs. 1, 260 crores to Rs. 126 

crores per year. The break-cbwn of cx:>st is given in 

TableiX (see Appendix) • 

ESTIMATES ~y SJBRAMANI-~ SWAMY, RAMA R1() AND SETHI: 

Swarny estimated the cost of 100 nuclear-tip per 

1500 nautical missiles which is given in Table X (see 

Appendix). 

swarny sugCjested that the cx:>st (Rs. 750 crores) 

of a nuclear programme be spread over a period of five 

years i.e. Rs. 150 crore per year. He regards the 

UN cost estimates of a nuclear force as inapplicable 

to the Indian situation.57 

Rarna Rao estimates the cost of an Indian nuclear 

prograrrme to be Rs. 6, 000 crores to Rs. 8, 000 crores. 
58 

57. The Hindustan Times, (New Delhi), March 11, 1970. 

58. Rao, R. Rama, The Statesman,. Februacy, 4, 1970, 
February 5, 1970 and February 6,. 1970. 
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His basic a~men t is that a balanced and viable nuclear 

force is unlikely to cost India much less than it costs 

France. 

Sethi concluded that the oost over a period 

of seven years would be about Rs. 1700 c:rore or Rs. 250 

59 cxo re per year. 

De~ite all these estimates U.N. estimate of 1967 

is oonsidered the best one. 60 

AlthouCJh there is no tbubt that the possible new 

World War will not be the war between the South and the 

West, however, there is no reason to disregard the 

' 61 
dangers of the growing Third World arsenals. A group 

of researchers view the Third World ann race and 

militarization nearly as a product of wester:n imperialist 

62 
conspiracy and the consequence of western politics aimed 

at exploitation and maintaining the peripheric status 

59. Sethi, J.D., "O>sts and Benefits", The Citizen, 
April 1970, P• 10. 

60. The Hindustan Times, (New Delhi), July 24, 1970. 

61. Mu shkat, Marion, The Third \'t>rld and Peace, (st. 
Martin's Press, New York, 1982) ., pp. 142-00. 

62. G. Haraszti, G. Tunkin, A. Gromyko, Galtung, 
Senghaas, (Problemedes Fried ens, der sicherheit 
und der Zusamnenarbeit, Pahl - Rugenstein Verlag, 
Koeln, 1975). Quoted in Mpshkat, n. 61, p. 155-65. 
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of the Third World. 63 There are many theories attemptinCJ 

to explain the causes of the ax:rns race particularly 

threatening in our times. Some are based on Richardson 

schemes of action-reaction, others on the perception 

of real or fixtious dan9ers, or the wish to prevent MY 

su~rise attack by the hostile neighbours or rivals and 

to deter such an attack. They also focus on the 

impact of the military-inwstrial oomplex and of other 

bureaucracies and ruling elites. 64 

The debate over the eoonomic oonsiderations 

(as discussed in Chapter-1 under "Defence and Development") 

still goes on not only in India but in both the developed 

and under-developed oountries. Professor Emile ~enoit65 

concluded that there was a positive rather than inverse 

co-relation between defence spenro.ng and economic ~rrowth 

in India. a findinCJ that also seemed true of most 

developing nations. Similar are the views of K. 

Subrab'nanyarn and s. n. Muni {as discussed before in 

Chapter-1). Military investments and training accordin.g 

to Mushkat have frequently contributed to modernization 

and socio-economic progress in countries of every type 

of regime, in the caPt;.alist countries, in the s:>-called 

63. 

64. 

65. 

Cahn, A. Eessing, Kruzel, JJ., DawkinsP.M. and 
Huntzinger,J., Controlling Future Anna Trade, 
(Mc-Graw Hill ~ook Company, New York, t9775', p. 39 • 

. 1\lbrecht, u., Burst, D., Lock, P. and Wulf H., 
quoted in Mush'kat, no. 61, p. 157. 

~enoit, Emile, Defence and Economic Growth in 
Developing O:>uatries. { Torontxn Lexington Books, 
1973). 
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socialist ones, the Third World Countries and toose with 

mixed economies like Israel. 

saadet6~as analysed the economic effects of military 

expenditure in less developed countries. In less deve

loped oountries the size of defence budgets as well as 

the share of military spending in national income, is 

hi~ and is still rising. From the 1970s the axms 

trade has been increasing and most of the spendin•s 

on ax:ms is by the poorer nations of the world. Citing 

the experiences of specific countries - :Brazil, South 

Korea, India and InCbnesia she soows that higher 

spending on the military d::>es have economic benefits. 

It can provide effective demand, stability, inter

industrial linka4}es, and other spin-offs. :eut the 

negative effects far outweigh the positive ones - there 

are st~ng reasons to believe that defence spending 

significantly depresses growths and constrains development. 

Defence like any other economic activity involves the 

commitments of scarce resources. AlsO, modernisation 

of the forces is a prime necessity. Hence it w:>uld be 

more app~priate to find ways and means of optimising 

defence spending rather tha'·111 recitcing spending on defence. 

66. Saadet, Deger, Militarv Expenditure in the Third 
World Countries, (Routledge and Kegan Pau 1 Pub., 
London, Boston and Henley, 1986. 
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l'or any ~untry defence and its security both internal 

as well as external is of prime importance. We have 

wasted at least a decade. Lost time cannot be regained. 

But realisa'b:Lon nrust ~me even at this late hour· that 

we will be optinCJ either for national suicide or for 

future fragmentation if we fail tx> use all our talents 

and our ener4Jies to rapidly build up a modest nuclear 
67 

arsenal. 

Shall we act or wait? 

67. R~, R. Rama, "Let us Start Buildin9 An Arsenal", 
World FO'Qls (New Derlhi), Vol. 2, No.6, June 1981. 
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(C) piSOJSSION OVER Rl~GIONAL AND 
EXTRA REGIONAL LINKAGES: 

India is already surrounded on all sides by 

nuclear weapon powers engaged in oontinuous prolifera

tion of nuclear weapons. To the North, the S:,viet 

Union and PeoplEI's qepublic of China possess a variety 

of nuclear weapons. The us Seventh Fleet operating in 

south East Asian waters bas nuclear submarines, nuclear 

powerd aircraft carriers and major warships. While 

there have been denials of us deployment of nuclear armed 

submarines in the Indian Ocean, these denials do not 

extend to the Seventh Fleet units in the Western 

Pacific and South China sea. Since 1980, the us has 

deployed a naval-air task force in the Northern Arabian 

sea (currently spearheaded by nuclear powered and 

nuclear capable aircraft carriers uss Nimitz and uss 
68 

Midway). The us base of Diecp Garcia in Indian Ocean 

is capable of launching ~-52 strategic bombers equipped 

for nuclear and/or oonventional weapon delivery besides 

being able to support large size us oombat forces in this 

region. 

68. Singh, Jasjit, "External 'ftlreats to the Security" 
World Focus, Vol.8, no. 11 & 12, November/Decerrber 
1987, pp. 39-42. 
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While galncinq at our neighbourh::>od to see h::>w we 

are placed vis-a-vis our neighbours, we will fin<'! Pal:istan 

rather estri'inged from us. With a dispute over Kashmir. 

Up North in the Himalayas, we will find the Chinese 

COmmunist a~es poised at the top of the Himalayas 

with their ~ns pointing cbwn at us and in possession 

of territory obtained as a result of our military defeat 

durinq October-November 1962. A little to the East, 

one will find Nepal p_racticing non-alignment against us. 

A little further_ East, ~urma lyes there oold and unfriendly 

to our nationals. ~u.Dlla in its international relations 

is slowly being drawn into the Chinese communist orl:>it, 

creating the apprehension that she might some day 

beoome an Asian cuba· Laos and Vietnam, further East, are 

in flames, with United States single handedly trying to 

help Laos and Vietnam. 69 

CHINA FAC'roR: 

China's growing military and in<itstrial power, its 

s'kill in unbashed practice of realpolitik, and its 

location on the Northern boundary of India makes it 

strategically a most vi tal concern in Indian secu rl ty 

perspective. The terri to rial problems that left to the 

69. Masani, M.R.-rhe challenges of Chinese Bomb-II", 
India Quarterly, Vol. XXI, No.1, January-March 
1965, New Delhi. 
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brief war in 1962 and which remain to cloud relations 

between the biO heightens the securitY am strategic 

concerns. Beijings single-minded search for great 

power status, its militants and often narrow nationalisn. 

and the oontinuous shifts in its political and strategic 

positions makes China a potent fac'b::>r not only in India's 

security scenario but in Asia as a wh::>le. 70 

Much of current Indian thinldng on the challeage 

posed by Chin~ to India's security teads to be narrowly 

focussed on the border problem and is measured in bilateral 

terms. While the situation on the Sino-Indian border-

yet unsettled and replete w:l.th ominous prospects of 

boiling over at the sign of slightest military movement 

as in the1986-87 Sumd:>ron! Chu-\ianCJO::>ng incidents- is 

clearly important and the immediate cause for concern. 

The Chinese strategic ch~llenqe flows ftom the gre~t 

power ambitions of China, its qlorific~tion of the PLA, 

its possession of the largest army: the third lar<Jest 

air force, a wide array of nuclear weapons, nuclear 

submarines, a large fleet of o:>nventional subnarines, and 

is gJ:Owinq naval presence in the South China sea, the 
71 

Pacific and the Indian Ocean region. All this is backed 

by an increasingly outward looking and active military 

70. Dutta, :lljit. •China and the Security of India•, 
~trategic Analysis, (New Delhi}, Vol. XII, No.2, 
May 1988, P• 125. 

71. Ibid., 126. 

\ 
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strate9Y. The PRC' s a>ntinued occupation of a large 

area of Ladakh, its renewed stress on its claim on 

Arunachal further boils the Sino-Indian rela.~ions. There 

is a total asymmetry in nucl-ear weapons between China 

;md India. China is the world's third-largest nuclear 

weapon power. Its nuclear offensive forces are based on 

a triad of landbased ballistic missile, bomber aircraft, 

and ~M - equipped sutmarines (see Appendix v). 

China' s current nuclear forces may be briefly summed up 

72 
as follows. 

Intercontinental 
ballistic Missiles 

(ICSM) 

Intermediate range 
ballistic Missiles 

( IRBM) 

Medium -range 
ballistic Missiles 

(MRBM) 

6 

60 

50 

(T-5, ran~e: 8-t3,000 K.M. 

warhead : 3-5 MT) 

( 10 X T - 3,- range: 4, 800-5,600 K. M. 

warhead : 2- 3 MT) 

50 X T - 2. 

range : 2, 700 
3, 200 K.M. 

warhead : 1 · MT) 

( T - 1, Ran~e : 1,100 K.M. 

warhead : 20 KT) 

72. Military Balance 1984-85, IISS, Lond::>n, 1984. 
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In addition China has successfully tested its 

SLBH and one'Xla' class nuclear-powered submarine is 

operational with 1?. css - t~X - 4 ~Ms. China is 

believed to have plans to manufacture 12 nuclear 

powered ~M - equipped submarines in the next ten 

years or ro. In addition, it is believed to possess a 

significant nurri:>er of nuclear bombs for carriage and 

delivery by its 120 odd ~6 (Soviet Tu-16 model) 

bomber aircraft. China has also embarked on design 

and development of a twin - engined supersonic bomber 
73 

for introdlction into service in the nineties. 

The ICBMs are believed to be deployed in concrete Silos 

among the m::>untains near the borders of Qinghai 

and Sichuanproyences; the lesser-range ICBMs are believed 

to be deployed arrong the mountains of inner Mongolia in 

the North-East, and the desert of SinkianCJ in the 

North-West. The IRBMs are believed to be mobile and 

deployed more in the North rather than in Southern 

China. With any change in the Chinese perception they 
74 

can be swng around to vital Indian tar!E!ts. The 

Chinese government now claims that its nuclear forces 

have 11 the combat capability to cx:mnter R surprise attack 

and then to launch a nuclear counter-offensive". 75 

73. Aviation Week and Space Technology, (New York), 
July 15, 1985., pp. 61-63. 

74. Kant Krishna, "Should India <p NucleRr11
, IDSA Joumal, 

Vol. XIV, January-March, 1982, p. 323. 

75. Defence and Forei91 Affairs, March , 1985. 

" 
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China had initiated its nuclear weapon programme 

to create a minimum deterrent force to meet the perceived 

threats ftom the United States in the 1950-60s. The 

Chinese rationale for ooncem about similar threats in 

future has not disappeared since the nox:malisation of 

relations with USA, as borne out by the development of 

a fully intercontinental ballistic missile able to 

hit ta~ets in the United States. Since the mid- sixties 

China has been more ooncerned about the nuclear threat 

from the Soviet Union. ~ut the development of a 13,000 

kilometer - range ballistic missile ~uld not have been 

necessary to meet a Soviet threat. 

The Third potential scenario for employment of 

Chines nuclear forces is a~ainst countries other than 

the tw:> super-powers. Here, China has once again 

adopted a sophisticated approach by pledging it~lf 

not to be the first user of nuclear weapons, thus 

implicitly offering a palliative to the security 

apprehensions of Asian oountries and providing an 

incentive fbr them to remain non-nuclear. In fact, the 

usual "fog of war", increasing effectiveness of modem 

conventional weapons, problesrn of corrmand and conttol on 

a sophisticated, mechanised and manoeuvre-<:bminated 

battlefield and a l'x:>st of other factors tend to seriously 

lower nuclear thresh-l'x:>lds and make it almost inevitable 
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that nuclear weapons, when available are likely to be 

used, by design or accident. 76 

PAKISTANI FAC'IDRs 

The nuclear threat to India ad ses from three 

quarters: the superpowers, •reat powers like China, 

and reqional powers like Pakistan. Someoow, the nuclear 

threat from the superpowers is not taken seriously by 

Indian strategists. The Chinese nuclear-weapon capa-

bility was taken seriously in the sixties but there is 

no evidence that India is contemplating steps to match the 

Chinese nuclear weapons capability. 77 The main thrust 

of Indian nuclear strategy is, at present, directed at 

neutralizing the ronsequences of the Pakistan nuclear 

pxo•ramme. 

The threat perception of Pakistan is based on an 

intricate set of fears which are historical and deep 

rooted in the Indian psyche. 78 Having fought three 

major wars, India naturally views with suspicion any 

move by that country to acquire new weapons, new technol-

oqy and new friendship with other countries. 

76. Subrahnanyan, K., ed., Nuclear Proliferation and 
International Security.(IDSr.., New Delhi, 1985~. 

77. Gupta, B., Nuclear Wespons? Policy Options for 
India, (Sage Publications, New Delhi 'Beverly 
Hills/London, 1981), p.40. 

78. Paul, T.v., Reaching for the Bomb, (Dialogue Pub., 
New Delhi, 1984), p. 28. 
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Pakistan's adventurisn in the Siachen Glacier area7? 
her involvement in sowing the seeds of dissent and 

separatism in the Punjab80 and Jarrmu & Kastmir81 , her 

insistence on raking up the Kastmir issue in world forum, 

have further compounded the soured relations that have 

existed between the two countries since the partition 

of the sub-a::mtinent. 

US-Sino-Pak Tang~e poses another threat to the security 

of India8 ~ Pakistan in collusion with China and 

with military and technological assistance from the 

USA cxmtinues to act as a belligerent neighbour and 

flex her mil! tary muscle at the least supposed p rovoca-

tion. 

us strate4Jic interests in Pakistan and the 
83 

past circumstances forced India tx:> ad:>pt a Soviet 

bias to oounter US aid to Pakistan. Pakistan is now tho 

. 
79. See 'The Siachen Impasse•, Indian Defence Review, 

July 1988, p. 44. 

eo. See India as a ReCJiOnal I Superpower', Toomas, 
Mathew, ~~ July, 1989, pp. 13-17. 

81. Ibid., p. 30. 

8 2. Subramaniam, R. R., India, Pakistan, China -
Defence .=md Nuclear Tan~le in South Asia, (New Delhi} 
ABC, Pub~, 1989), pp. 42-68. 

83. Lt. Gen. EAVAS, Pakistan's Military O:>mpulsions in 
the coming Decade, Indian Defence Review, Vo 1. 12, 
1988, p.18. 
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fourt}-. lartest recipient of us assistance. e.t ~ac'ked by 

the procurement of F-t6 aircraft fitted with the most 

modern and lethal armament mix, modem tanks and 

ICVs, self-propelled ( SP) and towed artillecy, third 

generation anti-tank missiles {'roW) mounted on ITVs, 

and the latest state of the art C3I and surveillance 

systems, all oontained in a anns deal with her mentor, 

the USA, Pakistan has forged ahead in the power equation. 

Pakistan ranks seoond (after North Vietnam) 

among China's military aid recipients since the start 

of China's military aid programme in 1958.
85 

China 

bas given Pakistan a oonsiderable quantity of Type-59 

Tanks with a provision for IOOunting 12.7 mn anti-aircraft 

86 
~ns. Pakistan received nine Shanghai class motorl:>oats 

84. (a) Continued Assistance to Pakistan. The Schaffer 
TestiJrOny, Source: Wireless 'File, Story NE 3230308, 
date 08/3/89, Strategic Di~st, May 1989 IDSA. 

{b; Be.inning in 1982 the t'nited States provided aid 
in the amount of $3.6 billion for five years, 
devided · equally between military and eoonomy 
assistance. In late 1987 Washington agreed to 
provide a further package of $4.02 billion for 
the next six years {$670 million annually) on 
generally concessional terms, with 57 per cent 
targeted as eoonornic aid and the remainder as 
military assistance, mainly for the purchase of 
us weapons. Fiscal years 1988 and 1989 saw cuts 
of ten and 15 percent respectively as a reS\llt 
of overall budget constraints. 

85. World Military Expenditure and Anns Transfer, 1966-
75 ., p. 78. 

86. Gelks, Ann and Se<Jal, Gerald, ~ipa and Arms Trade 
{London, 1985), p. 67. 
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in 1971 of which four cx:mld be oonverted for firing 

87 
missiles. By 1987 the Pakistan Navy also had four 

Huangfen (4 HY-2 SSM), four HJKU (2 HY-2) and Fl\C (gun), 

12 Shanghai - II from China. 88 

Chinese acquisition for the Pakistan Air Force 

were, 160 F-6s from 1966 to 1968, 112 in 1973-74, 28 in 

1974-75, 26 more in 1978, followed in 1979 by 65 

more apart from the 60 already in service. A-5 Fantan 

A aircraft on order were delivered in 1986. During 1984 

China exported 24 05/A-5 fighters to Pakistan followed 

in 1985 by another 18 and an ad:litional 35 in 1986, out 

of 100 ordered in 1984.
89 

This particular type of air-

90 
craft was first 4jiven to Pakistan in 1978. The PAF 

is al~ in possession of t70 Shenyang J-6, 45 Shenyang 

JJ-5 (Mig-17 U) and l 2 Shenyang CJ-6. 9 l By far the 

most important oontribution to the Pakistan defence system 

by China was the establishment of heavy mechanical oomplex 

and heavy foundry and forge near Taxila, a tank rebuild 

factory and a plant near 1\tt:oek with facilities for repair

ing MiG-19/F-6 and the Heavy Electrical Complex in 

Haripur. to ·pro<ilce 500 KV power transfonners and associated 

equipments. 9 2 

8 7. Ibid. n. 86, P• 70. 
88. Military balance and siPRI, n. 20. 

89. Ibid. 

90. Gelks and Segal, n. 86, pp. 67-70. 

91. Military ealance and 8IPRI, n. 20. 

92. Ali, Mohsin, "35 Years of Sino-Pakistan relations 
Dawn, May 21, 1986. 
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The well known American oolumnist, Jack Anderson 

has suggested that China undertx>ok a secret nucl~~=>?.r test on 

93 
behalf of Pakistan in May 1983. Pakistan, that was 20 

years behind India in 1971-72 has galloped to a point 

where it is five years behind India and is about to 

94 
achieve nuclear weapon building capability. (see ~pendix VI). 

In the global strateqic environment too, Pakistan is 

becoming an important actoT:" ever since the Afghanistan 

crisis started in 1979. The Indian concern in this 

regard is that Pakistan may beoome the next candidate 

for selective nuclear proliferation as in the case of 

Israel and South Africa by the \iestern powers. 95 

A situation of nuclear asymmetry in the sub

continent in favour of Pakistan would be unthinkable for 

India which w:>uld neutralise the kind of oonventional 

96 superiority India might hope to enjoy by nineties. 

It w::>uld als:> give an opportunity tx> Pakistan to 9rab 

the disputed Kashmir territory by rolding out a nuclear 

thre<-lt. ·The impact of such a threat on the Indian 

population especially of Punjab and the Anned ~orces can 

---------
9 3. Times of India, November 6, 1985. 

. . 
94. I<ant, Krishan, "Should India go Nu:Cleat'? IDSA Journal, 

Vol. X!V, January-March 1982, p. 307. 

95. ~ajpai, u.S. India's Security: The Politico-Strategic 
Environment, (New Delhi, 1983,) p. 75. 

96. Ibid., p. 77. 
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be well forseen as that of continual fear and morale 

losing. 97 

A9ainst this backCJtound w&at are the alternatives 

open to us ~ meet the Chinese and Pakistani challenge? 

Tw broad courses are open to us: either it modernise its 

defence (including producing nuclear weapons) or it 

accepts the second-elass status implied in the super 

powers concept of equilibrium. 

The "'"'ti-Bomb Lobby98-lO 4 i ri .t"\11 g ve va ous arguments 

viz. cost factor, political, economic and <bmestic 

97. lbid.,pp. 77.78. 

98. Nehru, R.K., "The Challenges of the Chinese Bomb-!", 
India Ou 3 rterly, (New Delhi), Vol. 21, No.1, 1965p, 3. 

99. Masani MR., "The Challenge of the Chinese ~ornb-I," 
India Quarterly, (New Delhi), Vol. XXI, No.1, 1.965, p.l. 

100. Sinha, K.K., "India's Nuclear Dilemma", Military 
Review, (USA), Vol. XLVII, No. tO, October 1968, p. 50. 

101. Menon, c. P. K., ,:.rhe Ow#. Wellington, Vol. XXV, 1969, 
p. 17. 

10 2. Jain, Girilal, "Demand for the Indian Bomb'l, 
The Times of India(New Delhi), May 13, 1970. 

103. Anita, S..N., "Need for a National Debate on the Bomb", 
The Statesman(New Delhi), May 12, 1970. 

104. Madhavan, T. K., "Bomb, The Nation's Shame", World 
FoCDs, Vol. II, No.6, June 1981. 
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oonsiderations against making of a ~omb. The borrb can 

not provide a short cut to•seaur:lty, self-respect and 

influence", was emphasised by Girilal Jain. 105 He, 

however agreed that China was able to impress 1«>rld 

opinion and had mastered the art of revolutionary 

struggle in countries on its border: and this might enable 

China to extend its influence in South-East Asia. 

He has not given any suggestion to cu:.tb China' s influence 

in South-Bast Asia, India and Burma. Frank Moraes 

lauded India' s stand on nuclear non-proliferation 

treaty and development of nuclear weapons, but has not 

given any suggestion to meet the threats from our 

adversaries. 106 

The fotmer Secretary in the Ministry of Defence 

P. v. R. R~ and Gen. K.M. Cariappa oo not favour 

India q>ing nuclear.- the fo:cmer suggesting that 

the oountry seek a "nuclear umbrella" from the superpowers 

and latter suggesting that possession of nuclear we<!p<)ns 

will not provide any security against threat from China 

or Pakistan which are conventional. 
107 

The an ti-bornb views have been clearly enunciated 

by Desai108 who stated "India will be playing straight 

105. Jain, no. 102, pp. 65-102. 

106. Moraes, Frank, Guha, Samar, Jain Girilal and Dutt 
Som, "Nuclear Weapons for India - Four views", 
India and Foreign Review, Vol.· 7, No. 16, June 1970,p.9. 

107. "Bomb or No Bomb? Opinions Vacy•, The Times of India, 
June 8, 1970. 

108. Desai, M. J., Secretary General of External Affairs 
Ministery, 1965 Cited by GUpta Sisir, The Indian 
Dilenna, op. cit. 
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in to the hcmds of China if because of fear or emotional 

reaction or prestige considerations, it enters into a 

nuelear race with China. The enonnous diversion of 

resources and talents required will retard India' s 

economic and social development procgrc.rmes indefinetely 

and by creating scarcity and economic dislocation and 

social discontent not only weapon India internally but 

eliminate as a political factor in Asia and Africa". 

Menon said that it \IOUld be folly for India to 

explose Nuclear Device. 109 '\coording to him the best 

way to deal with it is to get rid of 1t. 110 Manufacture 

of Bomb according to Morarji Desai is suicide. 111 

Dhirendra Shanna in his book, "India's Nuclear Estate" 

has cri tici~ed the Indian official science and tecl'mologi

cal policy. In a scathing attack on India's Nuclear 

Policy, Shanna, who is convenor of the Committee for 

Sane Nuclear Policy urges the nation to pause and take a 

fresh look at its nuclear strategy. Rather he suggests 

that we should develop an alternative energy technolocgy: 

which is efficient, renewable and safe. 

He criticises the pro-nuclear bomb lobby saying 

that pro-nuclear arguments rest on biO claims - that 

nuclear power is cheap and clean. The fact is that it is 

nttither cheap nor clean. In truth, nuclear power is 

109. V. K. I< r1 shn a Menon' s speech reported in Patriot, 
·New Delhi , October 24, 1964. 

110. The Statesnan (New Delhi), Au9)st 8, 1966. 

111. The Indian Express (New Delhi), January 13, 1965. 
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the most unclear or dirtiest source of ene~ ever known 

to rumankind. 112 

The final report of the International Assembly of 

Nuclear We~ns, 113 held on 23-26 June, 1966, stated that 

there were three basic reas:ms that might prompt !lOme 

countries to embark upon a nuclear weapon programme. These are: 

(a) anxiety for their own security and the wish to 

intr:owce a stronger element of deterrence into their 

systems of national defence1 

(b) a desire to share in the position of prestige and 

influence which possession of nuclear weapons is trought 

to o:mfer upon the ax1 sting nuclear powers1 and 

(c) a drive for greater autonomy. 

The question of security now appears to play a 

larC)er part in urging India to fJO nuclear. 

It is interesting to recollect that Nehru himself 

as early as 1946 stated that India 110uld develop nuclear 

112. The Illustrated Weekly, April 22-28, 1984. 

113. Pinal Report by the International Assembly on 
Nuclear Weapons, held on June 23-26, 1966, "The 
Control of Proliferation", SU;vival(Lonoon), Vol. 
VIII, No.9, September 1966, p. 278. 
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power exclusively for peaceful purposes, but he added that 

"s:> long as the ....orld was constituted as it was, every 

oountry w::>uld have to develop and use the latest scienti

fic devices for its protection. t 14 Certainly the consti

tution of the W)rld as India sees it now is little 

better than it was in 1946. It has been argued thc:tt 

India will 9' nuclear essentially for Cbmestic political 

reason, that is, to foster national pride and to help 

further internal unity. 115 It is possible that in some 

future policy crisis, an Indian 9)vemrnent could believe 

that its decision to develop nuclear bombs would both 

gain wide public support and also demonstrate its deter

mination to defend itself against a hostile party. Here 

the decision .10uld not only be based on public acqui

escence but also on demands from vi thin the CJ)Veming 

116 party. 

The Institute of Public Opinion, New Delhi, esti

mates that in 1_968 over 75 percent of the Indian people 

from all walks of life favoured Indi~· s taking the decision 

114. Kavic, Lo.rne J., India's Quest for Security, 
(Los Angles: University of Califomia Press, 1.967), 
pp. 28 and 2121 Also refer Beaton, Leonard and 
MadCbx. John, The ~read of Nuclear Weapons, ( Chatto 
and Windus. Pub., LonCbn, 1962), p. 141. 

115. Edwards, Michael, "India, Pakistan and Nuclear 
Weapons", International Affairs (Lond::>n), Vol. 43 
No. 4, 1961, p. 660. 

116. Ibid., pp. 664-689. 
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to produce these -weapons. 117 That is today it is the 

administration which opposes India producing nuclear 

bombs, not the people. 

Tl'\ere is 9rowing cxmviction in many .h.sian countries 

that conventional forces are not in themselves a sufficient 

deterrent to aggression. fbw much importance the outside 

'\IIOrld -.ould attach to ex>mmunist China today, if it had 

not entered the nuclear club~ w::>uld we not pass off Pe'king 

as an internationally insignificant cxmglomer~tion of 

feuding factions, its eoonomic house not in order, and 

greatly overrated as an international actor. 118 China's 

entry of the nuc::lear club has enhanced its national 

prestige and influence on the international scene. The 

nuclear weapons completely alter the range of alternatives 

open to any oountry and dramatically add to the national 

security of large oountries. This oompels India along

with other regional and extra regional pressures to urge 

immediate prodlct1on of nuclear -weapons. 

The Indian Parlianentary and SCientific COmmittee 

or9anised a seminar on "Nuclear Options and Thier 

Implications for India" on May 9-10, 1970, which was 

attended by scientists, economists, defence experts and 

117. Monthly Public Opinion SUrveys, Indian Institute 
of Public Opinion, February, 1968. 

118. Ouester, George H., "India Contemplates the Bomb", 
Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, Vol. XXVI, No. t, 
January 1970, p. 13. 
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Members of Parl18'llent. The participants a~reed that no 

option was left to India but to 9' nuclear, and that 

too, without losing any more time. The consensus of 

opinion was that: 

a nuclear project was technically feasible, 

politically highly desirable, strategically inescapable 

and economically not only sustainable but actually 

advantageous: 

the cost of a nuclear bolt'b programme would, 

instead of crushing the Indian economy, accelerate 

growth of industry and technology: 

the nuclear programme had a definit advantage as 

it would provide 50,000 jobs fOr engineers, scientists 

and technicians: 

acquisition of military we~ns would have more 

military advantage than political: and 

if national survival and existence were objectives, 

the cost of the bomb should not str!nd in the way of 1 ts 

production. 

With Pakistan with the capacity to build a bomb 

and China modemizing its weaponry (see Appendix V & vi) 

India can not wait and watch. We were ahead of China in 

nuclear technology in the fifties. Now China is ahead 
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of us in nuclear weapon technology by 10-12 years. Even 

Pakistan is trying to bypass us. Dr. A. <b Khan and 

subsequently Gen. Zia and Benazir Bhutto have claimed 

that Pakistan has reached Uranium enricnnent capability 

in a much sl"orter span of time than the European 

119 
cons:>rtium. On June 21, 1984, Senator Cranston on the 

basis of a declassified secret document, revealed that 

Pakistan has already acquired the capability tD make a 

nuclear bomb with Chinese help. According to this testi

mony it is estimated that Pakistan can make atleast a 

d:>zen nuclear bombs during the next three to five years.· 

The purchase by Pakistan of hiCJh-tech cameras 

known as X-ray fl~sh machine from Sweden enables Pakistan 

scientists to s'b.ldy "c::x:>mpression" characterstics of 

a nuclear assembly at the point of detonation. In a 

sense therefore, Pakistan has done everything but 
1~ 

test the bomb. 

A policy of making the bomb in India should indeed 

be a total break with the past policies. It may indeed 

deprive us of what is now our major source of sustenance, 

foreiCJO aid. It srould be noted that any deterioration 

119. Kant, Krishan, Nuclear Threat1 India's Policy 
options, Mainstream( New Delhi), 23 ( 42) 1 June 15, 
1985, PP• 7-8. 

120. Ibid., PP• 12-16. 
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of relations with the qreat powers can only be temporary, 

whatever importance India had in p~st in the minds of 

Mosoow and Washinqtx>n is only likely to be further 

underlined by the emergence of India as independent 
121 

power factor. 

The pro-bomb lobby122- 130 opines that India can 

not afford to remain without nuclear weapons in such 

circumstances. The very possession by Pakistan of nuclear 

121. Gupta, Sisir, "E reak with the past, Seminar (New 
Delhi), No. 65, January 1965. 

122. SUbral'lnanyam K, Nuclear t-1yths and Reali ties: India's 
Dilemma (New Delhi) ABC Pub., 1981. 

123. Rao, R. Rama, "L<=>t us start building An Arsenals" 
~rld Focus, Vol. 2, No.6, June, 1981. 

124. R. R. ~bramaniam, India, Pakistan China - Defence 
and Nuclear Tangle in South Asia, (New Delhi) 
ABC, J;>ub., 1989~ 

125. Sawhny, Brig. Rathy, Indian Express, May 26, 1970. 

126. D.K., Palit, Hindustan Times, March, 2, 1970. 

127. Kapur Ashok, •china, Atms Control and Nuclear 
Weapons•, China Report, (New Delhi), Vol. V, No.6, 
November-December 1969. p.1. 

128. G. D. Desingkar, "China's Earth Satellite: The case 
for Indian Bomb", China Report( New Delhi), Vol. VI, 
""o. 3, May-June 1970, p. 28. 

129. Kaul, T.N., "We have tarried too long", World 
Focus,(New Delhi), Vol.2, No.6, June 1981. 

130. Jain Girllal, "The Imperatives of staying ~hear.", 
World Focus(New Delhi), Vol. 2, No.6, June 1981. 
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weapons, oowever few, l«>uld chang-e the power balance in the 

sub-o:mtinent to this country's grave disadvantage exposing 

it to the risk of blackmail or worse. 

In the current global strateCJic environment in 

which against our opposition nuclear weapons have been 

made an international currency of power and surrounded 

by three nuclear weapon powers :of the world it is 

absurd for a oountry of India's size, population and 

res::mrces to talk of non-alignment and keeping her options 

131 open by renouncing nuclear weapons. The problem of 

defence is in ultimate analysis, the problem of utilisation 

and mobilisation of all the socio-eo::>nomic tools of 

society in relation to the problem of malting war, as 

distinct from the problem of peace and progress. In 

fact the two problems are not so much opposed to each 

other, they really involve a switch of mechanism. 132 

131. SJbrahmanayam, K, "Nuclear Myths and Reali ties -
India's Dilemma, Ed., (ABC Pub. lbuse, New Delhi, 1981l. 

132. Habibullah, E., Approach to DefencEt,Mainstream 
Annual 1981, p. 147. 



<DNCLUSION 

'fhe citadel of the nuclear club has been breached. 

To the exclusive membership of five, the USA, USSR, 

~ritain, France and China, must now be added Israel and 

south Africa. Many more are knocking at its d::x>rs. 

Among the threshold powers one should reclcon Indl.a, 

Pakistan, Brazil, Argentina and perhaps even Taiwan. 

Nuclear technology is not so complex as to mae it beyond 

the reach of many mid:ile powers. 

We find that the seOlri ty concept has undercpne 

a sea change and by no means it is .confined to the 

adequate measures of making one's border impei.Vious and 

sturdy only. A country's foreign policy and security 

alertness and preparedness is said to be a:>mplete if she 

has taken all factors in the global arena and fora into 

account. 

Ouest for security, fear of nuclear-blackmail, 

intemal pressures and external (regional and extra 

regional) environment forces a oountry to cp nuclear. 

The limitations of a:rms control lobby at the superpowers 

level, the reluctance of the European powers to give up 

the strategy of nuclear deterrence and flexible response, 

need of nuclear weapons as necessary deterrent7 British, 

French and Chines amassment of nuclear arsenals and 
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limitations of INF adds to the insecurity of Third 

World ex>untries. 

'lbday there is no doubt that Third World countries 

has entered a decade of nuclear ambiguity. Israel, 

Pakistan, India, Brazil etc. has successfully acbpted a 

strategy of ambivalence in regard to its nuclear policy. 

&:> far as India is concerned its nuclear policy is 

mainly shaped in relation with its irrmediate nei4Jhbour, 

Pakistan on acex>unt of our age-old rivalry and three 

frontier attacks. So far as China is cxmcerned some 

argue that a miniscule nuclear arsenal against a larger 

arsenal <Des not ex>nstitute an adequate deterrent. This 

is not acceptable. If we can be wiped out by China, a 

large area of it will be destroyed in the process. 

Aanittedly, this is an unequal exchange but no rational 

Chinese leader will ex>nsider such a sacrifice w:>rthwhile. 

In strategic parlance this is termed as Proportionate 

Deterrence. 

In fact, because of Pakistan's strategy of ambi

guity, a national nuclear asymmetry exists between India 

and Pakistan. Pakistan has adopted a three-fold approach 

whilst developing a Nuclear Weapon System. 

First, the Government denial that Pakistan is 

planning to acquire a NW capability. 
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Second. to plead for cooperation from India to 

stop the arms race by playing on the emotions of Indian 

pacifist by offering India mutual inspection of nuclear 

facilities or a Nuclear-Weapon-Free zone. 

The Third approach is to have reliable sources, 

such as Dr. Khan and others, make • indiscreet' but timely 

disclosures that Pakistan has a nuclear capability. 

Pakistan's aim is to ac}:)pt a posture of ambi4]Uity 

by creating a strong irrpression of Pakistan's capability 

by vehement public denials of it, and at the same time 

appealing for co-operation, thereby transmitting three 

contracicto.ry signals to India. 

Ttru s, we may proceed with the assumption that 

India is faced with tv:> likely situations in coming 

decade. 

AN AMBIGUOUS SeEN AAIO 

Pakistan will not test.-fire a NW on its territory 

but will continue its three-fold approach of ambiguity. 

Meanwhile, it will secretly.manufacture 20-l<T ~bombs, 

(This requires no testing, even if one were to accept 

that a Pakistani bomb, was not tested at Lop Nor in 1983). 

These can therefore be manufactured en masse and be fully 

operational. 
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AN ASSURED SCENARIO 

When Pakistan has built up a sizeable stockpile 

of 20-KT A-bombs and if it suits the CJ=>Vemment in power, 

and/or in the event of it facing a serious security 

threat, it will announce that it has MWs. It may then 

als:> test-fire its H-bomb, thereby not only giving 

public evidence of its NW c~ability, but als:> confitming 

its H-bomb desiqn so that these may be assembled and 

manufactured en masse for operational use. 

Irrespective of which of the al:::ove scenarios 

is ad:>pted, it is evident that to act on any assumption 

other than that Pakistan has already achieved a NW 

status and is steadly building up a stockpile will be 

the height of irresponsibility on the part of India's 

searrity planners. 

To meet these perceived Pakistani threats, some 

urge that India soould immediately announce that it is 

regrettable being forced tx:> manufacture NWs in order to 

counter both China and Pakistan. Such a step is pre

mature for several reasons. 

'Firstly: it 'f«>uld be welcomed by Pakistan as it 

would give them a legitimate excuse to justify the 

ad:>ption of the -'ssured Scenario outlined above. 
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Moreover, India's reactions leuld be badly received by the 

Non-Ali~ed Nations and others wOO look up to India as 

an influential spokesman in the crusade to abolish NWs. 

AlS) India leuld be abanc:bning its long-standing anti

nuclear weapon standi it would be branded as the culprit 

responsible for proliferation of NWs in South Asia. Lastly, 

such a drastic step is avoidable if India ac:bpts either 

of the following two paths: 

A. As long as Pakistan pursues its ambiguous strategy 

as outlined above, India must also ac:bpt a strategy of 

ambivalence. It must cx:mtinue to announce that it has 

knowledge that Pakistan is secretely manufacturin!J NWs, 

that it is watchin~ the situation and is taking appropriate 

measures to meet this threat. Meanwhile, without any 

official proclamations, Indian scientists can justifiably 

fabricate 20-KT Ao-oornbs but leave these non-operational 

S) that only minor connections are required to make them 

ready for use at soort notice. T.his is termed as a last -

wire strategy which l«>uld enable India to cx:mfonn 

strictly to its declared policy that it will not 

manufacture NWs, yet allow it to keep all its options open. 

B. The second is that in the event of Pakistan 

adopting the assured scenario outlined above, India should 
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announce it, too, is regrettably being forced to assemble 

NWs and appropriate delivery systems to meet its securitY 

threat. 

On the extra regional front too India should cx:mtinue 

its urge for global disax:marnent. Unless the wb:>le. ~rld 

is devoid of nuclear weapons India can not give up its 

options. 

-o-o-o-
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APPENDIX ( 1) 

TABLE- I 

PLU'lONIUM SIOCI<PILES AND POOOOCTION RATES IN THE 
YEAR 2000 

INDIA 

PAKISTAN 

ISRAEL 

IRAQ 

Critical Masses · 
(UN 8 Kg. Values) 

1,100 

300 

60 

25 

Procilction Rate 
(per year) 

100 

15 

2.5 

2.5 

Sources Kramish, Arnold., in Jones, Rodney w. 
~· Snall Nuclear Forces and u.s. 
Security Policy. (Toronto: Lexington 
Books, 1984), p.29. 



( ii) 

TABLE II 

K>DERN NU~EAR-CAPABLE AIRCRAFT, 1982 

Country Total opera- Total Nuclear-Capable Range in Miles 
tional ooi'M>at dedicated Long Range/Strike 2, 000 lbs. 
Aircraft to attack Payload. 

Mission 

116 
India 635 227 10 Mi9- 23 BN,ItJM 250-450 

16 Jaguar GR-1 450 

45 SU-7 MI<BM 110-200 

45 Canberra~ 700 
( 1) -58 

Pakistan 219 62 54 
34 Mirage 5 PA 400-810 

6F-16 ~ '150 

14 Canberra B-75 700 

Iran 217(?) 130(?) 70(?) 470 

F-4 D/P 

Iraq 330 115 200 
75 Mig-23 BM 240-450 

80 su - 20 375 

36 Mirage F-1 470 

9 TU - 22 1, 925 

Syria 450 205 202 
62 Mig-23 BM 250-450 

40 su - 20 375 

100 MiCJ- 21 ~IS 250 or more 

Oontd •••• 



<l:>untry 

Israel 

Egypt 

Libya 

To tal opera
tional combat 
Aircraft 

634 

429 

555 

Total 
Dedicated 
to attack 
Mission 

N. A. 

232 

218 

Nuclear-Capable 
Long Range/Strike 

244 

40 F-15 A/! 

138 P-4 E 

66 F-16 A 

100 

10 P-16 

35 P-4 E 

40 Mirage 5 

14 TO-t6 

203 

14 Mirage F-1 AD 

100 SU-20/22 

45 Mirage 5D/DK 

32 Mig-23 BM/U 

7 TU-22 

(iii) 

Range in Miles-
2, ooo lbs. 
payload 

1, 250 or mo~ ·--

470 

560 

560 

470 

400-810 

'1.,900 

470 

375 

375 

250-450 

1,925 

Source: Adapted from estimates by Anthony <l:>rdesman 
in Jones, Rodney w., ~ Snall Nuclear Forces 
and u.s. Security Policy.( Toronto: Lexingten 
Books, 1984), p. .&5. · 



( iv) 

TABLB III 

NUCLEAR CAPMLE EJ\LLISTIC MISSILES 

Country Number and types of 
Deployed Systems 

On Order or Under
Development 

Estimated Number Range in Miles 
1990 2000 

Israel 

Libya 

Iraq 

Syria 

India 

Pakistan 

12 Lance ss-t 
? Jericho SSM 

12 Fxo9 7 SSM 
12 SetJd B SSM 

48 Frog 7 SSM 
70 Scud E SSM 

19 Frog Ss-i 
9 Scud !3 Ss-t 

24 Frog 7 Ss-t 
70 Scud B Ss-t 

Jericoo II SSM 

In diqenou s Ss-t 

? SS..22 SS.1 
? SS.23 BS-1 

? SS-22 ss-t 
? ss-23 s~ 

? s:::- 22 ss-t 
? SS..23 SSM 

In di qenou s SS.1 
Indigenous Ss-t 
Indigenous IRBM 

Chinese SS1 
In diqenou s Ss-t 

35 
50 

6 

? 
24 
? 

48 
70 

? 
? 

? 
60 

? 
? 

24 
70 

? 
? 

24 

? 
? 

25 
35 

? 
60 

? 
70 

? 
? 

? 
100 

? 
? 

70 
? 
? 

150 
30 

? 
35 

5 75 
300 375 
600 - (?) 

10 
100 - 75 
375 or more 

10 
100 - 175 
700 
220 

10 
tOO - 175 
700 
220 

10 
100 - 175 
700 
220 

300 - 350 
60 - 400 

1200 

375 or more 
300 

Sources Adapted fxom estimates by Antoony Cordesman. in Jones, Rodney w., ed. 
Snall Nuclerr Forces and u.s. Security Policy. {Toronto: Lexington
Books, 1984 , p. 47. 



TABLE Iv 

STRUCTURE OF OPINION ON INDIA' S OOING NUCLEAR 
(IN PERCENT) 

Like India To Go Nuclear: 

Pelhi Calcutta 

1970 78 77 

1971 86 68 

Even If It Involves 
Greater Tax !Surden: 

1970 76 

1971 81 

DaatJ.c QJt in 
~xg!Qgment 
Exoendityrea 

1970 75 

1971 76 

46 

41 

28 

24 

:Bombay Madras Ave rate 

71 49 69 

45 53 63 

52 35 52 

30 35 47 

42 36 46 

19 33 38 

Source: Monthly Public Opinion Surveys. 
Indian Institute of Public 
Opinion, December, 1971, p. 51. 

(V) 



TABLE V 

POSSIBLE OOsr OF A PLU'roNIUM-5.1\SED NUCLEAR 
WEAPONS s.lSTEM ( $ Million) 

Fissile material prod.Jction 

War head desitn and Tests 

5 asic rocket programme 

Re-entry rocket 

Rocket test facilities 

Development and production 
of a ballistic missile. 

300 

500 

500 

100 

200 

700 

$ 2,300 

(Vi) 

•========· 

Sources Beaton, _Leonard. 'Must the '!omb 
Spread?. ( Penguin Books in .l\sso
ciation with the Institute for 
strateCJic studies, Lonebn, 1966l. 



(vii) 

TABLE VI 

ESTIMATED COST OP 100 PLU'IONIUM-~ASED 
WARHEADS OVER 10 YEARS 

Fissile material 
and Warheads 

Factory for assembling 
Warheads 

Testing 

Storage and maintenance 

'tOTAL 

To tal oo st over ten years 

Annual Ave rage 

Cost per Warhead 

Capital 
Cost 

57.8 

6.0 

•• 

•• 

63.8 
=======· 

141.1 

14.1 

1.4 

10 x (Annual 
OperatinCJ mst) 

55.5 

7.5 

11.3 

3.0 

77.3 
========= 

Sources United Nations General Assembly Report, 
No. A/6858, October 10, 1967. 



(viii} 

TABLE VII 

COST OF FRENCH NUCLEAR WARHEADS POOGRAMME 

To 1960 

1960-64 

1965-70 

(Rupees in Crores) 

Fissile material De sign Testing Total 
production and 

120 

660 

Not 
known 

manufacture 

30 

345 

Not 
known 

30 

225 

Not 
known 

180 

t, 230 

2, 385 

Grand tx>tal over 10 yeus . . •• •• 3,795 

The costs are expected to stabilise after 1970. 

Source: United Nations General Assembly 
R'epor£ No. A/6858, Octi515er to, 1967. 
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TA5LE VIII 

AC'IUAL CDSTS OF NUCLEAR FORCES 

Country Period 

PRANCE 

U.K. 

u.s. A. 

1960-64 

1965-70 

1962-63 

1965-66 

1966-67 

1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

Total Costs 
( Rs. in Cr.) 

1,800 

3,900 

360 

263 

225 

9,900 

9,075 

8, 400 

6,150 

6,150 

6, 300 

Actual Costs as % of 
Military G. N. P. 
Budget 

13 

18 

10 

6 

5 

26.4 

23.3 

21.1 

16.8 

14.6 

12.1 

0.7 

0.9 

0.7 

0.4 

0.3 

2.4 

2.1 

1.8 

1.3 

1.2 

1. 2 

~ 

Source: United Nations General Assembly 
Ret?ort, No • .7\/6858, Octx:>ber 10, 1967. 



Warheads 

'lOTAL 

(x) 

TABLE IX 

ESTIM.\TED COsr OF A K>DEST NULEAR CAPAc:J.TY 

( Rs. in Crores) 

Number Procurement Cost Operating cost 

100 

30-50 

50 

150 

135 

675 

960 

•• 

188 

112 

300 
a::a:s:=== 

SOurce: United ftations General Assembly 
Report No. A/6858, October 10, 1967. 
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APPENDIX - I 

INF TREATY 

NATO TO SCRAP WARSAW COUNI'RIES TO 

SCRAP 

- Ground - Launched - SS-4 and SS-20 Medium range 

Cruise Missiles ballistic missiles 

- PERSiiiD 11 Medium - SS-23 and SS-12 Short ranqe 

Range Ballistic Ballistic Missiles 

Missiles 

* - PER9iiN3 lA 

Short Range Ballistic 

Missiles 

Treaty covers only 4% 

of World's Nuclear 

Weapons 

TOI'AL WEAPONS ELIMINATED : 

NATO : 700-800 Weapons 

(1 Warhead each) 

· WARSAW PACT : 1, 900 Weapons 

(l, aoo Wameads) 

*Not included in Treaty but will be scrapped within 3 Years. 

SOURCE : International Institute of Strategic Studies. 
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APP3l\DIX - II 

TECHNOLOGY AND DISTERRENT STRATEGY 

MILITARY TXCHNOLOGICAL INGSDIENT§ 

Atomic Bomb : 1945 

- Growth or US Nuclear arsenal f'rom 

-- 2 bombs in 1945 

250 b'")mbs in 1949 

1,350 bombs in 1953 

- Thermonuclear Weapon : 1953 

- Soviet Spu~~ :launched 1957 

- ICBM deployment starts 1957-60 

srR>\TEGY /OOCTRTIB 

'Massive Retaliation' doctrine 

(based on Presidential Directive 

NSC - 162/2 dated Oct 30, 1953) 

Publicly proclaimed on 

January, 12, 1954 



- Growth of US nuclear arsenal .t'rom 

1,350 warheads in 1953 to 

-26,500 Wal•heads in 1962 

(Mostly tactical battle field 

weapons) 

- Space exploration: betYieen 1958 - 62 Us 

launched : 

· .FLrst 51 photo - recce:satellites 

(The USSR 5) 

4 electronic recce satellites 

7 navigation satellites 

8 communication satellites 

l geodetic satellite 

( xiii) 

- Strategy of 'Flexible Response" 

proposed in ~ay 1962. 

Formally adopted by NATO in 

1967(Under MC 14/3) 

- 'Counterforce' doctrine: 1962 

National Security Decision 

Memorandum NSDM 242 · 



- Soviet Build-up o-r strategic unclear 

warfare capabilities(l960s) 

- MIRVing resulting in increase of 

deliverable strategic warheads between 

1970- 80 

USA : From 4,000 to 9,200 

USSR: From 1,800 to 6,000 

- Increased accuracy or ballistic missiles 

CSP in 1972 : 500 metres 

C3P in 1980 : 200 metrea 

- Bailistic Missile Defence 

- PGM growth 

- RSTA Technologies 

- Space-based system for cJr fUnctions of 

strategic warfare 

(xiv) 

- Nuclear warfighting with counter

vailing strategy' (PD-59 of 

July 25, 1980) 

- Air Land Battele 2000 

- Superseded by NSD~~l3 of 1982 

introducing strategy of 'prevalence,. 

1n a protracted nuclear war 



- Emerging technologies 

- Space-oriented BUD technology development 

(R and D £or laser weapon technology 

development alone cost ~ 1,862 million 

by 1981 1n the us) 

- ASAT Technologies 
- Strategic Defence Initiative 

announced in March 23, 1983 

SOURc:; : Singh, Jasjit, "Military Technology and International Security". 

Strategic Anal:tsi.§ (Decer::ber 1987) pp 1002 - 03 

( xv) 
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APPE M>IX - III 

TREATY BANNIN3 NUCI§AR WEAPON I§§TS IN 'ntE 

AT010SPHERE, IN OOTER SPJCE AND UNDER WATERl 

The Governnent of the United States of Jmerica, the 

United Kingdan of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and 

the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, hereinafter 

referred to as the "Original Parties''• 

Proclaiming as their principal aim the speediest 

possible achievement of an agreement on general and complete 

disarmcrnent under strict international control in accordance 

with the Objectives of the United Nations which would put 

an end to the armaments race and eliminate the incentive to 

the production and resting of all kinds of weapons, including 

nuclear weapons. 

Seeking to achieve the discontinuance of all test 

explosions of nuclear weapons for all time, determined to 

continue negotiatons to this end, and desiring to put an 

end to the contamination of man's environment by radioactive 

substances. 

1. Signed at Moscow by the Union of Soviet Soctalist Re.publics, 
the United Kingdom and the United States of lcnerica on 
~~ August 1963. 
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Have aqreed as follows a 

ARTICl§ I 

t. Each of the Parties of this Treaty undertakes of 

prohibit, to prevent, and not to carry out any nuclear 

weapon test explosion, or any other n.uclear explosion, at 

any place under its jurisdiction or control a 

(a) in the atmosphere, beyond its limits, including 

outer space; or underwater, including territorial waters or 

high seas; or 

(b) in any other envirorJnent if such explosion 

causes radioactive debris to be present outside the terri

torial limits of the State under whose jurisdiction or 

control such explosion is conducted. It is understood in 

this connection that the provisions of this sub-paragraph 

are without prejudice to the conclusion of a treaty resulting 

in the pennanent banning of all nuclear test explosions, 

including all such explosions underground, the conclusion 

of which, as the Parties have stated in the preamble to this 

Treaty, they seek to achieve. 

2. Each of the Parties to this Treaty undertakes 

furthermore to refrain from causing, encouraging, ·or in any 

way participating in, the carrying out of any nuclear 

• 
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weapon test explosion, or any other nuclear explosion, 

anywhere which would take place in any of the environment 

described, or have the effect referred to, in paragraph 

1 of this Article. 

ARTICLE II 

1· Any Party may propose anendments to this Treaty. 

The text of any proposed amendment shall be submitted to the 

Depository Governments which shall circulate it to all parties 

to this Treaty. Thereafter, if requested to do so by one

third or more of the Parties, the Depository Governments shall 

convene a conference, to which they shall invite all the 

Parties, to consider such amendment. 

2. Any amendment to this Treaty must be approved by 

a majority of the votes of all the Parties to this Treaty, 

including the votes of all of the Original Parties. The 

amendment shall enter into force for all Parties upon the 

deposit of instruments of ratification by a ·majority of all 

the Parties including the instruments of ratification of 

all the Original Parties. 
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ARTIClE III 

1. This Treaty shall be open to all States for 

signature. Any State which does not sign this Treaty 

before its entry into force in accordance with paragraph 

3 of this Article may accede to it at any time. 

2. This Treaty shall be subject to ratification by 

signatory States. Instruments of ratification and instru-

ments of accession shall be deposited with the Government 

of the Original Parties-the United States of America, the 

United Kingdon of Great Britain and the Northern Ireland, 

and the Union of Soviet Socialist RepUblics - which are 

hereby designated the Depository Government. 

3. This Treaty shall enter into force after its 

ratification by all the Original Parties and the Deposit of 

their instruments of ratification. 

4. For States whose instruments of ratification or 

accession are deposited subsequent to the entry into force 

of this Treaty, it shall enter into force on the date of 

the deposit of their instruments of ratification or accession. 

5. The Depository Governments shall promptly inform 

all signatory and acceding States of the date of each 
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signatures, the date of deposit of each instrument of 

ratification of an accession to this Treaty, the date of 

its entry into force, and the date of receipt of any 

requests for conferences or other notices. 

6. This Treaty shall be registered by the Depository 

Governments pursuant to Article ~02 of the Charter of the 

United Nations. 

MTICLE IV 

This Treaty shall be of unlimited duration. 

Each party Shall in exercising its national sover

eignty have the right to withdraw frcm the Treaty if it 

decides that extraordinary events, .related to the subject 

matter of this Treaty, have jeopardized the supreme interests 

of its country. It shall give notice of such withdrawal to 

all other Parties to the Treaty three months in advance. 

-~TICLE V 

The Treaty, of which the English arXl Russian texts 

are equally authentic, shall be deposited in the archives of. 

the Depository Governments. Duly certified copies of this 

Treaty shall be transmitted by the Despository Goverrments to 

the Governments of the signatory and acceding States. 
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In WITNl!SS WHEREOF the undersigned, duly authorized, 

have signed this Treaty. 

DONE in triplicate at the city of Moscow the 

fifth day of August, one thousand nine hundred and 

sixty-three. 

source: UN I:oc. ENDC/100/Rev.l. 
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APPENDIX - IV 

The States concluding this Treaty, hereinafter 

referred to as the •Parties to the Treaty". 

Considering the devastation that would be visited 

upon all mankind by a nuclear was and the consequent need 

to make every effort to ayert the danger of such a was and 

to take measures to safeguard the security of peoples. 

Believing that the proliferation of nuclear weapons 

would seriously enhance the danger of nuclear war. 

In confonnity with res:>lutions of the United Nations 

General Assembly calling for the-conclusion of an agreement 

on the prevention of wider dissemination of nuclear weapons. 

Undertaking to co-operate in facilitating the appli

cation of Intemational M:x>mic Ener4JY Agency safeguards on 

peaceful nuclear activities. 

EJCPressing their support for research, development 

and other efforts to further the application, within the 

fr~e'IOrk of the International .~tomic Enerqy Agency 

• Signed at Lond:m, Moscow and Washington on 1 July '1_968. 
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safeguards system, of the principle of safeguarding 

effectively the flow of source and special fissionable 

materials by use of instruments and other techniques at 

certain strategic points. 

Affit:ming the principle that the benefits of peaceful 

application of nuclear technolo917, including any technolo

gical by products which may be derived by nuclear-weapon 

states fxom the development of nuclear explosive devices, 

should be available for peaceful pu1PQses to all Parties 

to the Treaty, whether nuclea%\-weapon or non-nuclea:t~-weapon 

States. 

Convinced that, in furtherance of this principle, all 

Parties to the Treaty are entitled to participate in the 

fullest possible exchange of scientific infonnation for, 

and to contribute alone or in co-operation with other states 

to, the further developments of the applications of atomic 

energy for peaceful purposes. 

Declaring their intention to achieve at the earliest 

possible date the cessation of the nuclear aDDs race and to 

undertake effective measures in the direction of nuclear 

di sat:mament. 

Urging the co-operation of all states in the 

attainment of this objective. 
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Recallinq the dete:cmination expressed by the parties 

to the 19 63 Treaty banning nuclear we<'IP()n tests in the 

atmosphere, in outer space and under water in its Preamble 

to seek to achieve the discontinuance of all test explosions 

of nuclear weapons for all time and to oontinue necptiations 

to this end. 

Desiring to further the easin~ of international 

tension and the strengthening of trust between States in 

order to facilitate the cessation of the manufacture of 

nuclear weapons, the liquid~tion of all their existing 

stoclcpiles, and the elimination from national arsenals of 

nuclear weapons and the means of their delivery pursuant to 

a treaty on general and complete disannament under strict 

and effective international conttol. 

Recalling that, in accordance with the Charter of 

the United Nations, States must refrain in their interna

tional relations from the threat or use of force a~ainst 

the territorial integrity or political independence c;>f any 

State, or in any other manner inconsistent with the purposes 

of the United Nations, and that the establishment and 

maintenance of international peace and security are to be 

promoted with the least diversion for a:cmaments of the 

world• s human and economic resources. 
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Have agreed as fo llowst 

ARTICLE I 

Each nuclear-weapon State Party to the Treaty 

undertakes not to transfer to any recipient whatsoever 

nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices or 

control over such weapons or explosive devices directly, 

or indirectly: and not in any way to assist, encouraqe, 

or induce any non-nucleat~-weapon State to manufacture or 

otherwise acquire nuclear 'IIIE!apons or other nuclear 

explosive devices, or control over such weapons or 

explosive devices. 

ARTICLE II 

Each non-nuclear-weapon State Party to the Treaty 

undertakes not to receive the transfer from any transferor 

whatsoever of nuclear weEUX>ns or other nuclear explosive 

devices or of control over such weapons or explosive 

devices directly, or indirectlyr not to manufacture or 

otherwise acquire nuclear weapons or other nuclear explo

sive devices: and not to seek or receive any assistance in 

the manufacture of nuclear weapons or other nuclear explo-

sive devices. 
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ARTICLE III 

1. Each non-nuclear-weaoon State Party to the Treaty 

_undertakes to accept safeguards, as set forth in an agree

ment to be negotiated and concluded with the International 

Atcmic Energy Agency in accordance with .the Statute of the 

International Atomic Energy Agency and the Agnecy•s safe

guards system, for the esclusive purpose of verification of 

the fulfilment of its Obligations assumed under this Treaty 

witil a view to preventing diversion of nuclear energy from 

peaceful uses to nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive 

devices. Procedures for the safeguards required by this 

<'!rticle shall be foll~1ed with respect to source or special 

fissionable material whether it is being produced, processed 

or used in any principal nuclear facility or its outside any 

such facility. The safeguards required by this article shall 

be applied on all sources or special fissionable material in 

all peaceful nuclear acti~ities within the territory of such 

State, under itn jurisdiction, or carried out under its 

control anywhere. 

2. Each State Party to the Treaty undertakes not to 

provide: (a) source or special fissionable material, or (b) 

equipment or material especially designed to prepare for the 

processing, use or production of special fissionable material, 
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to any non-nuclear-weapon State for peaceful purposes, 

unless the source or special fissionable material shall 

be subject to the safeguards required by this article. 

· 3. The safeguards required by this article shall be 

imple~ented in a manner designed to comply with article IV 

of this Treaty, and to avoid hampering the econornic or 

technological developnent of the Parties <or international 

co-operation in the field of peaceful nuclear activities, 

including the international exchange of nuclear material and 

equipment for the processing, use of production of nuclear 

material for peaceful purposes -in accordance with the 

provisions of this article and the principle of safeguarding 

set forth in the preamble of the Treaty. 

4, Non-nuclear-weapon, State Party to the Treaty 

shall conclude agreements with the I~rnational Atomic 

Energy Agency to meet the requirements of this article 

either individually or togetler with other States in accor-

dance with the Sttute of the International Atomic Energy Agency. 

Negotiation of :.s1lch agreements shall com:nence within 180 

days. from the original entry into force of the Treaty. For 

States depositing their inc~ruments of reatification or 

accession after the 180 day period, negotiation of such 
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agre0.ment shall commence not later than the date of such 

deposit. Such agreement3 shall enter into force not later 

than eighteen months after the date of initiation of 

negotiations. 

ARTICLE IV 

1. Nothing in this Treaty shall be interpreted as 

effecting the inalienable right of all the parties to the 

Treaty to deyelop research, production and use of nuclear 

energy for peaceful purposes without discri~tdnation and in 

conformity with articles I and II of this Treaty. 

2. All the Parties to the Treaty undertake to 

facilitate, arid have the right to participate in the fullest 

possible exchange. 

ARTICLE V 

Each Party to the Treaty undertakes to take appro

priate measure to ensure that, in accordance with this 

Treaty, under appropriate international observation and 

through appropriate international procedure, potential 

bene~its from any peaceful applications of nuclear P.xplosions 

-..dll be made available to non-nuclear-weapon States Party 

to the Treaty on a non-discri·ninatory basis and that the 
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charge to such Parties for toe explosive devices used will 

b8 as low as possible and exclude any ~harge for research 

and development. Non-nuclear-weapon States Party to the 

~reaty shall be able to obtain such benefits, pursuant to 

a special international agreement or agreements, through 

an appropriate international body with adequate represen

tation of non-nuclear-weapon States. Negotiations on this 

subject shall commence as soon as possible after the Treaty 

enters into force. Non-nuclear weapons States Party to 

the Treaty so desiring may also obtain such benefits 

pursuant to bilateral agreement. 

ARTICLE VI 

Each of the Parties to the Treaty undertakes to 

pursue negotiations in good faith on effective measures 

relating to cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early 

date and to nuclear disarmament, and on a treaty on 

general and complete disarma~ent under strict and effec

tive international control. 

States to conclude regional treaties in order to 

assure the total absence of nuclear weaponsiin their 

respective territories. 
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ARTICLE VII 

Nothin9 in this Treaty affects the ri~ht of any 

gx:oup of equipment, materials and scientific and technolo

gical info.Dilation for the peaceful uses of nuclear ene~. 

Parties to the Treaty in a position to oo 80 shall also 

co-operate in o:mtributing alone or together with other 

States of international OX'9anisations to the further 

development of the applications of nuclear energy for 

peaceful puxposes, especially in the territories of 

non-nucleaJ:~ooweapon States Party to the Treaty, with due 

o:msideration for the needs of the developing areas of 

the \IDrld. 

ARTICLE VIII 

1. Any Part:::IJ to the Treaty may propose amendments to 

this Treaty. The text of any proposed M\endment shall be 

submitted to the Depositx>ry Governments which shall 

circulate it to all Parties to the Treaty. Thereupon, if 

requested to do s:> by one third or more of the Parties b:) 

the Treaty, the Depository Gove:cnmen ts shall oonvene a 

conference, to which they shall invite all the Parties to 

the Treaty, to oonsider such an amendment. 

2. Any amenctnent to this Treaty must be approved by a 

majority of the votes of all the Parties to the Treaty,. 

including the votes of all nuclear-weapon States Party to 

the Treaty and all the Parties which, on the date the 
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amen<Eent is circulated, are members of the Board of 

Governors of the International Atomic Enercgy Agency. rl~he 

amencbent shall enter into force for each Party that 

deposits its instrument of ratification of the amenanent 

upon the deposit of such instruments of ratification by 

a majority of all the Parties, including the instruments 

of ratification of all nuclea%1-weapon States Party to 

the Treaty and all other Parties which, on the date the 

arnenanent is circulated, are members of the Board of 

Governors of the International Atomic Ener~ Agency. 

Thereafter, it shall enter into force for any other 

Party upon the deposit of its instrument of ratifica

tion of the amen<Een t. 

3. Five years after the entry into force of this 

Treaty, a cx:mference of Parties to the Treaty shall be 

held in GeneYa, Switzerland, in order to review the 

operation of this Treaty with a view to assuring that 

the purposes of the Preamble and _the Provisions of the 

Treaty are being realized. At intervals of five years 

thereafter, a majority of the Parties to the Treaty 

may obtain, by submitting a proposal to this effect to 

the Depository Governments, the convening of further 

conference with the same objective of reviewing the 

operation o £ the Treaty. 
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ARTICLE IX 

1. This Treaty shall be open to all States for 

siqnature. Any State which d:>es not sign the Treaty 

before its entry into force in accordance with para

graph 3 of this article may accede to it at any time. 

2. This Treaty shall be subject to ratification by 

signatory States. Instruments of ratifications ~d 

instruments of accession shall be deposited with the 

Governments of the Union of Soviet Socialist ~epublics, 

the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 

Ireland and the United States of America, which are 

hereby designated the Depository Goveroments. 

3. This Treaty shall enter into force after its 

ratification by the States, the Governments of which 

are designated Depositories of the Treaty, and 

1b rty other States signatx>ry to this "!.'reaty and the 

deposit of their instruments of ratification. For the 

puq,oses of this Treaty, a nuclear-weapon State is one 

which has manufactured and exploded a nuclear weapons 

or other nuclear explosive device prior to 1 January 1967. 

4. For States woose instruments of ratification or 

accession are deposited subsequent to the entry into 

force of this Treaty, it shall o.nter into force on the 

date of the deposit of their instruments of ratification 

or accession. 
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s. The Depository Governments shall promptly infotm 

all signatory and acceding States of the date of each 

signature, the date of deposit of each instrument of 

ratification or of accession, the date of the entry 

into force of this Treaty, and the date or receipt of 

any requests for convening a oonference or other notices. 

6. This Treaty shall be registered by the Depository 

Government pursuant to Article 102 of the Charter of 

the United Nations. 

A~TICLE X 

1. ~ach Party shall in exercising its national s:>vere-

ignty have the right to withdraw from the Treaty if it 

decides that extraordinary events related to the 

subject-matter of this Treaty have jeopardized the 

supreme interests of its country, it shall give notice 

of such withdrawal to all other Parties to the Treaty 

and to the United Nations Security Council three 

months in advance. Such notice shall include a statement 

of the extra-ordinary events it regards as having 

jeopardized its supreme interests. 

2. Twenty-five years after the entry intD force of 

the Treaty, a oonference shall be oonvened to decide 
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whether the Treaty shall oontinue in force indefinitely, 

or shall be extended for an additional fixed period or 

periods. This decision shall be taken by a majority 

of the Parties to the Treaty. 

ARTICLE IX 

This Treaty, the Chinese, English, French, Russian 

and Spanish texts of which are equally authentic, shall 

be deposited in the archives of the Depository Govern

ments. Duly certified a:>pies of this Treaty shall be 

transmitted by the Depository Govemments to the 

Governments of the signatory and acceding States. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned, duly 

autoorized, have signed this Treaty. 

I:ONE in triplicate at the cities of Washin~ton, 

Loncbn and Mosex>w, this first day of July, one toousand 

nine hundred and sixty-eight. 

SOurce: UN Ibc. A/Res./2373 (XXIX}. 
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APPENDIX V 

CHINESE NUCLEA.q FORCES 

Weapon Systems warheads 
Type No Year Range Warhead No. in 

Dply. ~ly. ( Km.) Xyield Stx:>cl<piles 

Aircraft 

II-28 Beagle('B-5) 15-30 1974 1.850 1x1 bombs 15-30 

T4-16 'Badger( B- 6) 100 1966 5,900 1-3 b. 100 

L~d Bsased Missiles 

css-1( DF- 2) • 40-60 1966 1.100 1x2 KT 40-60 

CSS..2(DF-3) 85-125 1972 2,600 1x1-3 MT 85-125 

CSS- 3( DF-4) -10 1978 7,000 1x1-3 MT 10 

CSS-4(DF-S) -10 1980 12,080 1x4-5 MT 10 

Submarine based Missiles 

CSS..tl-3 24 1!83 3. 300 1x200 KT- 26-38 
1 MT 

'tOTAL 286-373 
============= 

Source: SIPRI Yearbook, 1988, p. 44. 

Additional Note: 

In another version of China• s missile programme 
John Wilson and Xue Litai assessed the ranges of 

••••• Contd. 
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Chinese missiles as follows: 

DF- 2 - 1, 450 l<m. 

DF - 3 - 2,800 Km. 

D"F - 4 - 4,800 I<m. in 1971, probably increased to 
7,000 Km. by 1978. 

DF- 5 -13,000, ICBM 

source: John, Wilson L. and X. Litai, "Strategic 
weapons and Chinese power: The formative 
years", China quarterly, ( Lonoon), 
December,l987, pp. 549-51. 
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PAKISTAN'S MILITARY BUILD-UP 

1970-71 1979-80 1987-88 Army 

Manpower 300,000 400,000 450,000 
Infantry Division 11 16 17 
ADmOured Divisions 2 2 2 
Independent Armoured Bdes. 1 3 4 
Independent Infantry Bds. 1 3 8 
Air Defence 1! des. 2 3 
Artillery Bdes. - 8 
ADmOured Reece Regts. - 6 
Special SeJ:Vices Groups 1 
Anny Aviation Squadrons 1 5 6 

+ Ind.Flts. 

Navy 

Manpower 9,000 12,000 13,000 
Submarines 3 6 8 
Destroyers 2 7 6 
Frigates/FAC 5--· 16 29 

Air Force 

Manpower 15,000 17,000 1.7' 600 
Combat Aircraft 250 256 381 
Operational trainers 10 1.04 1.27 
Total 260 360 508 
Fighter Squadrons 12 14+3 20+4 
Forces abroad I-:1.1. Small numbers 30000 

SOurce: Military Balance (II ss, Lon ron) • 
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